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AGENDA: Reports attached
ITEM SUBJECT
1
2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)

Presented
by
CHAIR
ALL

3

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JARAC
HELD ON 26 JULY 2018

CHAIR

4

REVIEW OF ACTIONS

CHAIR

CORE BUSINESS
5

INTERNAL AUDIT

5A

Internal Audit Progress Report
a. Procurement
b. HR Recruitment
c. Divisional Regularity Checks
d. Governance

5B

Internal Audit Recommendations Monitoring - TO
BE TABLED AT THE MEETING

6

EXTERNAL AUDIT

6A

Annual Audit Letter

6B

Audit Committee Briefing

7

RISK MANAGEMENT

7A

Force Risk Management

7B

OPCC Risk Register

8

INTERNAL CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE

8A

Value for Money Profiles - Verbal

8B

Update on GDPR – Verbal

8C

HMIC Activity

INTERNAL
AUDITOR

CHAIR

EXTERNAL
AUDITOR (KPMG
– outgoing)
EXTERNAL
AUDITOR (EY –
incoming)

MARK EUERBY /
SIMON ALLSOP
ANDREW DALE

SIMON ALLSOP
DAVID PEET

CONSTABULARY

9

FINANCIAL REPORTING

9A

None

10

JARAC GOVERNANCE
None

DEVELOPMENT
D1

Briefing on the Police Pensions Financial
implications & discussion

CLOSED SESSION
None

ANDREW DALE /
SIMON ALLSOP
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MINUTES of a meeting of the JOINT AUDIT, RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
held in the Old Reception Room, Police HQ on 26 July 2018
PRESENT
Ms S Sunderland (in the Chair)
Mr A Jenkinson
Mr L Harrold
Ms A Joynes
Mr D Morgan
OPCC Present:
DPCC Gillott, Mr A Dale, Mrs L Kelly
Constabulary Present: CC P Goodman, Mr T Neaves, Insp. A Sandeman (to
present report)
Internal Audit:
Mr B Welch
External Audit:
Mr A Cardoza (to present report)

33/18

APOLOGIES
33.1

34/18

No apologies declared.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

34.1

No declarations declared.

RESOLVED:
1.
To note that no members declared any personal or prejudicial interests.
35/18

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE JARAC HELD ON 17 MAY
2018
35.1

The minutes were noted and confirmed by the Committee.

RESOLVED:
1.
The Minutes of the meeting of the JARAC held on 17 May 2018 were
confirmed as a true record by the Committee.
36/18

REVIEW OF ACTIONS
ACTION FROM THE MEETING HELD ON 17 MAY 2018. ANTI-FRAUD AND
CORRUPTION ACTIVITY
36.1 Mr Neaves provided an update and advised that PSD have not
undertaken an awareness survey but do run awareness raising
sessions therefore staff are aware of what they should do in regards to
anti-fraud and corruption activity.
1
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36.2 Mr Neaves further advised that the procurement around anti-corruption
and anti-fraud has been reviewed and assurances were provided that
all processes are fair and avoid any corruption
36.3 Mr Neaves advised that this area will be kept under review but no
further action will be taken.
36.4 The Chief Constable added that the biggest area of risk is around
Officers seconded to EMSOU using Force Systems when dealing with
serious criminals. The Chief Constable has commissioned DCC C
Haward to look into this and examine areas of vulnerability and any
further mitigation required. An update will be provided to JARAC on this
potentially as part of the six monthly update on Anti-Fraud and
Corruption work..
36.5 Members enquired whether this was a system of flagging and notifying
members should there be an instance of corruption. Mr Neaves
reassured members that there are internal controls and safe-guards in
place and as there will be an audit of procurement later in the year this
will hopefully give members a better understanding of the system and
provide reassurance.
RESOLVED:
1.
The actions and updates were noted.
THE COMMITTEE AGREED TO REORDER THE AGENDA AND RECEIVE
AGENDA ITEM 9A NCRS AND NSIR COMPLIANCE AS THE NEXT ITEM
37/18

NCRS AND NSIR COMPLIANCE REPORT
37.1 Insp. Sandeman presented the report highlighting that there have been
improvements in the compliance audits.
37.2 Insp. Sandeman provided examples of HMIC crime data inspections to
emphasise the robustness in approach which can take 10 auditors two
to three weeks to complete. At present comparisons are difficult as
forces, who have been inspected tend to now record significantly more
crimes than those forces who have not yet been inspected has been
small an inspection has not taken place. Insp. Sandeman referred to
one Force who had been inspected and was surprised that they had
received a ‘good’ assessment despite the fact that they had underrecorded over 90,000 crimes.
37.3 The Chief Constable continued by stating that victims are paramount to
the Force and by and large the Force are doing right by the victim and
they are protecting the most vulnerable. Recorded crime represents
just 10% of overall crime and the victim centred crimes such as cyber2
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crime, modern slavery, human trafficking and fraud to not feature on the
crime recording statistics.
37.4 The Chief Constable was pleased to note that there is now a more
mature understanding of the entirety of business and HMIC are now
taking a more common sense approach to crime recording as it is
acknowledged that this represents only a small sliver of policing.
37.5 Ms Sunderland referred to previous reports in which the compliance
audits were not good and whilst it was acknowledged that the system
may not be perfect, it is a system that the Force are measured against,
therefore it was pleasing to note that the new system has helped in the
accuracy of recording. This sentiment was echoed by other members
who stated that results were really impressive and it was encouraging to
note that progress has been made and assurance was taken that
reported crime is being recorded as well as it can be.
37.6 Insp. Sandeman advised that there may be an increase in the number
of reported crimes as typically crime increases during periods of hot
weather. Additionally, stalking and harassment has increased but this is
due to a change to the counting rules, meaning therefore that year on
year comparisons cannot be made.
37.7 Members enquired what measures were being taken to try to ensure
that more victim centred crimes are being reported. The Chief
Constable advised that the Force will continually encourage victims to
report and the importance in recording these crimes was emphasised,
acknowledging that if there is an increase in reporting it will demonstrate
that the Force are giving a better service to the public.
37.8 Finally, Insp Sandeman announced that he will be retiring in the near
future and he was wished all the very best by the Committee.
RESOLVED:
1.
Direct assurance was taken that this area of business is being managed
efficiently and effectively.
THE COMMITTEE AGREED TO RE0RDER THE AGENDA AND RECEIVE
AGENDA ITEM 7A (EXTERNAL AUDIT REPORT (ISA 260), AGENDA ITEM 8A
(DRAFT LETTERS OF REPRESENTATION) AND AGENDA ITEM 8B
(STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS – CHIEF CONSTABLE AND POLICE AND CRIME
COMMISSIONER AND GROUP 2017/18) AS THE NEXT ITEMS
38/18

EXTERNAL AUDIT REPORT (ISA 260)
38.1 Mr Cardoza presented the report which covered the PCC’s and CC’s
significant risk areas. As well as other areas of financial statements and
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the control environment in place to support the production of timely and
accurate financial statements:
38.2 Organisational and IT control environment: All control environments
were generally sound and effective.
38.3 Controls over key financial systems.
sound.
38.4 Accounts Production:
practices appropriate.
38.5 Pension Liabilities:
members.

All systems are generally

The preparation was adequate and the

No matters were brought to the attention of

38.6 Valuation of PPE. No concerns were raised.
38.7 Faster Close. Some minor comments were made to make the process
slicker for future years.
38.8 Value for Money Arrangements. Mr Cardoza concluded that the PCC
and CC have made proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources and with regards to the
Medium Term Financial Planning. Mr Cardoza advised that Derbyshire
had been ahead of the game to develop an overall balanced budget
and what Derbyshire did with the reserves showed impressive forward
thinking. .
38.9 Overall there were no matters to bring to the attention of members and
the Auditor was happy to state that he anticipated issuing an unqualified
value for money opinion.
38.10 Mr Cardoza expressed his thanks to the Finance team for delivering a
quality set of papers with professionalism and speed in response.
38.11 Members expressed their thanks to both the Finance team and Audit
team for their work in producing these, it was acknowledged that given
the shortened time frame this was ‘no mean feat’, but it had been
accomplished by working hard and working well together.
38.12 Noting the move to the new External Auditors next year members
stated the need to ensure early dialogue to build relationships and
ensure that it runs as smoothly next year. Mr Dale reassured members
that discussions have already taken place and will continue to do so.
38.13 Mr Neaves and Mr Dale informed the meeting that they will meet with
the Finance team to give their formal thanks for producing the quality

4
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set of papers. The Committee requested that their recognition and
appreciation be passed to them also.

RESOLVED
1.
The committee noted and commented on the External Audit Report (ISA
260), having heard and from discussed this with the External Auditor.
39/18

DRAFT LETTERS OF REPRESENTATION
39.1 The report provided copies of both signed letters of representation for
PCC/Group and Chief Constable, appendices A and B respectively.
RESOLVED:
1.
The JARAC considered both Letters of Representation for 2017/18, with
no comments made.
2.
The committee did not raise any areas of concern with the
Commissioner or the Chief Constable.

40/18

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS – CHIEF CONSTABLE AND POLICE
AND CRIME COMMISSIONER AND GROUP 2017/2018
40.1

The 2017/18 Statement of Accounts for the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire (Appendix A) and for the Chief Constable
of Derbyshire (Appendix B) were attached to the report for members
final overview and to provide assurance to the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.

40.2 As the Committee had considered the draft accounts in detail at a
accounts workshop on 14 June, and there had been no changes to the
accounts following the audit members were content with the
attachments and recommendations.
RESOLVED:
1.
Members provided a final overview of the Commissioner and Group
Statement of Accounts as set out at Appendix A and they provided
assurance to the Police and Crime Commissioner prior to him signing
his statements of accounts.
2.
Members provided a final overview of the Chief Constable Statement of
Accounts as set out at Appendix B and provided assurance to the Chief
Constable prior to him signing his statement of accounts.
41/18

JARAC TERMS OF REFERENCE

41.1 The revised Terms of Reference was attached to the report at Appendix
A for members to consider and recommend for consideration by the
Commissioner and Chief Constable.

5
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41.2 Mr Dale highlighted the additions at para 1.3, extending the purpose of
the JARAC to provide independent assurance of the adequacy of
arrangements to detect fraud and corruption and that effective
complaints and whistle blowing arrangements exist together with
investigative arrangements.
41.2 Mr Dale also highlighted the amendments to para 1.6 which highlights
that where possible the committee will take assurance from existing
reports or information rather than generate more work than is
necessary.
41.3 It was noted that this area of work will be added to the Forward Plan for
consideration in November.
RESOLVED:
1.
The Terms of Reference were considered with no further feedback
provided. The Terms of reference is recommended for consideration by
both the Commissioner and Chief Constable.
42/18

JARAC MEETING DATES 2018/2019 AND FORWARD PLAN
42.1 A draft timetable of meeting date 2018/19 and a forward plan was
presented for consideration as detailed in the report and at Appendix A.
42.2 A number of amendments were suggested, below is a note of the
proposed date (with strike through to show this is not confirmed)
together with a note of a newly proposed meeting date in red.

:
15 NOVEMBER 2018 (Reconfirmed)
14 NOVEMBER 2018
AGENDA SETTING 23 OCTOBER 2018 AT 10AM
FOCUS: Risk Management
Member Pre-Meeting 09.00 – 9.30
Meeting with External Auditors: 09:40 – 10:10
Meeting with Internal Auditors: 10:15 – 10:45
Public Meeting: 11:00

28 FEBRUARY 2019
13 FEBRUARY 2019
AGENDA SETTING : 12 FEBRUARY 2019 - 10AM
AGENDA SETTING 15 JANUARY 2019 – 10AM
FOCUS: Value for Money
Member pre-meeting 10am – 11am
Public Meeting 11am

23 MAY 2019
16 MAY 2019
AGENDA SETTING : 2 MAY 2019 – 10AM
FOCUS: Risk Management and Review and Advice on Internal Controls/ Draft Accounts and Annual Governance
Statement
Member Pre-Meeting 09.00 – 9.30
Meeting with Internal Auditors: 09:40 – 10:10
Meeting with External Auditors: 10:15 – 10:45

6
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Public Meeting: 11:00

JUNE ACCOUNTS WORKSHOP
14 June 2019
10am – 12 noon.
25 JULY 2019
AGENDA SETTING: 4 JULY 2019 – 10AM
FOCUS: Financial Reporting /Final Accounts/Data Quality and Appraisal
Member pre-meeting 10am – 11am
Public Meeting: 11am

24 OCTOBER 2019
AGENDA SETTING – 3 OCTOBER – 10AM
FOCUS: Risk Management
Member Pre-Meeting 09.00 – 9.30
Meeting with External Auditors: 09:40 – 10:10
Meeting with Internal Auditors: 10:15 – 10:45
Public Meeting: 11:00

42.3 Fraud and Corruption be added to the Forward Plan in October.
RESOLVED:
1.
The meeting dates were considered and the dates detailed at 42.2
above were put forward as an alternative.
2.
The Forward Plan was considered and agreed with the inclusion of
Fraud and Corruption to be added for the month of October.
43/18

JARAC ANNUAL REPORT
43.1 The JARAC Annual Report attached at Appendix A was presented for
consideration prior to publication as a final document.
43.2 Members considered the report and pending the insertion of a
photograph showing the new JARAC membership were content that
this be signed off by the Chair.
43.3 It was noted that the final report is a public document which will be
published on the Constabulary and Commissioner’s websites. In
addition, this will be presented by the Commissioner to the Police and
Crime Panel at its next available meeting.
RESOLVED:
1.
The Committee considered and commented upon the draft JARAC
Annual Report for 2017/18.
2.
Pending the insertion of a current Committee photograph the Chair
confirmed that she would be content to sign off the final version.

44/18

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT
44.1 Mr Welch presented the Internal Audit report as attached at Appendix A
and provided an overview of the work undertaken to date.
7
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44.2 The Regional Approach to the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) was
attached to the report at Appendix B. Satisfactory assurance was given
with four priority 3 recommendations. Members asked if any changes
will made as a consequence of the audit. The Chief Constable advised
that he will discuss this with the POCA lead for Derbyshire and agreed
that a report should be prepared and presented to members at the next
meeting of the Committee.
44.3 The Health and Safety report was attached at Appendix A to the
report. Satisfactory assurance was given with six significant and 2
housekeeping priorities.
44.4 Members raised concern around that audit conclusion of satisfactory
assurance which seemed a mis-match to the number of significant
recommendations, each risk concluding in a significant priority was
discussed: Mr Welch internal auditor confirmed the assessment as set
out within the audit report on the basis that the recommendations were
focussed on strengthening existing procedures, particularly in relation to
evidencing work done, rather than introducing process and procedures
that did not exist currently. Mr Neaves also emphasised that the audit
recommendations needed to be viewed in the context of consistently
falling health and safety incidents.
44.5 4.2 Workplace Inspections. Members requested an update on the
workplace inspection regime to better understand the scale of the
recommendation and it was agreed that an update would be provided to
the next meeting of the Committee.
44.6 4.3 External Contractors. Mr Neaves provided reassurance that
detailed arrangements are in place and much effort has been focussed
on monitoring this area, he continued by advising that there are strong
links between assets and health and safety and there are regular and
ongoing reviews of the contractors on site.
44.7 4.5 Strategy Objectives. An update on the objectives had been
prepared and was circulated to members at the meeting. Members
were content that the update showed that the objectives are being dealt
with but this now needs to be reviewed and assurances are needed to
confirm that a proper process is in place.
44.8 4.6 Accident / Injury Reporting. Noting that some automated
notifications about incidents were not taking place, members requested
further detail in order to get an idea of the percentage of incidents not
notified. Mr Neaves was able to provide reassurance in line with the
management response and to also advise that a full check on all other
cases has taken place there were no issues regarding notification.

8
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44.9 4.7 Accident/Injury Reporting Process. The recommendation and
management response was noted.
44.10 4.8 The Co-ordination of Health and Safety Training.
recommendation and management response was noted.

The

44.11 Members took note of the management responses for all
recommendations and also noted the timescales for completion – all by
30 September.
44.12 Members agreed that they could not take assurance from the audit
report and they requested a further update on progress against the
recommendations at the next meeting of the Committee. Members
suggested that the update should be structured in a similar way to the
audit report which should come from management. Dependent upon
the assurance gained from the update members would then conclude
whether there should be an early follow up from Internal Audit.
44.13 Members also requested a note of the high level risks to get a better
understanding of issues being managed by the Health & Safety team.
44.14 The review of the Collaboration Assurance Statements was attached
at Appendix C to the report. Members noted the findings of the desk top
review which examined 8 areas of responsibility.
44.15 The follow up of audit recommendations was attached to the report at
Appendix D.
Mr Dale was able to provide an update on the
Partnerships 2016/17 audit by informing the meeting that a recruitment
process had taken place and the OPCC Policy and Partnerships Officer
role had been filled. The OPCC are now confident that they can deliver
on the recommendations and an update will be provided to members at
the next meeting of the Committee in November.
RESOLVED:
1.
Assurance was taken the internal audit plan addresses relevant matters
and is being delivered as expected, as detailed in the progress report at
Appendix A to the report.
2.
The committee could NOT take assurance that the controls upon which
the organisation relies to manage the functions of Health and Safety
(Annex A) are suitably designed, consistently applied and effective. A
further update report is requested as per minutes 44.3 – 44.12 above.
3.
Assurance was taken that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage the Regional approach to Proceeds of Crime Act
(PcCA) (Annex B) are suitably designed, consistently applied and
effective.
4.
The review of Collaboration Assurance Statement, Final Internal Audit
memo was noted.

9
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45/18

RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE
45.1 Mr Dale provided members with an update on the OPCC Risk Register
as outlined at Appendix A.
45.2 Mr Dale updated members on the new risk (STR 2020) which had been
created to reflect the implications of the PCC acting as a contract holder
for a jointly commissioned (and funded) service.
45.3 Members noted that there were two ‘amber’ risks with no additional
controls and it was questioned as to whether this was an acceptable
level of risk.
45.4 Mr Dale replied by stating that the ‘amber’ risk around achieving a
diverse community representation was actually good as much work is
currently being undertaken by the Force, but it is acknowledged that
progress will not be immediate and to this end this risk may remain
‘amber’ for some time.
45.5 Mr Dale reflected on the risk around the PCCs media Strategy and
again concluded that he could not see this changing any time soon as
this was a risk that is difficult to mitigate. Mr Dale concluded that the
score reflects the current risk appetite.
RESOLVED:
1.
The new/additional risk concerning the financial liability of acting as
contract holder for Jointly Commissioned service was noted.
2.
The identified risks, their score and the controls were reviewed and
feedback provided.
3.
Assurance was taken from the OPCCs risk management arrangements.

46/18

COPY OF THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES ASSURANCE BOARD
REPORT – PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS DEPARTMENT UPDATE
46.1

A courtesy copy of a recent report to the Commissioner regarding
complaints statistics in 2017/18 was attached at Appendix A for
members to note.

RESOLVED:
1.
To note the update.

10
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
REVIEW OF ACTIONS
Agenda
Report Title and Action Required
Item
Meeting of the JARAC held on 17 May 2018
ANTI-FRAUD AND CORRUPTION ACTIVITY
Members queried whether there was much work undertaken to ensure staff
awareness and they suggested using a staff awareness survey. Mr Neaves
will check to see if this has been actioned or progressed.
To include the results and outcomes of work undertaken in this area for future
reports.

Responsible Progress
Officer
TERRY
NEAVES

Added to the Forward
Plan:
Update on Anti-Fraud
and Corruption

TERRY
NEAVES

1

AGENDA ITEM

5A
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT 2017/182018/2019

REPORT BY BRIAN WELCH
DATE

26 JULY 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To receive a progress report from the internal auditors on their work to date
during both 2017/18 and 2018/19, including collaboration audits.

1.2

This report is in a format which includes each audit report in full as an Annex,
rather than under separate reporting cover.

ATTACHMENTS
Procurement (Appendix A)
Recruitment (Appendix B)
Divisional Regulatory Checks (Appendix C)
Code of Corporate Governance (Appendix D)

RECOMMENDATIONS
i. That the Committee takes assurance that the internal audit plan addresses relevant
matters and is being delivered as expected, as detailed in the progress report.
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ii. It is recommended that the committee take assurance that the controls upon which
the organisation relies to manage the functions detailed below are suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective:
iii. Procurement (Appendix A)
iv. Recruitment (Appendix B)
v. Divisional Regulatory Checks (Appendix C)
vi. Code of Corporate Governance (Appendix D).

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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OVERVIEW
1.1 As part of the management of the internal audit process, a progress report is
provided to each meeting of the JARAC. Attached at APPENDIX A to this report is
the latest progress report dated July 2018.
1.2 Members are requested to review the covering progress report and each detailed
audit assignment.
1.3 The committee can consider if it can take assurance that the controls upon which
the organisation relies to manage each of the audit activities are suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective as detailed in each of the Annexes to the report.
1.4 The report will be presented by a representative from Mazars. JARAC Members
will then have the opportunity to question the internal auditor.
1.5 There is an opportunity to review the content of the audit plan to ensure it continues
to be fit for purpose.
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Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police
Internal Audit Progress Report 2018/19
October 2018

Presented to the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee meeting of: 14th November 2018

Contents
01

Introduction

02

Summary and conclusions from Internal Audit work to date

03

Performance

Appendices
A1 Summary of Reports 2018/19
A2 Internal Audit Plan 2018/19
A3 Definition of Assurances and Priorities
A4 Contact Details
A5 Statement of Responsibility

01 Introduction
1.1

The purpose of this report is to update the Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance Committee (JARAC) as to the progress in respect of the Operational Plan
for the year ended 31st March 2019 that was considered and approved by the JARAC at its meeting on 8th March 2018.

1.2

The Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable are responsible for ensuring that the organisations have proper internal control and
management systems in place. In order to do this, they must obtain assurance on the effectiveness of those systems throughout the year, and are
required to make a statement on the effectiveness of internal control within their annual report and financial statements.

1.3

Internal audit provides the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable with an independent and objective opinion on governance, risk
management and internal control and their effectiveness in achieving the organisations’ agreed objectives. Internal audit also has an independent
and objective advisory role to help line managers improve governance, risk management and internal control. The work of internal audit, culminating
in our annual opinion, forms a part of the OPCC and Forces’ overall assurance framework and assists in preparing an informed statement on internal
control.

1.4

Responsibility for a sound system of internal control rests with the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable and work performed by
internal audit should not be relied upon to identify all weaknesses which exist or all improvements which may be made. Effective implementation of
our recommendations makes an important contribution to the maintenance of reliable systems of internal control and governance.

1.5

Internal audit should not be relied upon to identify fraud or irregularity, although our procedures are designed so that any material irregularity has a
reasonable probability of discovery. Even sound systems of internal control will not necessarily be an effective safeguard against collusive fraud.

1.6

Our work is delivered is accordance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).

1

02 Summary of internal audit work to date
2.1

We have issued four final reports / memos in respect of the 2018/19 plan since the last progress report to the JARAC, these being in respect of the
Code of Governance, Recruitment, Procurement and the first of two Regulatory Checks. Further details are provided in Appendix 1.
Derbyshire 2018/19 Audits

Report
Status

Assurance
Opinion

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Priority 2
(Significant)

Priority 3
Total
(Housekeeping)

Business Continuity – Followup

Final

Satisfactory

-

-

2

2

Health & Safety

Final

Satisfactory

-

6

2

8

Code of Governance

Final

Satisfactory

2

3

5

Recruitment

Final

Limited

1

2

1

4

Regulatory Check – Visit 1

Final

N/A

-

-

-

0

Procurement

Final

Satisfactory

-

3

8

11

Total

1

13

16

30

2.2

The audits of the Core Financials and the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) are due to commence in early November.

2.3

Work in respect of the 2018/19 Collaboration Internal Audit Plan is progressing. We have recently issued the draft report in respect of Strategic Financial
Planning, whilst fieldwork in respect of Risk Management and Business Planning have been completed and the draft reports will be issued shortly.
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03 Performance
3.1

The following table details the Internal Audit Service performance for the year to date measured against the key performance indicators
that were set out within Audit Charter.
No

Indicator

Criteria

Performance

1

Annual report provided to the JARAC

As agreed with the Client Officer

Achieved

2

Annual Operational and Strategic Plans to the
JARAC

As agreed with the Client Officer

3

Progress report to the JARAC

7 working days prior to meeting.

Achieved

4

Issue of draft report

Within 10 working days of
completion of final exit meeting.

100% (6/6)

5

Issue of final report

Within 5 working days of
agreement of responses.

100% (6/6)

6

Follow-up of priority one recommendations

90% within four months. 100%
within six months.

7

Follow-up of other recommendations

100% within 12 months of date of
final report.

Achieved

8

Audit Brief to auditee

At least 10 working days prior to
commencement of fieldwork.

100% (8/8)

9

Customer satisfaction (measured by survey)

85% average satisfactory or above

100% (1/1)

Achieved

N/A
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Appendix A1 – Summary of Reports 2018/19
Below we provide brief outlines of the work carried out, a summary of our key findings raised and the assurance
opinions given in respect of the final reports issued since the last progress report in respect of the 2018/19
Internal Audit Plan:
Code of Governance
Assurance Opinion

Satisfactory

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

-

Priority 2 (Significant)

2

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

3

Our audit considered the following area objectives:
• A Code of Corporate Governance is in place between the Commissioner and Chief Constable that complies
with relevant legislation and guidance.
• Appropriate Annual Governance Statements are produced on behalf of the Commissioner and Chief
Constable that provide assurance that the governance framework is effective.
• The process used for the annual review of the governance framework is sufficiently robust and that the
implementation of previously identified improvement actions has been effectively monitored.
• The corporate governance framework is supported by policies and procedures, such as a decision making
framework and scheme of delegation, and these are appropriately communicated and monitored for
compliance.
• The roles and responsibilities of senior officers and staff within the Force and OPCC are clearly defined,
particularly regarding their decision making responsibilities.
• Decisions are made in accordance with the governance framework in a clear and transparent manner,
supported by the appropriate levels of relevant and timely information.
• Decisions made are clearly recorded, communicated and published where relevant.
• Complaints against the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner are handled appropriately in
line with relevant legislation and guidance.
We raised two priority 2 recommendations where we believe there is scope for improvement within the control
environment. These are set out below:
• The Self-Assessment Matrix should be completed to include the evidence that demonstrates that the OPCC and the
Force are compliant with each principle.
Where it is assessed that they are non-compliant, actions for improvement should be detailed, assigned to relevant
officers and given a target date for implementation.
The matrix should be reviewed on a quarterly basis with updates provided on each action.
• Policy Review Logs for both the Force and the OPCC should be developed that enables the status of the policies to
be tracked.

4

We also raised three priority 3 recommendations of a more housekeeping nature with regards approve of the
Code of Corporate Governance, terms of reference for the Strategic Priorities Assurance Board and publishing
declaration in the website.
Management confirmed that actions had either already been addressed or will be completed by January 2019.

Procurement
Assurance Opinion

Satisfactory

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

-

Priority 2 (Significant)

3

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

8

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement activity is governed by Contract Regulations and that these are available to all relevant
staff.
Where contracts have been awarded, their tendering, evaluation and award are in accordance with
Contract Regulations.
Expenditure with regards to goods and services is incurred in accordance with Contract Regulations
Best value principles, for example, through the use of quotes, tenders, national and regional
frameworks, etc are applied. This includes opportunities for collaborative procurement, including those
with the Fire Service.
Requisitions and purchase orders are approved at the appropriate level and in accordance with
approved delegated authorities.
Expenditure on goods and services is supported, where appropriate, by an approved purchased order.
Where there is a contract / agreement in place, expenditure is only incurred with these suppliers.
Procedures are in place to challenge purchases outside of a contract with the aim of minimising noncontract spend.
There are effective goods receipting processes in place.

We raised three priority 2 recommendations where we believe there is scope for improvement within the control
environment. These are set out below:
•

A reminder should be issued across the Force to enforce the requirement to raise requisitions for all purchases
which have not been included on the approved list of exemption and obtain quotes for goods, works and services
for purchases over £5k and up to £25k in accordance with Contract Regulations.
It should also be ensured that procurement are informed where contracts are overspent so that a contract variation
can be completed. Budget holders should be reminded that purchase orders must be raised for additional contract
expenditure.
The purchase order exemption list should be reviewed to ensure that it include all purchases exempt from the
purchase ordering process.

5

Where invoices are received without a purchase order number, before processing, the invoice should be verified to
the purchase order exemption list. Where the expenditure type is not listed this should be raised and addressed
with the service area.
•

The Area of non-contracted spend identified in this audit report should be addressed to ensure compliance with the
Force Contract Regulations and OJEU procurement rules.
Contract frameworks for categories of spend should be considered when Agresso spend analysis is completed by
the Procurement team.

•

Requisitioners and system approvers should be reminded that two people should be involved in the raising and
approving of requisitions and invoices to ensure appropriate segregation of duties are in place.

We also raised eight priority 3 recommendations of a more housekeeping nature. These were in regards to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sign-off and approval of Financial Regulations and Contract Regulations.
Procurement guidance.
Retention of documentation.
Sustainable Procurement Policy.
Contract status and quotes.
Waivers.
Duplicate invoice payments.
Contract extensions.

Management confirmed that actions had either already been addressed or will be completed by January 2019.

Recruitment
Assurance Opinion

Limited

Recommendation Priorities
Priority 1 (Fundamental)

1

Priority 2 (Significant)

2

Priority 3 (Housekeeping)

1

Our audit considered the risks relating to the following control objectives:
• Policies and Procedures
• Recruitment
• Selection & Shortlisting
• Vetting & Pre-Employment Checks
• Job Offer
• Performance

6

We raised one priority 1 recommendation of a fundamental nature that required addressing. This is set out
below:
A fix should be implemented to prevent applications from being submitted once the
Recommendation closing date for the vacancy has passed.
1
In the interim, any application received after the closing date should be rejected.
Advertised closing dates
From the 1,267 applications received since April 2018, we noted 40 instances where
the candidate submitted their application after the closing date of the vacancy. We
understand that this is possible when candidates start their application whilst the
vacancy is live and are then able to submit the application once the closing date has
passed. This is a technical issue in the system which the Force are aware of and are
currently investigating.
Finding

Of these 40 applications, the average length of time that they were submitted following
the closing date was 2.25 days. The largest time between the closing date and the
application having been submitted was 16 days.
From the 40 applications which were made after the closing date, five were going
through the recruitment process at the time of the audit, at the following stages:
Interview – Booked, Pre-employment checks and Shortlisting. We also identified one
candidate who had been given an offer for employment and had subsequently
accepted.
The team is aware of this issue with the system and it has been highlighted with the
supplier. The issue is not specific to Derbyshire Police but is glitch in the system which
all forces using the system will experience.

Response

All applications received after the closing date are currently rejected by the team as part
of their pre-sifting process. However, on occasion and through consultation with the
Recruitment Manager and Head of the Service Centre, late applications are sometimes
permitted for a variety of reasons, e.g. hard to recruit to post, small number of
applications received or the post has been advertised multiple times.
Going forward a record will also be kept of all applications allowed to be submitted after
the closing date.

Timescale

Immediately / Head of HR Service Centre

We also raised two priority 2 recommendations where we believe there is scope for improvement within the
control environment. These are set out below:
• Retained HR should carry out sample tests on candidates that have been recruited to give assurance that
the Service Centre are carrying out the process accordingly.
There should be further guidance provided within the Service Centre around the importance of the pre-offer
stage.
Guidance and refreshers should be provided to all staff involved in the recruitment process, emphasising
the importance of retaining documentation on e-recruitment.
7

• The Force should determine targets and performance standards which it expects of the Transactional
Services team. Following this, regular reporting should be carried out against this.
Performance reporting in respect of recruitment should be included as a regular item on the board reports.
We also raised a priority 3 recommendation of a more housekeeping nature with regards the review of policies.
Management confirmed that actions had either already been addressed or will be completed by January 2019.
Regulatory Checks – Visit 1
In line with the approved Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police & Crime Commission for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, Internal Audit carried out unannounced visits to three Police sites (Derby,
Buxton and Chesterfield) to review the effectiveness of internal controls in operation with regards to the
maintenance and security of cash (petty and seized) and valuables. The site visits were undertaken in unison
with the Senior Operational Management Accountant.
The Force utilises the previous three Divisional Head Quarters (DHQ’s), based in Derby, Chesterfield and
Buxton, as stores for seized cash, valuables and property and, as such, audit carried out unannounced visits
to all three sites. The objective of the visits was to provide assurance that:
•
•
•

Petty cash held on site reconciles to the records held by the Force Finance Team;
Seized cash held on site reconciles to records of seizures held on site; and
Security arrangements in respect of cash are adequate and fit for purpose.

The unannounced site visits confirmed that internal controls for petty cash and statement of receipts are
operating as intended, with internal audit able to reconcile the physical cash held to the records that are
maintained at each of the three sites visited.
It was confirmed at all three sites that the procedures for seized cash and valuables are operating as intended,
with staff being aware of the procedures that should be followed. Audit were able to reconcile the seized cash
and valuables held in the safes to the records held on the Niche system.
However, at the Derby and Chesterfield sites some small discrepancies were found when reviewing the
property held within the stores. The anomalies were corrected at the time of the audit and staff were reminded
of the importance of keeping the locations on Niche updated when an item is relocated and this should be recommunicated to the stores staff on site.
Security arrangements at all three sites are adequate and appropriate, with the use of safes with access to the
safes appropriately controlled. Whilst it was noted at the Derby property stores that the security of a petty cash
tin was not in line with the usual security standard, the staff were reminded of this during the audit visit.
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Appendix A2 Internal Audit Plan 2018/19
Auditable Area

Planned
Fieldwork
Date

Draft Report
Date

Final Report
Date

Target
JARAC

Comments

Fieldwork starts 5th Nov.

Core Assurance
Core Financial Systems

Nov 2018

Mar 2019

Payroll

Nov 2018

Mar 2019

Regulatory Checks – Visit 1

July 2018

Regulatory Checks – Visit 2

March 2019

Code of Governance

June 2018

June 2018

Sept 2018

Nov 2018

Final report issued.

Procurement

Sept 2018

Sept 2014

Nov 2018

Nov 2018

Final report issued.

Mar 2019

Fieldwork starts on 6th Nov.

May 2018

Final report issued.

Aug 2018

Aug 2018

Nov 2018

Final memo issued.

May 2019

Strategic & Operational Risk
Information Technology - GDPR

Nov 2018

Business Continuity – Follow-up

April 2018

IT Strategy

Feb 2019

Recruitment

Aug 2018

Aug 2018

Sept 2018

Nov 2018

Final report issued.

Health & Safety

May 2018

June 2018

June 2018

July 2018

Final report issued.

Data Quality

Mar 2019

April 2018

April 2018

Mar 2019

May 2019
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Auditable Area

Planned
Fieldwork
Date

Draft Report
Date

Final Report
Date

Target
JARAC

Comments

Nov 2018

Draft report with lead OPCC CFO prior to
formal issue.

Nov 2018

Draft report issued.

Mar 2018

F/w completed; being reviewed.

July 2018

Final memo issued.

Collaboration
Risk Management

Aug 2018

Strategic Financial Planning

July 2018

Business Planning

Sept 2018

Review of Collaboration
Assurance Statements

May 2018

Oct 2018

May 2018

June 2018
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Appendix A3 – Definition of Assurances and Priorities
Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

Significant
Assurance:

There is a sound system
of internal control
designed to achieve the
Organisation’s objectives.

The control processes
tested are being
consistently applied.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control, there are
weaknesses, which put
some of the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

There is evidence that
the level of noncompliance with some
of the control processes
may put some of the
Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited Assurance:

Weaknesses in the
system of internal
controls are such as to
put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

No Assurance

Control processes are
generally weak leaving
the processes/systems
open to significant error
or abuse.

Significant noncompliance with basic
control processes
leaves the
processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a moderate
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have highlighted
opportunities to implement a good or better practice, to
improve efficiency or further reduce exposure to risk.
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Appendix A4 - Contact Details

Contact Details
07552 007708
David Hoose
David.Hoose@Mazars.co.uk

07780 970200
Brian Welch
Brian.Welch@Mazars.co.uk
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A5 Statement of Responsibility

Status of our reports

The responsibility for maintaining internal control rests with management, with internal audit providing a
service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy of the
internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform testing on those controls to ensure
that they are operating for the period under review. We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a
reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone are not a
guarantee that fraud, where existing, will be discovered.
The contents of this report are confidential and not for distribution to anyone other than the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police. Disclosure to third parties cannot be made
without the prior written consent of Mazars LLP.
Mazars LLP is the UK firm of Mazars, an international advisory and accountancy group. Mazars LLP is
registered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales to carry out company audit work.
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AGENDA ITEM 5A (App A ), JARAC, 14 NOVEMBER 2018

OPCC for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police
Final Internal Audit Report
Procurement
November 2018
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A1 Audit Information
A2

Statement of Responsibility

If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, david.hoose@mazars.co.uk

Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and
Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report are
only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information
provided in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation
provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports
to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification. Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A2 of this report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and
confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire (OPCC) and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of
procurement.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: procurement
regulations and processes; purchases between £5,000 and £25,000,
purchases over £25,000; contracts and regional frameworks.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the force during the
review and are grateful for their assistance during the course of the audit.

The force award contracts for regularly used commodities and for long-term
services. These contracts may be solely for the use of Derbyshire
Constabulary or additionally for use by other forces and public bodies.
Over £30 million is spent each year on goods and services to support police
operations and corporate services. Examples of expenditure areas include
information services (IT systems), fleet, property maintenance, and office
requirements.
Contract Regulations are included at section 5 of the Financial Regulations
and set out the contracting processes and thresholds to be adhered to across
the Force and OPCC. The ‘Blue light’ tendering portal is used for the
electronic publishing and receipt of tender documents.

02 Background
Procurement below £25,000 is carried out by Derbyshire Police officers and
staff through the Agresso system, with orders being raised by the Finance &
Business Support team under the responsibility of the Head of Finance. The
Agresso system ensures appropriate approval of purchase orders and
payments.
In accordance with Contract Standing Orders, one quote is required for up to
£5,000 and three quotes for between £5,000 and £25,000. For Procurement
exceeding £25,000, a central procurement team is in place consisting of the
Head of Procurement, two Procurement Officers and a Procurement
Assistant. The team’s role is to ensure that goods and services are procured
effectively and value for money is maximised.
The centralised function acts as the advisory function to the Force and OPCC
and facilitates and administers tendering and procurement activity for spends
exceeding £25,000.
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• Internal meetings especially with Estates, IS and through Capital Programme
Working group to identify major procurements at an early stage.

03 Key Findings
Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls:

Satisfactory Assurance

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
• Although Financial Regulations have not been reviewed in their entirety, the Head
of Procurement has reviewed the Contract Regulations section which is ready for
approval with the main document.
• Workshop presentations have been completed by the procurement team with
various services across the Force on how to comply with Contract Regulations.
• The Force publicise a list of their contracts on the OPCC website and on the
BlueLight Procurement Database.
• There is a robust invoice verification process in place for invoices received which
have a corresponding purchase order, including goods receipt email confirmation
from the requisitioner and referral to the procurement team for invoices valued
over £5k.
• The BlueLight tendering system used for all tenders completed by the Force
requires two procurement officer system ‘keys’ to open tender bids submitted,
ensuring appropriate segregation of duties in the tendering process.
• Local and regional Forces ‘Pipeline’ meetings are held where collaborative
opportunities are discussed. The audit identified areas of effective collaborative
working, including a new risk management system and boarding out provisions.
• There is a robust approval process in place, including senior officer tender
approval and contract sign off by the OPCC.

Priority

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

0

2 (Significant)

3

3 (Housekeeping)

8

TOTAL

11

Risk Management
While there is a basically sound system of internal control, there are weaknesses
and evidence that the level of non-compliance with some of the control processes
may put some of the Organisation’s objectives at risk.
The Force Financial Regulations are currently being reviewed and the Regulations
were also in review when the previous procurement audit was completed in 2015/16.
The Director of Finance confirmed that the ongoing feasibility study into closer
working with the Finance Director’s portfolio across both Police and Fire may require
a review of existing financial regulations. That review has therefore been paused
pending strategic decisions expected in early 2019/20.
The audit noted that to ensure compliance with the organisation’s document
retention requirements, a review of the information and data set held on the shared
procurement drive needs to be completed.
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The audit noted some areas of non-compliance with the procurement policy in
respect of obtaining three quotes to demonstrate value for money within the
purchasing process. This was noted as being a particular issue where purchases
have been made without a requisition and purchase order being raised in advance.
There is an absence of centralised checks of invoice purchases without a supporting
purchase order to the approved list of purchase order exemptions resulting in noncompliance going unchallenged.
The audit identified one area of non-contracted spend that should have been
considered for tendering. Other areas of non-compliant spend were identified,
however, these were already known to the Procurement Team. Non-contracted
spend requiring procurement activity are included on the procurement priorities list
with the aim to work with the individual departments and service areas to address
control weaknesses and identify new contracts going forward. The Procurement
Team manage this risk by prioritising procurement activity needed into high, medium
and low categories so that the team know where resources need to be allocated and
focussed.

Value for money
Many of the ongoing projects and collaborative work within procurement are driven
towards achieving value for money, for example, the use of a new system called
Bravo has been introduced, which is shared with the Fire Service. Agresso supplier
spend data can be uploaded onto the system and analysed to look for significant
spend across the two organisations and potential collaborative opportunities. The
Force has already collaborated with the Fire Service and savings realised
(approximately £30k for the Fire Service and £105k for the Force). Savings have
been achieved from being able to reduce fleet, running and maintenance costs.
The procurement team prioritise procurement activity in accordance with the value
of the expenditure to ensure that those with the highest spend, and where value for
money and savings can be maximised, are prioritised over other smaller
expenditures.

Non-compliance was also noted in the raising of purchase orders to support
expenditure. Whilst it was noted that the procurement team has developed a list of
expenditure types that do not require a purchase order, this is not consistently
checked by the ordering team when invoices are received that do not have a
supporting order number.
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified a number of areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to
whom we have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

Recommendation

Financial Regulations and Contract Regulations The updated Contract Regulations
Sign off and Approval
publicised on the intranet page
should be formally adopted as part
Observation: The Contract Regulations are
of the Financial Regulations
included in Section 5 of the Force Financial
approval process
Regulations. The 2012 version of the Financial
Regulations continues to be the official approved
version and is publicised in the Financial Handbook
on the Derbyshire PCC website. The Procurement
team have updated the Contract Regulations to
take into account changes from the 2015 EU
Regulations, and have publicised this on the
procurement intranet pages, however this has not
yet been formally approved.

Priority

3

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Accepted, this will be put onto the 30 November
SPA agenda for consideration by the 2018
PCC in November 2018.
Andrew Dale,
Note that the wider review of
CFO to the
Financial Regulations is paused until
PCC
a decision is taken regarding
collaboration between Police and Fire
across the Finance Director’s remit.

The remainder of the Financial Regulations
requires updating and approval.
Risk: Two versions of the Contract Regulations are
in use, which may cause confusion and increase in
inconsistent working practices.
4.2

Procurement Guidance

When the new intranet is
introduced, the information made
Observation: The intranet provides basic details of
available on the procurement
the roles and responsibilities of the Procurement
intranet page should be reviewed

3

The auditor’s recommendation is 31 January
accepted as we were already 2019
planning to do this when we have the
new intranet.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

department and the Business Support purchase and updated to include supporting
ordering team.
guidance and information to staff.
Other useful supporting information is not
publicised on the intranet page, such as:
• information regarding the existing expenditure
frameworks in place;
• the presentation slides used for training
purposes across the force; and
• guidance to staff and officers on 'how to buy'
and the process to follow for each of the
expenditure thresholds.

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

The current intranet does signpost Ray Poxon,
staff and officers to where they can Head of
get advice on Procurement and Procurement
Ordering matters.

Details regarding the current
contract frameworks in place should
be publicised to ensure that staff are
aware that these frameworks are in
place for purchasing requirements.

It was noted that the presentation slides had been
requested to be included on the procurement
intranet page, but the existing intranet did not have
the capacity to take them. Audit were informed that
the new intranet will have much greater capacity to
take this information.
Risk: Procurement team resources may be spent
on dealing with queries which could have been
addressed from review of additional guidance
4.3

Retention of Documentation
Observation: Audit testing identified that although a
folder structure for storing and archiving
procurement documentation has been established,
it is not always applied consistently which the audit
found hindered the efficient recovering of these
documents.

The existing folder structure should
be reviewed to ensure that storing
and archiving of procurement
documentation is consistent across
the Procurement Team. A review of
the data and information held on the
shared drive should be completed to
ensure that it is held in compliance

3

Contracts awarded by the current
team are readily available but we do
accept the recommendation to review
and improve file structures for future
contracts. Contract regulations do not
state that documents must be deleted
after the minimum retention period.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

with the Force’s
Further review of these folders during audit testing requirements.
identified that there is a folder of ‘closed’ contracts
on the shared drive, with much of the information
held in this folder being dated past the six year
retention period as documented in the Contract
Regulations.

Priority

Management response

retention

and hence there is no issue of noncompliance.

The Sustainable Procurement
Policy should be reviewed to ensure
Observation: The Force has a Sustainable
that it is up to date and fit for
Procurement Policy which applies to staff within the
purpose.
Procurement Department. This Policy is publicised
on the Procurement intranet page and was
documented in May 2016.

Recommendation
accepted.
Sustainable procurement policy
withdrawn and the content included
as part of the overall Procurement
policy.

Timescale/
responsibility

Risk: Documentation is not able to be easily
obtained in the event of a query or challenge.
Non-compliance with retention periods
documented in the Contract Regulations.
4.4

as

Sustainable Procurement Policy

3

October 2018
Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

The Policy states that the next review date is May
2018, but the Policy monitoring and review section
states a bi-annual review will be completed.
Furthermore, the Policy mentions collaborative
work with other Forces and suppliers but does not
refer to collaboration with the Fire Service.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Accepted.

Immediate

Risk: Employees refer to documentation which may
be out of date.
4.5

Raising of Requisitions and Purchase Orders
Observation: Clause 4.3.3 of Financial Regulations
states that ‘official orders will be raised for all work,
goods or services to be supplied to Derbyshire
Police, except for purchases that are included on a
list of exemptions agreed with the Chief Finance
Officer.
Audit testing of 15 invoices valued between £5k and
£25k identified that:
• In three cases, a requisition had not been
received by the centralised ordering team and,
subsequently, a purchase order had not been
raised and approved in advance of the
purchase of goods, services or works. The
purchases were confirmed as not being
included on the list of exemptions. (AP Ref:
34753, transaction ref: 7093283), (AP Ref:
12438, transaction ref: 7090905), (AP Ref:
38609, transaction ref: 7089091)
• An initial purchase order was raised (2524785)
for £460k in accordance with the contract value
for the joint border intelligence unit at East
Midlands Airport. £475,652 of invoice
expenditure was allocated against this
purchase order. An additional four invoices
were received for the same contract totalling
£120,720 but purchase orders were not raised

A reminder should be issued across
the Force to enforce the
requirement to raise requisitions for
all purchases which have not been
included on the approved list of
exemption and obtain quotes for
goods, works and services for
purchases over £5k and up to £25k
in accordance with Contract
Regulations.
It should also be ensured that
procurement are informed where
contracts are overspent so that a
contract
variation
can
be
completed. Budget holders should
be reminded that purchase orders
must be raised for additional
contract expenditure.

2

Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

Accepted.

Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

Accepted

The purchase order exemption list
should be reviewed to ensure that it
include all purchases exempt from
the purchase ordering process.
Where invoices are received without
a purchase order number, before
processing, the invoice should be
verified to the purchase order
exemption list. Where the

Immediate

30 November
2018
Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

Accepted
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

and a variation to the initial contract was not expenditure type is not listed this
completed. Total of works £596,371.98. (AP should be raised and addressed
Ref: 38538, transaction ref: 7092282).
with the service area.
The audit noted that the ordering team do not check
invoices received that do not have a supporting
purchase order to the list of exemptions at the point
of invoice registration and are therefore not
identifying and addressing with the service areas
purchases that should have had a requisition and
purchase order raised.
Furthermore, clause 5.5.6 of Contract Regulations
states that:
“Contracts having a value of £25,000 or less shall
be evidenced in writing but may be on Derbyshire
Police’s purchase order form unless the Director of
Finance or the Chief Finance Officer considers that
a different form of contract is appropriate.”
As a purchase order was not raised for the
purchases included on the invoices noted above,
this clause was not met.
Risk: Non-compliance with Contract Regulations.
Unauthorised purchases are made where approval
for the purchase of goods, services and works is not
obtained prior to a purchase being made with the
supplier.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Value for money checks are not obtained for goods,
services and works which have not been
documented on the approved list of exemptions and
as a result this could leave the force open to
challenge by alternative suppliers and increase the
likelihood of budget overspends .
Contracts having a value of up to £25,000 are not
evidenced in writing as required by Contract
Regulations. Suppliers are not aware of the Force’s
standard purchase order terms and conditions.
The terms and conditions and cost of provision of
additional goods, works or services are not mutually
agreed with the contract provider.
Additional contract expenditure is not appropriately
planned for or authorised, resulting in budget
overspends.
4.6

Evidence of Quotations and Verification of Contractual status or verification of
Contract Status
whether quotes are required should
be reconfirmed to ensure that no
Observation: In one case, a requisition identified as
changes have occurred.
being received on an annual basis was received by
the central ordering team and although the
purchase was verified with the procurement team in
2017, there was no evidence that quotations had
been sought or contractual status of the purchase
requested on this occasion had been verified with
the procurement team to ensure nothing had
changed. (AP ref: 13309, order no: 2530520)

3

Recommendation
accepted. 30 November
Responsibility for Procurement and 2018
Finance to check contractual status.
Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Risk: Changes in the contract status or requirement
to obtain quotes are not identified addressed
resulting in increased risk non-contracted spend.
4.7

Adherence to Procurement Regulations

The Area of non-contracted spend
identified in this audit report should
Observation: The Procurement Team undertake
be addressed to ensure compliance
analysis of spend processed through the Agresso
with the Force Contract Regulations
system every two months to identify areas of nonand OJEU procurement rules.
contracted spend requiring consideration for
procurement activity and to increase compliant Contract frameworks for categories
spend.
of spend should be considered
when Agresso spend analysis is
Agresso spend analysis completed of 25 supplier
completed by the Procurement
expenditures over £25k identified one area of nonteam.
contracted spend that should have been
considered for tendering which had not been
previously identified by the Procurement Team.
This supplier has been used frequently since 2008.
(AP Ref: 28895, £482,696 of expenditure since
2008).

2

Accepted. This will be undertaken 30 November
every couple of months with the next 2018
review in November 2018.
Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

As a result, a contract framework for the ‘stray
animals’ spend area had not been considered.
Stray animal’s expenditure relates to vets and
kennelling expenditure with three main providers
with a total cost of £618,240 since the suppliers
have been used. (AP Ref: 28895 - £482,696 (2008),
AP Ref: 14564 - £58,749 (2002), AP Ref: 34655 £76,795 (2013)).These providers have been used
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

frequently year on year but none have been
considered for procurement activity.
Risk: Failure to obtain value for money within the
purchasing process and a breach of the Contract
Regulations in the Force financial regulations. In
addition, this could leave the force open to
challenge by alternative suppliers and potential
penalties under OJEU procurement rules.
4.8

Monitoring of Waivers
Observation: Agresso spend analysis completed
during the audit identified that in six cases a
Contracts Regulation waiver had been approved for
the expenditure, but in two of these cases the
waiver period had expired. (AP Ref: 26838 - waiver
expired in 2017), (AP Ref: 38782 - waiver expired
in September 2017.

A process to monitor the expiry of
waivers should be established.

3

Accepted. Monitoring effective Immediate
immediately with no new procedure
Ray Poxon,
needed.
Head of
Procurement

Risk: Non-contracted expenditure may continue
without approval.
4.9

Segregation of Duties
Observation: The Agresso system automatically
workflows the requisition or invoice for approval in
accordance with the workflow delegations which
have been pre-set in the system. The requisitioner
on Agresso is often a member of staff from the
ordering team, however the request to raise the

Requisitioners
and
system
approvers should be reminded that
two people should be involved in the
raising and approving of requisitions
and invoices to ensure appropriate
segregation of duties are in place.

2

Accepted but mitigating controls are
in place. Requisitions are generated
outside of Agresso and therefore the
same person raising a requisition can
also approve a purchase order.
There were many practical reasons
and also cost implications why the
decision was made not to raise
requisitions using the Agresso
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

requisition comes via email from a member of the
department.
In two out of ten cases where a purchase order had
been raised, it was identified that the email
requisitioner and the Agresso requisition approver
was the same person. Invoices with a
corresponding purchase order are automatically
matched to the invoice on the Agresso system and
is not subject to any other authorisation. (AP Ref:
28642, order number: 2530031), (AP Ref: 38885,
order number: 2529761).
Risk: Lack of segregation of duties which could
increase the risk of fraudulent invoice payments.

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

software. Also, in this instance the
invoice value matched the order
value and therefore no further
authorisation is undertaken on the
invoice.
Controls that have been introduced to
mitigate against the lack of
separation of duties and the risk of
fraudulent payments being made are:
1. Orders are raised by the Finance
Support Team.
Checks
undertaken by Finance Support
ensure the price and quantity is
correct and the purchase is
being made from an approved
supplier. This control ensures
separation of duties between the
requisitioner and the person
generating the purchase order.
2. If the invoice value does not
match the order value the invoice
goes for approval to a budget
holder prior to payment.
3. Regular budget monitoring by
Strategic Finance with the
Budget Holder would identify any
irregular payments.
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4.10

Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Duplicate Invoice payment

The supplier should be informed of
the duplicate payment identified and
a further check of invoices paid
should be completed to ensure that
no other duplicate payments have
been processed.

Observation: Audit testing of ten invoices with
expenditure between £5k and £25k identified that
an invoice for £5,045, paid in relation to veterinary
fees for police dogs, included a payment of £127.68
that had already been paid on the June invoice PRI
196271. This duplicate payment had occurred as
the invoice was paid late on the 31/07/18 and, as a
result, the supplier had included this charge on the
next invoice. (AP Ref: 14564, transaction ref:
7095937)

Priority

3

Risk Invoices are processed for payment for
services which have not been received, received in
full or different to that stated on the invoice.
Further duplicate payments have occurred which
have gone unnoticed which may result in budget
overspend.
4.11

Contract Extensions
Documentation

and

of At the time of a contract extension,
documentation should be checked
to ensure that signed copies of the
Observation: Testing of seven current contracts in
contract to be extended is available.
place identified that in one case a signed copy of
the contract was not held for the four providers of
vehicle recovery services contract and although this
contract was completed by the in-house
procurement team prior to the service being
delivered by EMSCU, documentation was not

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Accepted

Implemented

The supplier has been contacted and Daniel Fern,
Head of
the money is to be refunded.
Finance
Agresso contains inbuilt controls to
prevent duplicate payments. The
system checks for duplicates by
comparing invoice number, invoice
date and amount. However, this
duplicate payment was not identified
because the supplier had included
the charge for the service on a
completely separate invoice.
Regular budget monitoring by
Strategic Finance with the Budget
Holder provides mitigation against
the risk of duplicate payments being
made.

Retention

3

The recommendation is accepted as
it is normal practice. This refers to the
vehicle recovery contract. We do
have the unsigned content of the
contract. This is a very tightly
controlled contract where we dictate
and enforce standard operating
procedures and there is no price

Immediate
Ray Poxon,
Head of
Procurement

checked at the time the contracts were
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

extended in 2017 by the current in-house
procurement team. (AP Refs: 10473, 10987.

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

negotiation. There is no commercial
risk to the Force in this case.

Contract number: CN100094D)
Risk: Unable to effectively monitor contract
conditions where the contract is not available.
Increases the risk of being unable to challenge
conditions not being met or defend where the
contract provider is holding the Force to account.
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A1 Audit Information

Scope and Objectives
Our audit considered the risks relating to the following areas under review:

Audit Control Schedule
Client contacts:

•
Daniel Fern, Head of Finance

•

Ray Poxon, Head of Procurement
Internal Audit Team:

•

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Internal Audit
Manager

•
Senior
•

Laura Morehead, Senior Auditor
•
Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

12th September 2018

Draft report issued:

14th

Management responses received:

1st November 2018

Final report issued:

1st November 2018

•

September 2018
•

Procurement activity is governed by Contract Regulations and that these are
available to all relevant staff.
Where contracts have been awarded, their tendering, evaluation and award are in
accordance with Contract Regulations.
Expenditure with regards to goods and services is incurred in accordance with
Contract Regulations
Best value principles, for example, through the use of quotes, tenders, national
and regional frameworks, etc are applied. This includes opportunities for
collaborative procurement, including those with the Fire Service.
Requisitions and purchase orders are approved at the appropriate level and in
accordance with approved delegated authorities.
Expenditure on goods and services is supported, where appropriate, by an
approved purchased order.
Where there is a contract / agreement in place, expenditure is only incurred with
these suppliers. Procedures are in place to challenge purchases outside of a
contract with the aim of minimising non-contract spend.
There are effective goods receipting processes in place.

The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management of procurement with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks
in this area are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that assurance cannot
be absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is reasonable assurance that
there are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the procurement
system that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis, and
as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or fraud
does not exist.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the procurement
system that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis, and
as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or fraud
does not exist.
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Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

Significant
Assurance:

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a
moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have
highlighted opportunities to implement a good or better
practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce exposure
to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

The responsibility for maintaining internal control rests with management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective.
Specifically, we assess the adequacy of the internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform testing on those controls to ensure that they are
operating for the period under review. We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses.
However, our procedures alone are not a guarantee that fraud, where existing, will be discovered.
The contents of this report are confidential and not for distribution to anyone other than the Office of the Derbyshire Police and Crime Commissioner. Disclosure to third
parties cannot be made without the prior written consent of Mazars LLP.
Mazars LLP is the UK firm of Mazars, an international advisory and accountancy group. Mazars LLP is registered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales to carry out company audit work.
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AGENDA ITEM 5A (APP B) JARAC, 14 NOVEMBER 2018

OPCC for Derbyshire & Derbyshire Police
Final Internal Audit Report
Recruitment
September 2018
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A1 Audit Information
A2 Statement of Responsibility
If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner david.hoose@mazars.co.uk
Status of our reports
This report ‘Recruitment’ was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and
Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report
are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information
provided in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation
provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who
purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification. Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A2 of this report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and

2 confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire (OPCC) and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of
recruitment.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: policies and
procedures, recruitment, selection and shortlisting, vetting and preemployment checks, job offer and performance.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the Force and Shared
Service Centre during the review and are grateful for their assistance during
the course of the audit.

02 Background
All recruitment at the Force and OPCC is managed by the Retained HR team
and the Shared Service Centre (also known as Transactional Services). The
Shared Service Centre provides recruitment transactional services to both
Derbyshire and Leicestershire.
The Force has a Recruitment and Selection policy that documents the
procedures that are to be followed when recruiting for both Staff and Officers.
Previously, a paper-based method for recruitment was used for the Force. In
October 2016, a new e-recruitment system was implemented, which
manages the recruitment process via a cloud-based platform. This has
changed the way in which recruitment is carried out and managed at the
Force.

E-recruitment
As the primary method for recruitment relies on the e-recruitment system,
process maps have been developed, detailing what is to take place at each
step of the recruitment process. Separate documents are in place for the
recruitment team, hiring managers and the head of department. These
supplementary documents detail who is required to carry out which actions.
For a vacancy to be made live, initial approval is required by the head of
department within the area of the role.
To ensure that recruitment is aligned with workforce planning, on a monthly
basis, a performance report is produced. This report compares the
establishment values against actuals across all staff areas, allowing for
continuous monitoring of how under or overstaffed each area is.
Recruitment agencies
To create additional awareness of roles within the Force, there is an East
Midlands contract in place with the recruitment agency, Brook Street.
Meetings take place on a quarterly basis where performance and
effectiveness is reviewed, which is supported by a business review document
produced by Brook Street. This document includes measures of performance
against Service Level Agreements and KPIs.
Diversity
As part of the Police and Crime Plan, there is a strategic priority for "Working
with the Constabulary to develop the policing family to be more representative
of the diverse communities it serves". The driver of equality within recruitment
at the Force is the Positive Action team, who are part of the wider Equality
and Diversity department. The team work in line with the Derbyshire
Constabulary 'valuing people, valuing difference' strategy 2017-2020, which
covers the areas of recruitment, retention and progression.
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03 Key Findings
Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls

Limited Assurance

•
•

•
Priority

desirable criteria. For a sample of five applicants, we compared their
application to the criteria for the role and were able to confirm that these were
met.
When candidates are shortlisted, the e-recruitment system will send an
automated email to advice of this and retain these emails, leading to efficient
logging of communication.
Vetting requirements are clearly specified on a matrix which enables
consistency in the process.
The recruitment agency used is monitored on a quarterly basis to review
effectiveness.

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

1

Risk Management

2 (Significant)

2

3 (Housekeeping)

1

TOTAL

4

Weaknesses in the system of internal controls are such as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk and the level of non-compliance puts the Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•
•
•

•
•

The e-recruitment system is used for the recruitment process which considers
all aspects and stages.
Detailed process maps are in place to guide staff on the recruitment process,
mirroring the sequence of events in e-recruitment.
Workforce planning carry out a preliminary check for each vacancy, which
ensures that there is capacity within the establishment; the job description and
hours of work are also reviewed. A second line check is carried out by
management in the workforce planning team, which includes the approval of
the vacancy on the e-recruitment system.
We reviewed the approval that was carried out for a sample of five vacancies
and noted that in all instances a head of department and workforce planning
had made their approval.
Applications made by candidates are assessed against a set of essential and

Process maps are in place which detail what is to take place at each step of the
recruitment process. These cover the respective roles of the recruitment team, hiring
managers and the head of department. These supplementary documents provide
clear guidance in respect of each element of the process, including the initial
approval required for a vacancy to be made live. Sample testing confirmed that the
relevant approval processes had been adhered to and that a log of first line checks
is maintained and was completed in all instances tested.
Testing did, however, note several instances where applications had been received
after the closing date. Audit were informed that this was the result of a technical
issue in the system which the Force are aware of and are currently investigating.
More information is provided in Section 04
As candidates progress through the recruitment process and reach the point of
being shortlisted, the e-recruitment system will send an automated email to advice
of this. This ensures consistency, with the system retaining these emails, providing
an effective log of communications.
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To ensure that the level of vetting carried out is proportionate to the role advertised,
the recruitment team have a matrix in place which outlines roles within the Force
and the level of vetting appropriate to the position. For a sample of five roles we
noted that the job description vetting level was in line with what was detailed on the
spreadsheet.
All supplementary documentation from the recruitment process should be uploaded
onto the e-recruitment system. This provides a clear audit trail with regards the
recruitment process and ensures that documentation is available in the event of a
query. Additionally, as part of the e-recruitment process, the recruitment team
compile a welcome pack, along with the contract and offer letter for candidates who
have been offered a position, with evidence of this retained on the system.

Value for money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the efficiency of systems and processes in
place within the auditable area.
The implementation of the e-recruitment system has contributed to the objective of
securing value for money to the Force. Previously, under the paper-based system,
the process was manual, consumed more time and there was also the potential for
administrative error. Key areas where efficiencies have been gained are:
•
•

A single data input is required for the whole recruitment process for applicants.
The pre-screen questions do not require a member of staff to review the
application to confirm that criteria has been met. Instead, the e-recruitment
system will conduct this check automatically.
The process for sending emails has been streamlined and areas, such as the
shortlisting of candidates, allows for the system to automatically generate this.

We did, however, note a few instances where documents had not been uploaded to
the e-recruitment system (see Section 04 for more details) and felt that this was an
area where further attention is needed.

•

Whilst monthly ‘client liaison’ meetings take place between Retained HR and the
Service Centre during which performance of the Service Centre is reviewed, we felt
that the process of performance monitoring could be enhanced through a more
analytical reporting process which provided greater focus on productivity and
targets.

As the Service Centre is shared between Leicestershire and Derbyshire, economy
is obtained through only requiring one set of licenses for the e-recruitment system
for the two Forces. Additionally, the Service Centre is able to increase their
effectiveness by the ability to learn from two Force’s expertise.

Performance of the recruitment area was reported to the Shared Human Resource
Service Centre (SHRSC) Management Board at the last meeting in March 2018. In
relation to e-recruitment, we have noted that the report gives statistics from the date
of implementation (April 2017). These include how many vacancies have been
handled, how many applications have been submitted by candidates, the quantity
of interviews that have been booked and how many offers of employment that have
been provided.
The above information, however, is not a standing item on the board management
report - rather it was given as a special item through an update being provided on
the area. Formal KPIs should be in place, which will allow the board to effectively
monitor and be updated on performance.
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified a number of areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to
whom we have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

Advertised closing dates

Recommendation

A fix should be implemented to
prevent applications from being
Observation: From the 1,267 applications received since
submitted once the closing date
April 2018, we noted 40 instances where the candidate
for the vacancy has passed.
submitted their application after the closing date of the
vacancy. We understand that this is possible when In the interim, any application
candidates start their application whilst the vacancy is live received after the closing date
and are then able to submit the application once the should be rejected.
closing date has passed. This is a technical issue in the
system which the Force are aware of and are currently
investigating.
Of these 40 applications, the average length of time that
they were submitted following the closing date was 2.25
days. The largest time between the closing date and the
application having been submitted was 16 days.
From the 40 applications which were made after the
closing date, five were going through the recruitment
process at the time of the audit, at the following stages:
Interview – Booked, Pre-employment checks and
Shortlisting. We also identified one candidate who had
been given an offer for employment and had subsequently
accepted.

Priority

1

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

The team is aware of this issue with the Immediately /
system and it has been highlighted with Head of HR
the supplier. The issue is not specific to Service Centre
Derbyshire Police but is glitch in the
system which all forces using the system
will experience.
All applications received after the closing
date are currently rejected by the team as
part of their pre-sifting process. However,
on occasion and through consultation with
the Recruitment Manager and Head of the
Service Centre, late applications are
sometimes permitted for a variety of
reasons, e.g. hard to recruit to post, small
number of applications received or the
post has been advertised multiple times.
Going forward a record will also be kept of
all applications allowed to be submitted
after the closing date.
Oct - 2018
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Risk: Where there is an unfair advantage to some
candidates during the application process, there is a risk
of reputational damage to the force.

4.2

Retaining Documentation
Observation: All relevant documentation in respect of the
recruitment process should be retained on the erecruitment system. As part of the procedure, a review is
carried out at the pre offer stage in the process to ensure
all documentation is retained. From our overall sample test
covering five candidates, we found instances where
documentation relating to the recruitment process had not
been uploaded onto the system and/or had not been
correctly recorded.
Vetting & Employment Checks

Retained HR should carry out
sample tests on candidates that
have been recruited to give
assurance that the Service
Centre are carrying out the
process accordingly.
There should be further guidance
provided within the Service
Centre around the importance of
the pre-offer stage.

Guidance and refreshers should
be provided to all staff involved in
We reviewed the e-recruitment system to confirm that the
the
recruitment
process,
relevant vetting checks had been carried out.
emphasising the importance of
For two candidates, there was no supporting vetting check retaining documentation on edocument uploaded to confirm that this had been recruitment.
completed.
We also reviewed whether or not references, medical tests
and drug tests had been completed, as appropriate to the
role applied for, where we noted:
-

Four individuals had no drug test form attached to erecruitment to confirm that this had been completed.

-

Two individuals had no medical test form attached to
e-recruitment.

-

One employee had no references uploaded to erecruitment.

2

The Service Centre will carry out monthly Head of HR
audit checks of the recruitment process Service Centre
and report back findings of these to both
forces as part of the Client Liaison
function.
Dec - 2018
An offer and pre-employment checks has
been created across all employee types to
ensure each stage of the process is
completed consistently and correctly
before the vacancy is achieved.
The Drug tests results are supplied on
long lists of candidates, so these are
saved locally and obtained by the supplier.
But the result should be updated within ERecruitment.
The team will receive additional training to
ensure they are adhering to process.
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Observation/Risk

-

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Another employee, who was an internal candidate,
had no internal reference uploaded to the erecruitment.

Interview Stage
We confirmed that documentation in respect of the
interview was maintained, supported the outcome of the
interview and had been uploaded onto the e-recruitment
system. In one instance we noted that the assessment
areas of the interview did not match the summary sheet
that had been used during the interview. Therefore, it was
not evident how the scores given for the candidate were
arrived at
We sought to confirm whether the selection panel was
appropriate for a sample of five interviews conducted and
noted that:
-

In one instance the panel members section was not
completed on e-recruitment and we had to identify
who had completed this though reviewing the
interview marking sheet.

-

For another interview, only one individual was noted
as being a panel member. The information for the
second member on the panel was not noted, neither
was their interview notes uploaded onto e-recruitment.
The information was not noted on the interview form
either for who either of the individuals were.

Job Offers
We reviewed five job offer emails that were sent to
candidates to confirm that these were appropriately
administered. We noted one instance where only a
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

contract was sent, however a welcome pack should have
been sent along with this, which includes an offer letter.
Risk:
Relevant checks are not completed leading to
inappropriate candidates being recruited.
New recruits are not provided with the appropriate
documents on commencing employment.
A consistent approach to administering job offers is not
followed.
Candidates are not assessed in a fair and consistent
manner.

4.3

Performance Reporting
Observation: Although monthly ‘client liaison’ meetings
take place between retained HR and the Service Centre,
there is a lack of analytical reporting which hinders the
effective monitoring and measurement of performance in
respect of productivity and targets.
Performance of the recruitment area was reported to the
Board at the last meeting in March 2018. However, this is
not a standing item on the board management report rather it was given as a special item through an update
being provided on the area.

The Force should determine
targets
and
performance
standards which it expects of the
Transactional Services team.
Following this, regular reporting
should be carried out against
this.
Performance reporting in respect
of recruitment should be included
as a regular item on the board
reports.

2

Performance of the recruitment area is Head of HR
always reported to the HRSC Service Centre
Management Board. Whilst performance
is not a separate item on the agenda it has
always been included as part of the
performance data in the Manager Board
Report.

There are further plans to develop Jan - 2019
reporting to both forces in the future so
that a quarterly Information pack is
provided detailing relevant performance
data.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

After a review of the current Recruitment
Policy and in line with the Forces stance
on reducing the number of published
policies a decision has been made to
withdraw the Recruitment Policy and
replace it with ‘Guidance Notes’ for
managers and candidates.

Head
Workforce
Planning.

Risk: The Force are not aware of the performance of the
Transactional Services area.
Overall performance of the area of recruitment is not
monitored and measured.

4.4

Policy review

The policy should be reviewed,
updated where necessary and
Observation: We have reviewed the recruitment and
published.
selection policy and noted that it is out of date and due for
a review. The last review took place in June 2015, with it
being due for the next review in June 2017.
Through conversations with management, we have been
made aware that the policy is currently undergoing a
review and an update is due to be published.

3

Oct - 2019

Risk: Guidance in place is not up to date for staff with
regards to recruitment.
The policy does not reflect current practice.
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A1 Audit Information

Scope & Objectives
Our audit considered the risks relating to the following control objectives:
Policies and Procedures
Policies and procedures are in place, are regularly updated to reflect lessons learnt and
legislative changes, and are communicated to all relevant staff.

Audit Control Schedule
Client contacts:

Internal Audit Team:

Andrew Dale, OPCC Chief Finance Officer

Procedures clearly set out the different roles and responsibilities of both the Retained HR
and Transactional Services, and are reviewed and kept up to date.

Terry Neaves, Director of Finance

Recruitment

Phil Mason, Head of HR

Recruitment is delivering against wider initiatives, such as that in respect of diversity and
anti-discriminatory policies.

Maz Ahmed, Head of Shared Service

The recruitment process is aligned with the force’s workforce planning processes.

David Hoose - Partner

Recruitment is carried out following the approval of a new post or a vacancy in an existing
post. Person specifications and job descriptions are reviewed and approved at the
appropriate level.

Brian Welch - Senior Manager

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

Moosa Bahadur – Internal Auditor

Approaches to advertising and recruitment agencies are reviewed for their effectiveness,
including the role of Transactional Services in the placing of adverts and the use agencies
via a five force arrangement.

10th August 2018

Selection & Shortlisting

Draft report issued:

Selection panels are of an appropriate seniority and are provided with suitable support
and / or training to enable them to fulfil this role.

Management responses received:

There are effective and robust arrangements in place between the Force and
Transactional Services for the logging and communication of applications for shortlisting.

Final report issued:

Only applications received by the advertised closing date are considered and those
shortlisted meet the key requirements of the person specification / job description.
All interviews are fully documented to ensure full transparency in the selection process.
In addition, all decisions are documented, approved and justified in accordance with predetermined selection criteria.
Retained HR has effective arrangements in place to confirm that Transactional Services’
role in the administration of the recruitment process meets the Force’s requirements.
Vetting & Pre-Employment Checks
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The Force secures adequate assurance that appropriate vetting checks are carried out,
including obtaining proof of identify, qualifications, experience and disclosure of
convictions.
Vetting is commensurate with the nature of the position and proportionate to the role being
advertised.
Job Offer

Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level

There is a sound system of
internal control designed to
achieve the Organisation’s
objectives.

The control processes
tested are being
consistently applied.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control, there are
weaknesses which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that
the level of noncompliance with some of
the control processes
may put some of the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Performance
Standards and KPI’s have been agreed against which the recruitment process can be
measured.
Complaints relating to the recruitment process are monitored and dealt with appropriately.
The performance of Transactional Services in the recruitment process is measurable and
any issues of under-performance promptly addressed.
The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of
recruitment, with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area
are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that assurance cannot be
absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is reasonable assurance that
there are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of recruitment that
we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis, and as a
result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or fraud does
not exist.

Effectiveness of
operating controls

Significant
Assurance:

The Force receives adequate assurance that Transactional Services has robust systems
and controls in place to ensure that job offers are correctly administered.
All relevant documentation in respect of the recruitment and selection process, including
approved contract of employment, are collated by Transactional Services and reviewed
for accuracy and completeness by Retained HR.

Adequacy of system
design
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Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a
moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have
highlighted opportunities to implement a good or better
practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce
exposure to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports
We take responsibility to Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management, with internal
audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements
implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are
managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be relied upon to
identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of internal control can only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that
exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our
work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars
LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract,
reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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AGENDA ITEM 5A (APP C), JARAC, 14 NOVEMBER 2018

Final Memo
Divisional Regulatory Checks
October 2018
01

Introduction
In line with the approved Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police & Crime Commission
for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, Internal Audit have carried out unannounced visits to three Police
sites (Derby, Buxton and Chesterfield) to review the effectiveness of internal controls in operation with
regards to the maintenance and security of cash (petty and seized) and valuables. The site visits were
undertaken in unison with the Senior Operational Management Accountant.

02

Background
The Force utilises the previous three Divisional Head Quarters (DHQ’s), based in Derby, Chesterfield and
Buxton, as stores for seized cash, valuables and property and, as such, audit carried out unannounced
visits to all three sites.
Derbyshire OPCC and the Force have a central finance team in place that supports the three sites,
although each site also has Finance staff who deal with seized cash and valuables. Each site is provided
with a petty cash float and they maintain their own records of petty cash transactions. Petty cash is used
for purchasing ad hoc items needed in the course of business, including small office supplies or items
needed at short notice.
Each site maintains a spreadsheet for their own petty cash receipts and payments, alongside the paper
forms that are completed and submitted to the central finance function for reimbursement. The
spreadsheet also contains a reconciliation sheet that is completed to ensure there are no discrepancies
with the cash held.
When cash or valuables, such as jewellery, are seized by officers, it is counted, placed in sealed bags
and then entered onto the Niche system and an appropriate reference number is given to the item before
being placed in the safe. Whilst cash should be banked frequently, it may be necessary to retain the cash
for longer if it is part of ongoing investigations or requires forensic examination.
Each site has a safe so that the cash and valuables can be stored securely. Access to the safes is limited
to the on-site Finance staff in each location, with appropriate controls around keys, including key safes or
dual control, needed for access to the safe.
A weekly reconciliation of the safe contents is undertaken, with two staff members verifying the items held
in the safe to the records held on Niche. They then sign and date the print out from Niche, which is a
record of the check being completed.
Derbyshire OPCC and the Force have a team of stores staff at each of the three sites who deal with
seized items. The stores staff log and store items which are brought into the DHQ as seized property by
officers on the Niche system.

When logging property on the Niche system, each item is given a unique tag reference number, an
occurrence number relating to the investigation it has been seized in relation to and the responsible police
officer. The item is given a location code confirming where the item is physically stored, based on an index
of the storage area it is held in and the shelf it is located on, together with a description of the item.
Every three months the responsible officers are reminded of all the seized items that they have currently
held in storage by an automated email generated from the Niche system. If the responsible officer decides
an item is no longer required, they will notify the storage team at the relevant site. The responsible officer
must submit a request form detailing which seized items they would like to either be returned to the owner
or be disposed of. At each site, one member of the Stores Team will be assigned on each day to process
the requests which have been received from officers, move the items to the appropriate areas to be
collected for disposal and log on the system the date at which this was completed.
Seized cash is dealt with more promptly, whereby the responsible officer is reminded on the seventh day
whether the cash is still required, if not, the monies are removed from the safe and transferred to HQ
where it is prepared for banking.
Items are disposed of in accordance with the disposals policy. Non-dangerous items, which are judged to
be of a monetary value, are identified and retained separately for auction, with funds raised to be used as
additional police funding.
The objective of the visits was to provide assurance that:
•
•
•

Petty cash held on site reconciles to the records held by the Force Finance Team;
Seized cash held on site reconciles to records of seizures held on site; and
Security arrangements in respect of cash are adequate and fit for purpose.

Assurance was gained from discussion with key staff, review of supporting documentation and verification
of the seized property held on site. We are grateful for the assistance from these key officers during the
course of the review.

03

Findings
Buxton Divisional Head Quarters
The Buxton site, where an onsite Finance Team are based, have a safe that holds the petty cash tin, a
statement of receipts tin and the sealed bags that house the seized valuables. A storage facility is also
present which holds seized goods, including an armoury and a storage area for goods which are due for
disposal.
At the time of the visit, the petty cash records and the statement of receipt records matched the physical
cash that was stored within the relevant tins stored on site.
The staff at Buxton were aware of the correct procedures for maintaining seized cash and valuables in
the safe and audit testing verified that all the safe contents matched to the records held.
A weekly safe contents record reconciliation is signed and dated by two members of staff and audit verified
that these reconciliations took place and are maintained as a record of the checks.
Audit observed the security of seized cash and petty cash within the safe. It was noted that the petty cash
tin is stored within the safe. Access to the safe is granted via a key, which is stored in a key safe and
access to the key safe is granted only to the Business Support Office. We further tested that property
stored within the stores reconciles to Niche and confirmed for our sample that this was the case.

Chesterfield Divisional Head Quarters
The Chesterfield site, where an onsite Finance Team are based, has a range of storage facilities around
the building across different levels which hold all seized goods, including an armoury and a storage area
for goods which are due for disposal.
Petty cash on site is held in a locked tin inside a locked safe, with keys retained in a locked wall unit. A
petty cash spreadsheet is maintained to document payments, receipts and reimbursements that were
due. We were able to confirm that the physical cash matched the records held on site.
The staff at Chesterfield were aware of the correct procedures for maintaining seized cash and valuables
in the safe and audit testing verified that the safe contents matched to the records held.
A weekly safe record reconciliation is signed and dated by two members of staff and audit verified that
these reconciliations were kept as a record of the check that was undertaken.
During the visit, we tested a sample of property items held in the stores to the Niche records and we noted
one instance where the property (padlock) was on the shelf within the store, but recorded on Niche as a
disposed item. This was corrected by the staff on site when it was identified by audit during the visit. In all
other 19 instances, records held on Niche matched that in the store.
We observed the security of seized cash and petty cash within the safe. It was noted that the petty cash
tin is stored within the safe. Access to the safe is granted via a key which is stored in a key safe and
access to the key safe is granted only to the Business Support Office.

Derby Divisional Head Quarters
The Derby site has a range of storage facilities around the building across different levels which hold
seized goods, including an armoury and a storage area for goods which are due for disposal.
The Derby site has a small safe within the Finance Team office where the petty cash tin and the statement
of receipts tin is stored, with keys retained in a locked wall unit. We were able to confirm that the physical
cash matched the records held and the overall petty cash balance matched the records kept. We also
confirmed for the statement of receipts, the recorded balance matched the physical balance.
The seized valuables are stored in a strong room on the ground floor of the building, with the keys retained
in a locked wall unit in the Finance Team office. Audit carried out testing on the seized valuables by
selecting a sample of items recorded on the Niche system and then physically locating these items within
the store and confirmed the items held matched the records.
We reconciled five items from the store to Niche by selecting items from the store and reviewed Niche to
confirm they were correctly recorded. It was noted in one instance an item in the stores was incorrectly
labelled, where Niche recorded a different location. We confirmed that the item was present in the new
location. Staff are reminded to ensure when moving items for processing/officer request, the items are
crossed off the labels. All other items reconciled correctly.
We observed the security of seized cash and petty cash within the safe. It was noted that the petty cash
tin is stored within the safe. Access to the safe is granted via a key which is stored in a key safe and
access to the key safe is granted only to the Business Support Office. It was noted that the petty cash tin
was unlocked and the key was placed inside the tin which does not follow best practice.

04

Conclusion
The unannounced site visits confirmed that internal controls for petty cash and statement of receipts are
operating as intended, with internal audit able to reconcile the physical cash held to the records that are
maintained at each of the three sites visited.
It was confirmed at all three sites that the procedures for seized cash and valuables are operating as
intended, with staff being aware of the procedures that should be followed. Audit were able to reconcile
the seized cash and valuables held in the safes to the records held on the Niche system.
However, at the Derby and Chesterfield sites some small discrepancies were found when reviewing the
property held within the stores. The anomalies were corrected at the time of the audit and staff were
reminded of the importance of keeping the locations on Niche updated when an item is relocated and this
should be re-communicated to the stores staff on site.
Security arrangements at all three sites are adequate and appropriate, with the use of safes with access
to the safes appropriately controlled. Whilst it was noted at the Derby property stores that the security of
a petty cash tin was not in line with the usual security standard, the staff were reminded of this during the
audit visit.
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A1 Audit Information
A2 Statement of Responsibility
If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, david.hoose@mazars.co.uk
Status of our reports
This report ‘Learning and Development’ was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised
in this Report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that
the information provided in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information
and documentation provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive
statement of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who
purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment
and/or modification. Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment
and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of the
Code of Corporate Governance.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included: Corporate
Governance Framework; policies and procedures; roles and responsibilities;
and decision-making.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the OPCC and Force
during the review and are grateful for their assistance during the course of
the audit.

02 Background
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 established new
policing arrangements, with a Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief
Constable being separate corporations sole, both requiring effective
governance arrangements. The OPCC and Force have a joint Code of
Corporate Governance which sets out how the organisations would be
governed, including an outline of the roles and responsibilities of both
organisations.

In accordance with the CIPFA/SOLACE framework on corporate governance,
the Commissioner and the Chief Constable are required to produce separate
Annual Governance Statements to show how their respective organisations
have complied with their governance frameworks. The Annual Governance
Statements also outline what the organisations are to do over the next
financial year in order to improve corporate governance arrangements. These
are both reported to the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC)
for review and scrutiny.
In addition to the Annual Governance Statements, a self-assessment review
on compliance with the Code of Corporate Governance had been started in
April 2018. The review was yet to be finalised, but key evidence and good
practice guidance that would help to ensure both the Force and the OPCC
are compliant had been detailed for each of the seven good governance
principles.
The OPCC does not have a complaints procedure, as it follows the
requirements set out in legislation for all complaints against the Police and
Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable. Complaints are recorded on
a Complaints Log, which is maintained by the Head of Compliance. Monthly
sample checks are undertaken on a sample of complaints against the Force
to ensure they are handled correctly, with the opportunity for exception
reporting to the Police and Crime Commissioner on any instances where
legislation had not been followed. In the last year no exceptions have been
identified.

The revised Code of Corporate Governance uses the seven good
governance core principles that link to guidance issues by CIPFA. The
framework is supported by various policies and procedures, including the
Scheme of Delegation and Consent, and the Financial Handbook. Both the
Force and OPCC have their own policies and procedures although, where it
is practical, joint policies and procedures are adopted.
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03 Key Findings
Sector Comparison
Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls

Satisfactory Assurance

Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Governance Statements for both the OPCC and the Force have been
produced for 2017/18, and reported to the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee (JARAC).
Key senior officer’s roles and responsibilities, specifically in relation to
decision making, are outlined in their job descriptions and the Policing
Progression Framework guidance.
The JARAC have an up-to-date Terms of Reference in place, and minutes of
the meetings evidence them meeting in line with their responsibilities.
Decisions made are published on the OPCC website, with comprehensive
Decision Notice’s being made available.
Complaints against the Chief Constable are handled in line with legislation,
with each step of the process being clearly recorded.

Priority

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

-

2 (Significant)

2

3 (Housekeeping)

3

TOTAL

5

From our experience across our client base, we are seeing pressure on resources
and higher service demands which have both resulted in challenges to the existing
control environment. However, there continues to be increasing scrutiny on police
forces and therefore the need for robust governance frameworks is vital.
A common area of weakness is that the timescale of review and update of policies
and procedures supporting the governance framework is often not adhered to. The
pressure on resources within police forces is a contributing factor, although it is vital
that these are kept up to date to provide members of staff with accurate information
in order to perform their duties appropriately and effectively.

Risk Management
Our review concluded that while there is a basically sound system of internal control,
there are weaknesses and areas of non-compliance which put some of the
Organisation’s objectives at risk.
One of the main purposes of a Code of Corporate Governance is to provide a
structured framework for the controls and guidance that will help to achieve the
organisation’s objectives. The Code was last reviewed in April 2018, however it was
yet to be finalised and approved by the Strategic Priorities Assurance Board. A selfassessment review of compliance with the Code had been started in April 2018 but,
again, this was a work in progress. The evidence that demonstrates compliance with
the Code was yet to be collated and added to the self-assessment matrix.
The Code of Corporate Governance is supported by policies and procedures to
mitigate the risks of ineffective and inconsistent working practices and staff failing to
comply with internal processes. Both the OPCC and the Force have produced
supporting policies and procedures, however audit testing identified some errors in
the timely review and approval of the policies, and the lack of monitoring the policies
for compliance. There is no central document that enables these monitoring
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processes to take place, which increases the risk of the policies becoming out of
date.
The Strategic Priorities Assurance Board had been introduced in May 2018,
replacing the Strategic Governance Board. A Meetings Protocol document had been
drafted that outlines the roles and responsibilities of the group, however it was yet
to be finalised and approved. Therefore, it was difficult to confirm that the group
carried out their responsibilities in their May 2018 meeting.
Declarations of interests and related-party transactions had been completed for
senior officers in the OPCC and the Force. The declaration for the Police and Crime
Commissioner was yet to be published on the website for the 2017 calendar year.

Value for Money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the effectiveness of systems and processes
in place within the auditable area.
By documenting and embedding a comprehensive Code of Corporate Governance,
the Police & Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable are able to demonstrate
transparency and accountability to the public in terms of the focus and direction of
policing.
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified a number of areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management,
to whom we have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

4.2

Recommendation

Approval of the Code of Corporate The
Code
of
Corporate
Governance
Governance should be finalised
and approved by the:
Observation: Formally approving the Code of
Corporate Governance will help to ensure it is • Chief Constable;
fit for purpose.
• Police
and
Crime
Commissioner; and
The Code of Corporate Governance was
• Strategic Priorities Assurance
reviewed in April 2018, however it was yet to be
Board.
finalised and approved.
Evidence of this approval should be
Risk: Where the Code of Corporate
retained on file. The Code should
Governance is not reviewed and approved
be published on the intranet and the
appropriately, there is a risk that it is not fit for
websites for both the OPCC and
purpose which could result in non-compliance
the Force.
with relevant laws and regulations.

Priority

3

Timescale/
responsibility

Agreed.

Chief Executive

The revised Code of Corporate 30/11/18
Governance will now be consulted on
with the Force Chief Officer team,
OPCC Executive team and the JARAC
(14/11/18)
Once a final version is agreed, it will be
formerly ratified at the Commissioner’s
Strategic Priorities Assurance Board
(SPA) on 26/11/18

Self-Assessment Review

The Self-Assessment Matrix should
be completed to include the
Observation: Undertaking a self-assessment evidence that demonstrates that
review of compliance with the Code of the OPCC and the Force are
Corporate Governance on a regular basis compliant with each principle.
would help to ensure issues with compliance
are picked up in a timely manner.
Where it is assessed that they are
non-compliant,
actions
for
A self-assessment of compliance with the Code improvement should be detailed,
of Corporate Governance had been undertaken assigned to relevant officers and

Management response

Agreed
2

Chief Executive
/ Chief Finance
As the revised Code will be Officer
implemented from late November
2018, it is proposed that the self- 31/01/19
assessment matrix is completed in
January (for Q3) and then fall into a
normal quarterly cycle thereafter
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

for the first time in April 2018. The matrix listed
all of the good governance principles and gave
lists of evidence that would help to ensure
compliance. However, it was yet to be
completed and the actual evidence had not
been attached.

given a target
implementation.

Priority

date

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Agreed.

OPCC

It should be noted that the Force made
a conscious, rationalised and recorded
decision to suspend regular reviews (of
non-critical policies) in favour of
concentrating on their wider review
work. It is therefore recognised that
some policies would become overdue
for review in the meantime.

Police &
Partnerships
Officer

for

The matrix should be reviewed on a
quarterly basis with updates
provided on each action.

Risk: Where the self-assessment is not carried
out on a regular basis, nor does it detail actions
for improvement, there is a risk that the OPCC
and Force are not aware of their current
position, and issues with compliance are not
addressed.
4.3

Policy Review Log

Policy Review Logs for both the
Force and the OPCC should be
Observation: Producing and monitoring a developed that enables the status
Policies Log will help to ensure that review of the policies to be tracked. The
dates are not missed and policies remain up-to- log should include, but not be
date.
limited to:
Testing a sample of ten policies (five from the • A list of all policies for both the
OPCC and five from the Force) identified that:
Force and the OPCC;
• Only one policy had a version number
recorded;
• Two policies were not available on the
website, two had an out of date version on
the website and one only had part of the
policy on the website due to a scanning
issue;
• Four policies did not state when the next
review was due or who carried out the last
review and signed the policy off;
• Eight policies were overdue for review; and
• None of the policies had evidence of

• The version number of the
policy;
• The date of the last review;
• The due date of the next
review;
• The officer responsible for
review;
• The approving officer /
committee;
• The monitoring checks to be
undertaken to confirm if the
policy is being applied correctly;

2

31/01/19
FORCE

I will cover both Force and OPCC, Head of
Corporate
either together or separately.
Development
For the OPCC, the work will be tasked
to the newly appointed Policy & 31/01/19
Partnerships Officer.
For the Force, the lead person will be
Head of Corporate Development.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

monitoring for compliance.

Priority

and
• Evidence of the monitoring
checks being completed.

Terms of Reference for the Strategic The Meetings Protocol document
Priorities Assurance Board
for the Strategic Priorities
Assurance Board should be
Observation: Approving the Meetings Protocol finalised and approved by the
document for the Strategic Priorities Assurance group at their next meeting.
Board will help to ensure the group are aware
of their responsibilities.

Timescale/
responsibility

Work is currently underway to
streamline and rationalise the number
of policies that the Force has.

Risk: Where policies are not reviewed and
approved on a regular basis, nor are they
monitored for compliance, there is a risk that The log should be held centrally
staff do not follow the guidance which could and updated on a monthly basis,
result in a breach in laws and regulations.
with each department submitting
their evidence for the updates.
4.4

Management response

3

Agreed and complete. This was Chief Executive
signed-off at the June SPA
(Complete)

The group was set up in May 2018, replacing
the Strategic Governance Board. A draft
Meetings Protocol document had been
developed that outlined the groups’ key
responsibilities,
meeting
frequency,
membership and quorum. However, the
document was yet to be finalised and approved.
Risk: Where the Meetings Protocol document is
not subject to formal approval, there is a risk
that it is not correct and therefore the Strategic
Priorities Assurance Board do not fulfil their
responsibilities.
4.5

Publishing Declarations on the Website

The declarations of interests and
declarations of gifts and hospitality
Observation: Publishing the declarations from for the PCC and the Deputy PCC
the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) on should be published on the website

3

Agreed. This will be monitored by the Head of
Compliance
Head of Compliance (OPCC).
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

the website will help to ensure the OPCC is every calendar year.
seen as transparent.
Only the Deputy PCCs declarations of interest
and declaration of gifts and hospitality were
available on the OPCC website for 2017. It was
confirmed the declaration for the PCC was
complete, but just not published.
Risk: Where the declarations are not published,
there is a risk that the OPCCs reputation could
be damaged if they are not seen as being
transparent.
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A1 Audit Information

Scope and Objectives
Our audit considered the following area objectives:

Audit Control Schedule
Client contacts:

David Peet, OPCC Chief Executive Officer
Andrew Dale, OPCC Chief Finance Officer
Terry Neaves, Director of Finance
Alison Clarke, OPCC Head of Compliance

Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Internal Audit Senior
Manager
Mark Lunn, Internal Audit, Assistant
Manager
Hollie Charlton, Internal Auditor

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

7th June 2018

Draft report issued:

14th June 2018

Management responses received:

4th September 2018

Final report issued:

5th September 2018

• A Code of Corporate Governance is in place between the Commissioner and Chief
Constable that complies with relevant legislation and guidance.
• Appropriate Annual Governance Statements are produced on behalf of the
Commissioner and Chief Constable that provide assurance that the governance
framework is effective.
• The process used for the annual review of the governance framework is sufficiently robust
and that the implementation of previously identified improvement actions has been
effectively monitored.
• The corporate governance framework is supported by policies and procedures, such as
a decision making framework and scheme of delegation, and these are appropriately
communicated and monitored for compliance.
• The roles and responsibilities of senior officers and staff within the Force and OPCC are
clearly defined, particularly regarding their decision making responsibilities.
• Decisions are made in accordance with the governance framework in a clear and
transparent manner, supported by the appropriate levels of relevant and timely
information.
• Decisions made are clearly recorded, communicated and published where relevant.
• Complaints against the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner are handled
appropriately in line with relevant legislation and guidance.
The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management of the Code of Corporate Governance process with a view to providing an
opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed. In giving this assessment it
should be noted that assurance cannot be absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can
provide is reasonable assurance that there are no major weaknesses in the framework of
internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the Code of Corporate
Governance process that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a
sample basis and, as a result, our work does not provide absolute assurance that material
error, loss or fraud does not exist.
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Definitions of Recommendations
Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level
Significant
Assurance:

Priority

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.

Satisfactory
Assurance:

While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a
moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have
highlighted opportunities to implement a good or better
practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce exposure
to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports
We take responsibility to Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire Police for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management, with internal
audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements
implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are
managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be relied upon to
identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of internal control can only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that
exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our
work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars
LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract,
reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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AGENDA ITEM

6A
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

ANNUAL AUDIT LETTER 2017/18

REPORT BY ANDREW DALE
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To receive and review the Annual Audit Letter from the External Auditor KPMG for
2017/18 and to take assurance as to the adequacy of financial management,
arrangements for value for money and external reporting.

ATTACHMENTS
Annual Audit Letter 2017/18 August 2018 KPMG

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that
i.

The Committee receive the Annual Audit Letter for 2017/18 and takes assurance

that once again the arrangements by Derbyshire police for financial reporting, value for
money and external reporting were satisfactory.
ii.

The Committee note that the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will receive

the Annual Audit letter for 2016/17 at the Strategic Priorities Assurance Board meeting
on 26 November 2018.

AGENDA ITEM 8C
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
14 NOVEMBER 2018

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

2

AGENDA ITEM 8C
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
14 NOVEMBER 2018

1.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

1.1

The force has not been subjected to any HMICFRS PEEL inspections in the past
12 months but there are some updates to the 2017 report.

2.

PEEL Effectiveness 2017

2.1

In November 2017 we were visited over three days as part of the Police
Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy (PEEL) programme. This inspection
focused on Effectiveness. This inspection took a risk based approach based upon
our 2016 gradings and as such focussed only upon how we protect the Vulnerable,
as well as assessing our Specialist Capabilities.

2.2

The report was published in March of 2018 and Derbyshire Constabulary once
again received an overall grading of GOOD (possible gradings of inadequate,
requires improvement, good and outstanding). The overall question of the
inspection was:How effective is the force at protecting those who are vulnerable from harm and
supporting victims?

2.3

With only the area of Vulnerability being inspected, Derbyshire Constabulary
maintained the grading’s from 2016 in the other sub questions, resulting in the
force having the following overall grades:•
•
•
•

How effective is the force at preventing crime and ASB and
keeping people safe?

GOOD

How effective is the force at investigating crime and
reducing re-offending?

GOOD

How effective is the force at protecting who are vulnerable
from harm and supporting victims?

GOOD

How effective is the force at tackling serious and
organised crime?

OUTSTANDING

2.4

Although Derbyshire received no official recommendations or areas for
improvement (AFIs), work is underway to assess how we can continue to develop
and improve over the next 12 months.

3.

Integrated PEEL Assessment (IPA) 2018/19

3.1

The current programme of Inspections sees the former split of Effectiveness,
Efficiency and Legitimacy, merge together into one integrated inspection per year.
This will be a risk based approach based upon previous gradings and focus on
each forces particular risk areas. This approach sees all forces placed into three
tranches with inspections spread out throughout the year.

3.2

Derbyshire Constabulary form part of a tranche three and will be the very last force
inspected as part of this new approach. As such, our next PEEL based inspection
will take place week commencing 15 July 2019.

3
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3.3

Monitoring activities and insight visits will take place throughout the year in the
build up to the inspection and Derbyshire have already provided data and
documents relating to Stop Search, Use of Force and specific crime types.

3.4

Insight visits are arranged for December when Inspectors will attend our Organised
Crime Gang (OCG) tasking meeting and interview key members of the serious
organised crime teams.

3.5

A crime file review will take place week commencing 7 January 2019 and findings
will inform the final report later in the year.

4.

Force Management Statements (FMS)

4.1

June 2018 saw Derbyshire Constabulary, along with all 43 forces, complete and
submit our first edition of a Force Management Statement, as called upon by Sir
Tom Windsor. This document provides a strategic overview of all areas of demand
that the force faces. It assesses how we understand and manage both current and
predicted demand, across a range of business areas.

4.2

The FMS provides an overview of the complex issues and risks that the force
manages and considers every day. It highlights any risks and gaps that we
foresee, along with actions taken to mitigate them. It is intended that this document
will feed into the force annual risk seminar.

4.3

All forces have been subject to Freedom of Information (FOI) requests for copies of
the Force Management Statements. As such, redactions have taken place to
remove any details relating to tactical or operational practices which might pose a
risk to our policing capabilities if released into the public domain. This redacted
version is to be published on the force’s internet web site.

4.4

FMS1 is currently under review by HMICFRS awaiting feedback to all forces in
readiness for FMS2 that will be due for submission in May 2019.

5.

Recommendations Register

5.1

HMICFRS have now completed the development of a ‘Recommendations
Register’. This register spans back to 2013 and contains some historical
recommendations from past inspections, as well as any National recommendations
applicable to all forces across England and Wales. The register is designed to
enable forces to review and update any outstanding recommendations relevant to
their force area. It also allows forces to compare recommendations and updates,
providing the potential to learn and develop from each other.

5.2

HMICFRS are already working upon version two and have been seeking feedback
from workshops to help develop a more user friendly dashboard.

6.

Joint Inspection of Derbyshire Custody facilities

6.1

April 2018 saw an unannounced Joint Inspection of our Custody process and
procedures. This was led by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons, in partnership
with HMICFRS.

4
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6.2

This Inspection found a number of Causes of Concern that the force has had to
address as a matter of urgency. A custody gold meeting was immediately set up to
review the recommendations made and establish an action plan to address the
concerns identified, which include: potential ligature points within some cells; a lack
of comprehensive updates to custody records; and a need for better partnership
working to improve the speed in which identification of alternative accommodation
for young people can be found.

6.3

As these concerns were raised through a Joint Inspection, they do not sit within the
recommendations register. As such, a small dedicated team is in place to manage
and drive the action plan forward. A follow up Inspection will take place in Spring
2019 to re-visit the concerns raised and assess the forces response in addressing
them.

7.

Crime Data Integrity Inspection (CDI)

7.1

HMICFRS attended unannounced on the 1 October 2018 to set out their intention
to carry out an inspection of Derbyshire Constabulary’s Crime Data Integrity. This
is part of a national programme of inspections to review how accurately we identify
alleged criminal offences and subsequently record them accordingly and
appropriately.

7.2

The force has supplied details of over 2000 crimes and documents and continues
to prepare for the Inspection that will start on 12 November 2018, involving a team
of nine HMICFRS Inspectors.

8.

CT4 (Counter Terrorism)

8.1

Derbyshire Constabulary will be subject to an HMICFRS inspection around
Counter Terrorism that focusses upon the forces activities around the PREVENT
initiative.

8.2

Preparations are being made to accommodate this inspection that will take place
on 6 December 2018.

5
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Annual Audit
Letter 2017/18
Police & Crime
Commissioner for
Derbyshire
and
Chief Constable
for Derbyshire
August 2018

Section one

Summary for Joint Audit
Risk and Assurance
Committee

Section one:

Summary for Joint Audit Risk and Assurance
Committee

This document summarises the key findings in relation to our 2017/18 external audit at the Police &
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire (‘the PCC’) and the Chief Constable for Derbyshire (‘the CC’).

Audit opinion
We issued an unqualified opinion on the PCC and CC's 2017/18 financial statements on 31 July 2018. This
means that we believe the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the PCC
and CC and of their expenditure and income for the year.
Financial statements audit
Our audit procedures are designed to identify misstatements which are material to our opinion on the
financial statements as a whole. Materiality for the Authority’s accounts was set at £3.8 million which
equates to around 1.7 percent of gross expenditure. We design our procedures to detect errors in specific
accounts at a lower level of precision.
We report to the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee any misstatements of lesser amounts, other
than those that are “clearly trivial”, to the extent that these are identified by our audit work. In the context of
the Authority, an individual difference is considered to be clearly trivial if it is less than £0.190 million.
We have identified no audit adjustments impacting the primary statements and no presentational
adjustments. We have raised no recommendations.
Based upon our initial assessment of risks to the financial statements (as reported to you in our External
Audit Plan 2017/18 and updated during our audit) we identified the following significant risks (excluding those
mandated by International Standards on Auditing):
Pension Liabilities – The valuation of the Police & Crime Commissioner’s and Chief Constable's pension
liabilities, as calculated by the Actuary, was dependent upon both the accuracy and completeness of the data
provided and the assumptions adopted. We reviewed the processes in place to ensure accuracy of data
provided to the Actuary and consider the assumptions used in determining the valuation.
Valuation of PPE – The Code requires that all land and buildings be held at fair value. We considered the
way in which the PCC and CC ensures that assets not subject to in-year revaluation were not materially
misstated.
Faster Close – The timetable for the production of the financial statements was significantly advanced with
draft accounts having to be prepared by 31 May 2018 (2017: 30 June) and the final accounts signed by 31
July 2018 (2017: 30 September). We worked proactively with the Police & Crime Commissioner’s and Chief
Constable’s officers in advance of our audit to understand and ensure appropriate steps were being taken to
meet these deadlines and the impact on our work.
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Section one:

Summary for Joint Audit Risk and
Assurance Committee (cont.)
Other information accompanying the financial statements
Whilst not explicitly covered by our audit opinion, we reviewed other information that accompanied the
financial statements to consider their material consistency with the audited accounts. This year we reviewed
the 2017/18 Annual Governance Statements and Narrative Reports. We concluded that they were consistent
with our understanding and did not identify any issues.
Whole of Government Accounts
The Authority prepares a consolidation pack to support the production of Whole of Government Accounts by
HM Treasury. We are not required to review your pack in detail as the Authority falls below the threshold
where an audit is required. As required by the guidance we have confirmed this with the National Audit
Office.
Value for Money conclusion
We have completed our risk-based work to consider whether in all significant respects the PCC and CC have
proper arrangements to ensure they have taken properly informed decisions and deployed resources to
achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. We concluded that in 2017/18 the
PCC and CC have made proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in their use of
resources.
Value for Money risk areas
We set out our assessment of those areas that required additional risk based work in our External Audit Plan
2017/18 and have updated this assessment during our interim visit. As a result we identified the following
significant VFM audit risk:
Medium Term Financial Planning – The Police & Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable continued to
face financial pressures and uncertainties in relation to their future funding levels, with grant allocations for
future years not yet being published. The Police & Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable need to
continue their focus on having robust and effective arrangements in place for managing their annual budgets,
generating income and identifying and implementing any savings required to balance their medium term
financial plans. We considered the way in which the Police & Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable
identified, approved, and monitored both savings plans and how budgets are monitored throughout the year
to ensure financial resilience, and were satisfied that this had been undertaken diligently and effectively.
High priority recommendations
We did not raise any recommendations as a result of our 2017/18 work.
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Section one:

Summary for Joint Audit Risk and
Assurance Committee (cont.)
Certificate
We issued our certificate on 31 July 2018. The certificate confirms that we have concluded the 2017/18 audits
of the PCC’s and CC’s financial statements in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit &
Accountability Act 2014 and the Code of Audit Practice.
Audit fee
Our total fee for 2017/18 was £46,035 (split: PCC £31,035 and CC £15,000), excluding VAT (2016/17: £46,035).
Exercising of audit powers
We have a duty to consider whether to issue a report in the public interest about something we believe the
PCC or CC should consider, or if the public should know about.
We have not identified any matters that would require us to issue a public interest report.
In addition, we have not had to exercise any other audit powers under the Local Audit & Accountability Act
2014.
Acknowledgements
We would like to take this final opportunity to thank all officers and Members for their thorough
professionalism and excellent help over the many years we have provided the external audit service to
Derbyshire’s PCC and CC, and wish you all and both organisations all the very best for the future.
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Appendices

Ap pendix 1:

Summary of reports issued
This appendix summarises the reports we issued since our last Annual Audit
Letter.

2018

These reports can be accessed via the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance
Committee pages on the Authority’s website.

2017/18 External Audit Plan

January

February

The External Audit Plan set out
our approach to the audit of the
Authority’s financial statements
and to support the VFM
conclusion.

March

2017/18 Interim Audit Letter

April

The Interim Audit Letter
summarised the results from the
preliminary stages of our audit,
including testing of financial and
other controls.

May

Report to Those Charged with Governance
The ISA260 Report to Those Charged with
Governance summarised the results of our
audit work for 2017/18 including key issues
and recommendations raised as a result of our
observations.

June

July

We also provided the mandatory declarations
required under auditing standards as part of
this report.
August
Auditor’s Report
The 2017/18 Auditor’s Report included our
audit opinions on the PCC’s and CC’s financial
statements along with our VFM conclusions
and our certificates.

September

Annual Audit Letter
This Annual Audit Letter provides a summary of
the results of our audit for 2017/18.
© 2018 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with
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Ap pendix 2:

Audit fees
This appendix provides information on our final fees for the 2017/18 audit.

External audit
Our final fee for the 2017/18 audit of the Police and Crime Commissioner was £31,035, for the audit of the
Chief Constable, the fee was £15,000. This compares to a planned fee of £31,035 and £15,000 respectively.
Our total final fee for the 2017/18 audit (£46,035) was identical to the fees charged in 2016/17.
Other services
We did not charge any additional fees for other services.

External audit fees 2017/18 (£’000)
Actual/ Exp ected 2017/18

Planned 2017/18 Fees

50

All0fees quoted are exclusive of VAT.
PCC
Audit fee

CC
Audit fee
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The key contacts in relation to our audit are:
Andrew Cardoza
Director

Anita Pipes
Manager

T: +44 (0) 7711 86 9957
Andrew.Cardoza@ kpmg.co.uk

T: +44 (0) 115 945 4481
E: anita.pipes@ kpmg.co.uk

kpmg.com/uk

This report is addressed to the Authority (PCC & CC) and has been prepared for the sole use of the
Authority. We take no responsibility to any m em ber of staff acting in their individual capacities, or to
third parties. We draw your attention to the Statem ent of Responsibilities of auditors and audited
bodies, which is available on Public Sector Audit Appointm ent’s website (www.psaa.co.uk).
External auditors do not act as a substitute for the audited body’s own responsibility for putting in place
proper arrangem ents to ensure that public business is conducted in accordance with the law and
proper standards, and that public m oney is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
econom ically, efficiently and effectively.
We are com m itted to providing you with a high quality service. If you have any concerns or are
dissatisfied with any part of KPMG’s work, in the first instance you should contact Andrew Cardoza the
engagem ent lead to the Authority, who will try to resolve your com plaint. If you are dissatisfied with
your response please contact the national lead partner for all of KPMG’s work under our contract with
Public Sector Audit Appointm ents Lim ited, Andrew Sayers, by em ail to Andrew.Sayers@ kpm g.co.uk.
After this, if you are still dissatisfied with how your com plaint has been handled you can access PSAA’s
com plaints procedure by em ailing generalenquiries@ psaa.co.uk by telephoning 020 7072 7445 or by
writing to Public Sector Audit Appointm ents Lim ited, 3rd Floor, Local Governm ent House, Sm ith
Square, London, SW1P 3HZ.
© 2018 KPMG LLP, a UK lim ited liability partnership and a m em ber firm of the KPMG network of
independent m em ber firm s affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”),
a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
The KPMG nam e and logo are registered tradem arks or tradem arks of KPMG International.
CREATE: CRT086281A
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AGENDA ITEM

6B
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

AUDIT COMMITTEE BRIEFING

REPORT BY CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER/FINANCE DIRECTOR
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To share with members, the Police Sector Audit Committee Briefing produced by EY,
External Auditors.

Members should consider whether they wish to receive this report as part of a regular
update from the External Auditors, Ernst Young.

ATTACHMENTS
Police Sector Audit Committee Briefing

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that
i.

The Committee receive the Committee Briefing document

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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Police sector
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This sector briefing is one of
the ways that we support you
and your organisation in an
environment that is constantly
changing and evolving.
It covers issues which may have an impact on your
organisation, the Police sector, and the audits that
we undertake.
The briefings are produced by our public sector
audit specialists within EY’s national Government
and Public Sector (GPS) team, using our public
sector knowledge, and EY’s wider expertise across
UK and international business.
The briefings bring together not only technical
issues relevant to the Police sector but wider
matters of potential interest to you and your
organisation.
Links to where you can find out more on any of
the articles featured can be found at the end of
the briefing.
We hope that you find the briefing informative
and should this raise any issues that you would
like to discuss further please contact your local
audit team.

Police Sector Audit Committee Briefing

1

Government and
economic news

EY ITEM Club — Local Government
Economic Briefing Q3
The outlook for the UK economy appears to be worsening in
2018, as challenges continue for consumption, investment and
trade. Local authorities, including Police authorities, are becoming
increasingly under pressure to deliver local economic growth and
improved services within this uncertain environment.
The UK has witnessed a recovery in services output and consumer
activity, partially in response to the sunny weather and the World
Cup; however, weaker overseas growth (exacerbated by escalating
fears of global trade disputes) has contributed to a slowing
momentum in some sectors.
The ultimate impact is a continued slowdown in real GDP growth
during 2018, with the EY ITEM Club revising its forecast for GDP
growth to 1.4% in July 2018, down from the 1.6% expected in
April 2018. The increasingly uncertain global outlook has led the
EY ITEM Club to also renew its interest rate position, predicting
that there will be only one rate rise in 2018 rather than the two
forecasted previously. Local authority short-term borrowing
increased by 31% in 2017/18, meaning that such a delay in interest
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rate hikes will likely be positive news to many local authorities. In
August 2018, the Bank of England has since raised the interest
rate by a quarter of a percentage point, from 0.5% to 0.75% — the
highest level since March 2009, which will be re-considered by the
EY ITEM Club in our next forecast.
Whilst it is still early days as far as predicting the 2018/19 fiscal
performance, a downgraded forecast for GDP growth this year and
next, compared to the expectation three months ago, implies a
bigger fiscal deficit.
On the whole, a weaker outlook for the UK economy should signal
caution for local authorities, including Police Authority.
We have seen some potential signs of slippage in the Government’s
fiscal austerity plans, with the Prime Minster announcing in June
an uplift in NHS spending growth from 2019/20 onwards. As
yet, it is unclear how much of this extra spending will be financed
by higher taxes versus higher borrowing and consequently the
implications for future deficits are unknown.
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Brexit
A CIPFA survey has found that three quarters of public service
leaders feel that central government is not engaged or has not
communicated sufficiently over Brexit. CIPFA’s Brexit Advisory
Commission has commented that in order for local authorities
to plan effectively and identify opportunities, communication
channels need to be open between the government and public
service leaders. Anticipating an increase in cost, public service
leaders are purchasing more from suppliers now to prevent
potential higher costs in the future.
Public service leaders are also anticipated a staffing pressures.
Nationally it is estimated that 7% of the social care sector’s
workforce are non-UK EU nationals. However, in some regions
of the UK non-UK EU nationals make up a significantly larger
proportion.
Another major concern is regarding replacement of EU funding
which is currently worth £8.4bn. In a recent white paper the
Government has proposed a UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UKSPF)
to replace the existing EU regional funding. Details of how local
authorities can bid to secure this funding has yet to be determined.

Home Office Awards Over £100 million to
Police Transformation Projects

police operations. The Home Secretary has approved £70 m of
funding in 2018/19 to four large national programmes covering a
range of projects across a number of different forces in England
and Wales. The approved programmes will transform how the
police uses technology in its engagement with the public and for
addressing major threats. These programmes are expected to
deliver cash savings and improve efficiency.
The four national police-led programmes awarded funding were:
►► The National Enabling Programme which will aim to unify the IT
system across policing services
►► The Specialist Capabilities Programme which will improve
knowledge and resource sharing in key crime areas
►► The Digital Policing Portfolio which will result in the creation
of a single online hub allowing the public to report low-level
incidents
►► Transforming Forensics which will improve biometrics and
digital forensics
In addition to the four national led programmes, The Home Office
has also announced 15 successful ‘local’ bids to the fund totalling
£42.7m for completion across 2018/19 and 2019/20.

The Home Office has published the latest details of the projects
which have been successful in obtaining funding from the Police
Innovation Fund. The Police Transformation Fund (PTF) was
launched in 2016 to support the efficiency and effectiveness of
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Accounting,
auditing and
governance
EY’s response to CIPFA consultation on
implementation of the new adoption of
IFRS 16
On 7 September CIPFA closed its consultation on proposals for
developing the new edition of the Local Authority Accounting
Code for 2019/20 in relation to implementing the new leasing
accounting standard, IFRS 16.
IFRS 16 aims to increase the transparency of financial reporting on
leases. It removes the previous lease classifications of operating
and finance leases for lessees and it requires that a right-of-use
asset (i.e. a lessee’s right to use an asset over the life of a lease) be
recognised for all leases (there are exemptions for short-term and
low value leases) with a corresponding lease liability representing
the lessee’s obligation to make lease payments for the asset.
This will be a significant change for local authorities and present
practical challenges for processes, systems and data collection.
IFRS 16 will mean that current value depreciation and depreciation
is charged to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services.
It will also impact on the statutory reporting and capital finance
requirements for leased assets which currently refer to finance
leases. The recognition of right-to-use assets will bring leases
into the scope of the Prudential Framework. The cost (on initial
recognition) of the right-to-use asset will meet the definition of
capital expenditure in contrast to the current revenue treatment of
operating leases.
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We generally support the CIPFA proposals with the following
matters to highlight:
►► Clarification of what ‘low value’ is. There are exemptions
under IFRS 16 for ‘low value’ leases but there is no clear
definition. The proposals do not make reference to assets that
may be of low value, but are only used or used to maximum
effect by being part of a network e.g. photocopiers can be used
off-line but are more usually used on-line; laptops could have
a similar position. The Code needs to clarify what low value is
and what being part of a network is as this would be a potential
area of disagreement and inconsistency. A number of clients
have suggested using their de minimis level for capitalisation as
the ‘low value’. The Code should emphasise that these are two
different concepts.
►► Measurement of the lease liability. The lease liability is
calculated from the present value of the lease payments payable
over the lease term. This is discounted at the interest rate
implicit in the lease or the authority’s incremental borrowing
rate. In our experience many authorities do not have information
on the rate implicit in their operating leases. For consistency
and cost effectiveness mandating the use of the incremental
borrowing rate for all leases would be a positive step.
►► Subsequent measurement. To measure the right-of-use
asset we support the approach of current value measurement
with materiality based practical expedients. This would be
consistent with the current approach for PPE assets. It would be
unsupportable to have different valuation models for the same
asset types based on whether they were controlled directly or
controlled via lease.
Police Sector Audit Committee Briefing

Consultation on proposed statutory
overrides for IFRS 9
Local authorities will be required to implement the new IFRS 9
Financial Instruments standard for the 2018/19 financial year.
The sector has made representations to the government on
the anticipated negative impacts of the new standard which
could result in income statement volatility, earlier recognition
of impairment losses on receivables and loans and significant
new disclosure requirements. Ministry of Housing Communities
and Local Government (MHCLG) has set a response date of
28 September 2018 on for following matters:

Time limited statutory override on fair value
movements for pooled investment funds
One of the consequences of IFRS 9 is that fair value changes in
pooled investments fund will be accounted for at fair value through
profit and loss which will impact non-ringfenced revenue reserves,
annual balanced budget calculations and ultimately mean there is
less money available to fund services.
MHCLG is proposing a three year grace period to adapt to the
accounting changes, requiring local authorities to reverse
out fair value movements on pooled investments to unusable
reserves until 1 April 2021. MHCLG believes this should give local
authorities sufficient time to divest themselves of these types
of funds or alternatively build up sufficient revenue reserves to
mitigate the impact. To aid in transparency, fair value movements
relating to IFRS 9 should be separately disclosed in the Unusable
Reserves note.

Earlier recognition of impairments on loans and
trade receivables
MHCLG does not intend to mitigate the impact of early impairment
recognition of loans and receivables, owing any substantial
impairment a direct result to the authorities risk appetite. Local
authorities will need to keep a close eye on the budgetary position
to accommodate this accounting change

Disclosure Requirements
MHCLG does not intend to reduce any disclosure requirements,
despite the administrative burden that may arise in first time
implementation, as the new and enhanced disclosure requirements
will benefit the users of the accounts.

The first year of local government faster close
After almost two years preparation, numerous discussions
between auditors and finance teams, several reminders to audit
committees and a significant amount of hard work, the end of July,
the new deadline for local authorities to publish audited accounts,
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came and went. Across the 150 EY local authority audit portfolio,
the new deadline was me at 132 authorities (88%). Nationally, we
hear, and it’s an unaudited figure, the outcome was 15% missed
the earlier deadline, compared with 5% that missed the previous
year’s end of September deadline.
Auditors are already meeting with finance teams to de-brief and
learn lessons for FY19. We outline below our immediate views on
the key factors for both authorities and auditors that contributed
to meeting the faster close deadlines.
1. Project management: Authorities with a clear, well thought
through, detailed and actively managed action plan, involving
their auditors, were more likely to be successful in delivering
closedown, accounts preparation and the audit to time. Project
plans that made preparation of supporting working papers an
integral part of the process resulted in better quality financial
statements. When things were going off track, decisive action
was taken to make a change and get progress moving in the
right direction. Often project management resided with one
or two key individuals in finance and audit teams who had the
ability to influence others and make decisions on priorities and
resource allocation.
2. Communication: Early and honest communication on progress,
key judgements and potential problems enabled officers and
auditors to find solutions and agree on matters promptly and
efficiently rather than having limited time to deal with late and
unexpected issues.
3. C
 apacity and contingency: The shorter period between
accounts preparation and publication of audited accounts
increased pressure on teams and squeezed the time to deal with
late issues. Successful delivery was more likely where officers
and auditors built capacity and contingency into their respective
scheduling plans.
4. D
 ealing with accounting estimates: Authorities and auditors
need to be clearer on their approach to preparing and auditing
accounting estimates. Notably in respect of the two biggest
estimates an authority makes relating to pensions and the
valuation of property, plant and equipment. Both rely on the
work of a specialist and are determined by an authority as part
of closedown. Both are also estimates that auditors will always
challenge and draw on the latest available information.
5. Streamlining the accounts: We were surprised that we didn’t
see much evidence of authorities using the opportunity to
review their accounts and taking out non-material disclosures.
This may be an area that authorities and auditors would find it
helpful to discuss as part of planning for 2018/19.
We encourage audit committees to consider the five key factors
in relation to their plans for preparing their 2018/19 statement of
accounts and supporting the associated audit.
5

Regulation
news

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary
Inspection Programme & Framework
2018/19
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue
Services (HMICFRS) has published its proposed Inspection
Programme & Framework for 2018/19. The new programme &
Framework will build on findings from 2017/18 and will also have
a more risk based focus. Each force will still be inspected across
Police Effectiveness; Efficiency and Legitimacy Assessments
(PEEL) but will also be subject to other areas of inspection by
HMICFRS according to where the force is assessed as being
exposed to the greatest risk.
The risk assessment will be formed using a combination of
data and analysis obtained from previous inspections and
supplemented with any new information contained in the first
Force Management Statements prepared by each force. In
addition, HMICFRS has also indicated their intention to undertake
a review into super-complaints once the relevant regulation has
been passed.
Below we highlight the different types of inspection which
HMICFRS plan to undertake:

1. PEEL Inspections:
2018/19 will be the fourth year of the annual PEEL Inspections.
Each force is independently assessed throughout the year across
each of the three key strands of PEEL. Performance is awarded
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a grading ranging from outstanding to requires improvement. A
full report is published for each individual force. Once the work
is complete HMICFRS will also give a national assessment of the
state of policing in England and Wales, making comparisons across
years, and between forces.

2. National Thematic Inspections:
In addition to PEEL, HMICFRS also undertake a number of National
Thematic Inspections. These can be specifically commissioned
by the Secretary of State or can develop as a result of HMICFRS
ongoing monitoring and inspections. Not all forces will be subject
to these inspections; however the results of the inspections
would be deemed to be equally relevant to all 43 police forces in
England and Wales. Proposed thematic inspections in 2018/19
will focus on hate crimes, counter-terrorism, fraud, cybercrimes,
child protection, older people in criminal justice and crime
data integrity.

3. Inspection of national agencies and non-Home
Office Forces:
In relation to policing HMICFRS must also undertake assessments
and inspections of the following:
►► National Crime Agency
►► Police Service of Northern Ireland
►► British Transport Police
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►► The Police Forces of the Armed Services

For the Local Authority the new agreement focuses on:

►► Ministry of Defence Police

►► Developing a closer working relationship with the PCC through
a SPOC which will develop a greater joint understanding of
respective roles and responsibilities

►► Civil Nuclear Constabulary
►► Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
Other potential inspections can include Joint Inspections as
well as counter-terrorism and security related inspections. Joint
inspections usually involve partner organisations such as HM
Crown Prosecution Inspectorate Service, HM Inspectorate of
Probation and HM Inspectorate of Prisons.

Appropriate Adult Police and Crime
Commissioner — Local Authority
Partnership Agreement: England
A new voluntary framework agreement has been established to
enable Police and Crime and Commissioners (PCCs) and Local
Authorities to work collaboratively to support vulnerable adults
within their communities.
The new agreement is called ‘Appropriate adult PCC-local
authority partnership agreement: England’
Appropriate adults play a crucial role in supporting vulnerable
adults and children suspected of having committed an offence.
They can often reduce the risk of miscarriages of justice.
The agreement sets out the impact on both PCC’s and the
respective local authorities.
For the PCC the new agreement focuses on a number of areas.
These are specifically about:
►► Nominating a Single Point of Contact (SPOC) within the office
of the PCC to help facilitate a closer working relationship with
local adult social services and develop an understanding of
shared roles and responsibilities
►► Taking responsibility for oversight of Appropriate Adult
supervision. This will focus on working closely with custody
management as well as understanding the operational needs
of the force
►► Establishing a demand led understanding of the local area to
inform Local Authority or joint commissioning

►► Facilitating better and more regular communication between
the Local Authority and the PCC enabling better analysis which
will allow the Local Authority to better understand the capacity
within the local police and how to best utilise that as required
►► Working in partnership with statutory and community groups
supporting vulnerable people in the justice system

Police Remuneration Review Body Report: 2018
England and Wales
The Police Remuneration Review Body (PBRB) has produced
its latest recommendations into the police pay and award. The
PBRB is an independent body tasked by the Home Secretary with
reviewing police and making objective recommendations into
future police pay and awards. The latest report was specifically
tasked with looking at the police pay and awards for 2018/19. The
remit of the PBRB this year was extended to look at chief officers
pay in addition to rank and file police officers.
The PBRB draws on evidence from a number of sources
when determining the amount of any award within their
recommendations. These include for example evidence from the
National Police Chief Council (NPCC) on the increased stresses
and strains under which many rank and file police officers
currently work as well as the affordability impact of any such
recommendations.
Within their report PBRB have highlighted some of the difficulties
they currently face in reaching consensus from the respective
43 police forces in England and Wales. Other issues highlighted
have been around the resources currently dedicated to making
a difference in respect of pay and award reform in England and
Wales. The availability of good data is also a challenge which
hampers the PBRB in their work.
For the 2018/19 financial year, the PBRB recommend that the
time limited 1% non-consolidated pay award, currently received by
the federated and superintending ranks, should be consolidated
onto all pay points for officers at these ranks.
In addition to and following previous recommendations PBRB
recommended a consolidated 2% increase to all police officer pay
points at all ranks.
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Other

Police Workforce Statistics: England and
Wales 31 March 2018
The latest workforce statistics across the 43 police forces in
England and Wales have been published by the Home Office. The
data is compiled by the Office for National Statistics and figures
are as at 31 March 2018. A new feature of this report is the
inclusion of the number of Police Support Volunteers (PSV’s).
The headline figures confirm that the total number of police staff
is just under 200,000. The table below details the numbers by
key staff type. The data shows that for the first time since 2010
the number of staff has increased by 0.5%. This is driven by an
increase in the number of police staff and designated officers
rather than an increase in the number of police officers.
Worker type

2017

2018

1,23,142

1,22,404

(0.6)

Police staff

61,065

62,820

2.9

Police Community
Support Officers

10,213

10,139

(0.7)

Designated officers

4,255

4,380

3

1,98,686

1,99,752

0.5

13,502

11,690

(13.4)

Police officers

Total workers (FTE)
Special constables5

Percentage
change (%)

One of the key national debates in recent years has been around
the number of police officers engaged in a frontline policing
role. The statistics tend to show that whilst the proportion of
police engaged in frontline policing has remained fairly stable at
92%, there has been a small decline of 1,665 officers (or 1.6%)
compared with the previous year.
Another key metric is the number of officers from a Black and
Minority Ethnic (BME) background. The latest statistics show that
7% of all officers were BME. This is the highest percentage since
records began. Whilst encouraging in some respects, this is still
not representative of the population in England and Wales which
has a BME population of 14%.
A similar picture can be seen with the number of female officers.
Whilst the statistics show the highest percentage of female
officers ever recorded at 30% this is still an under-representation
when compared to the national percentage.
Lastly, the number of officers who are currently out of work on
long term sick has remained fairly consistent year on year at
around 2% of the police officer population.

Source: Home Office
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EY cybersecurity strategies
There’s a new way of thinking about cybersecurity. New security
approaches are moving from thinking about cybersecurity
as a defensive approach, to thinking about it as a source
of transformation. Here are some ways to position your
cybersecurity strategies for a distinct advantage.

Make it a team sport that everyone is a part of
The number one cause of large security breaches remains
phishing, according to the 2017/18 Global Information Security
Survey of over 1,200 companies. On mobile devices, phishing
attacks have increased by an average of 85% year on year for the
last seven years, so you are still more likely to be made vulnerable
by a member of staff opening a rogue email than anything else.
This is often the result of a lack of cybersecurity awareness —
whether about generic malware, scams related to fake LinkedIn
profiles, or hacks on public Wi-Fi.
Therefore, developing a culture where staff at all levels understand
how to protect data and systems, including mobile devices,
through up-to-date training, drills and regular communication, will
help build and maintain a cybersecurity advantage.
Cyber policies are vital as a living, breathing reference to help
manage a fraught and fast-moving situation, yet these aren’t
effective if staff outside of the cyber function don’t know
about them.
Embedding a cyber conscious culture that heightens awareness
and behaviours amongst all employees can help you pull ahead of
the competition, instead of scoring an own goal.

Under GDPR, the new mandatory 72-hour breach reporting could
be too long a timeline in the court of public opinion, and focusing
on the first 2 to 5 hours instead could provide a much needed
advantage.
Outlining key stages of your breach response in the first few hours
across functions from IT, security, PR to legal, and identifying at
which points to get an external view, could make the difference
between a forgiving public or not
As we start to see more threats and regulations emerge across
the world, how organisations come together, under extreme time
pressures, will provide much needed collaborative gains.

Use different approaches for evolving risks
Cyber risks aren’t constant. The nature of the risks are always
changing — which means resources to fight them can’t be allocated
on a set basis.
Increasingly, cybersecurity requires bringing together a wide
range of capabilities to deliver value.
Whether that be through enhancing cyber resources with
new skillsets, leveraging emerging technology from hardware
authentication, virtualised intrusion detection, or using AI and
machine learning.
With cybersecurity increasingly becoming a competitive
battleground, that’s all the more reason to start thinking about
how your organisation can build an effective cybersecurity
advantage.

Keep to a small window for damage control
The UK’s national cyber security centre recently described a need
to act collaboratively and collectively against cyber threats, urging
organisations to raise the bar.
Cyber threats don’t respect borders, jurisdictions or organisational
boundaries, and there is a small window in which to minimise
the damage.
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Key questions for the Audit Committee
1. Has your authority considered the implications of Brexit?
What plans does yourforce have in plan to mitigate
potential risks associated with Brexit?
2. Has your Force been successful in obtaining any of the
additional Transformation Funding? Are you clear of the
intended benefits of this and the timelines involved?
3. How prepared Is your force for the changes in processes,
systems and data collection as a result of CIPFA
implementation of IFRS 16?
4. Has your Force assessed the impact of the new accounting
standards IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and the potential
statutory overrides on your budgets?
5. Are you aware of your Force’s ‘Force Management
Statement’? Are the risks that this portrays consistent with
your wider understanding of the force?

6. Do you knw if your PCC has adopted the principles of the
new voluntary arrangements in effect with local authorities
to facilitate better engagement with appropriate adults?
If so, at what stage of engagement is the PCC currently
at? If not, is it the intention of the PCC to engage or not? If
engagement is not envisioned are you clear on the reasons
for this non-engagement?
7. Have the pay recommendations been fully reflected in the
assumptions under-pinning the 2018/19 budget?
8. Are you clear on the current statistics in relation to BME
and female representation in your local force? Are you
aware of the steps being taken to improve the relevant
statistics where required?
9. Is your organisation still thinking about cybersecurity as
a defensive approach or a source of transformation and
distinct advantage?

Find out more
EY Item Club
https://www.ey.com/uk/en/issues/business-environment/
financial-markets-and-economy/item---forecast-headlines-andprojections

Brexit

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary Inspection
and Framework Programme 2018/19
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/news/newsfeed/hmicfrs-publishes-its-policing-inspection-programme-andframework-2018-19/

https://www.publicfinance.co.uk/news/2018/06/governmentfailing-engage-over-brexit

Appropriate Adult PCC-Local Authority Partnership
Agreement: England

https://www.publicfinance.co.uk/news/2018/07/brexit-will-hitpublic-finances-conference-hears

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/730578/6.4526_CPFG_
Appropriate_Adult_Partnership_Programme_v8_web.pdf

https://www.local.gov.uk/about/news/lga-responds-brexit-whitepaper

Home Office Awards £100 m to Police
Transformation Projects

Police Remuneration Review Body Report: 2018
England and Wales

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/home-office-awards-over100-million-to-police-transformation-projects

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728358/Police_
Renumeration_Review_Body_Executive_Summary_2018.pdf

Consultation on the adoption of IFRS 16

Police Workforce England and Wales: 31 March 2018

https://www.cipfa.org/policy-and-guidance/technical-panels-andboards/cipfa-lasaac-local-authority-code-board/local-authorityleasing-briefings

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/726401/hosb1118-policeworkforce.pdf

Consultation on proposed statutory overrides for
IFRS 9

EY cybersecurity strategies

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/local-authoritybudget-setting-mitigating-the-impact-of-fair-value-movements-onpooled-investment-funds
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https://www.ey.com/uk/en/services/advisory/cybersecurity/eyfour-cybersecurity-strategies
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AGENDA ITEM

7A
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

FORCE RISK MANAGEMENT

REPORT BY CHIEF CONSTABLE
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To assure the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) of the
arrangements in place with regards to the management of risk and to update the Police
and Crime Commissioner on the progress of work being undertaken.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – MAZARS Final Internal Audit Report H&S (June 2018)
Appendix B – MAZARS External Audit Progress Report (September 2018)

RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

C/Supt Steve Wilson

Tel:

0300 122 4140

Email

sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

1.1

The Chief Constable is responsible for the management of the Force’s operational
and strategic business risks and is supported by an executive team which
determines the Force’s appetite for risk.

1.2

The Corporate Risk Register (CRR) is a key governance document and under the
Risk Management Strategy 2016-18, the CRR captures the key strategic risks and
major challenges faced by the Force. The register continues to be refreshed with
risk owners so it remains focused and relevant.

1.3

It is important to note that risks are liable to change as circumstances alter and the
CRR presents the position at a particular point in time.

2.4

The remainder of this report focuses on changes that have been made in the latest
review.

3.

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER REVIEW – UPDATE

3.1

Appointed risk owners have reviewed their risks via an intranet-based software
system in consultation (where applicable) with their respective Command or Senior
Management teams.

3.2

Currently the system holds 12 risks on behalf of the OPCC of which these do not
feature in the risk total or indeed this report.

3.3

Our key risks have been assessed, analysed and re-scored where required. A total
of 49 risks now exist following the latest review. Currently, there are two risks with
high (Red) residual scores, 12 with medium (Amber) residual scores and 35 risks
with low (Green) residual scores. The latest review provided an opportunity for risk
owners to archive five risks subject to board approval and to create three new risks
for consideration and acceptance by the Board. The re-scored, new and archived
risks are briefly outlined below:

3.4

High Risk Properties - Risk Based Reviews
Risk

Impact
Score

STR2014
Infrastructure 4
&Assets
Very High

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3
High

12
Red

8
Amber

Movement

Risk Owner: Strategic Head Of Assets - Fire and Police

Following an incident at Cotton Lane involving an uninterruptable power supply
(UPS) it has identified the need to provide a more in-depth assessment of
mechanical/electrical backup systems to ensure that such events do reoccur as far
as is reasonably practicable. The explosion had occurred inside a steel container
which is located on land outside the police station’s perimeter wall and adjacent to
a Travellers site which itself is also perimeter fenced. The explosion detached and
2
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ejected the steel container’s door which extensively damaged a wooden fence
panel which borders the Travellers site including minor damage to a commercial
truck which was parked adjacent to a caravan. The incident was attended by the
fire/ambulance services including on-call staff from our Assets Department. In
accordance with the requirements of RIDDOR the incident was reported to the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and a report from the force was requested by
an HM Specialist Inspector (Electrical Engineering). Following the documents
review the HSE concluded their inquiries into this incident with no further action
taken. Since this incident we have conducted inspections at a four further sites,
namely Ilkeston, Long Eaton, Pear Tree and Staveley police stations focussing on
UPS / Data Rooms. The inspections have identified further works for our IS Dept.
i.e. housekeeping and cable management issues including our Ilkeston PFI site of
which we now have met the companies electrical engineer following temperature
concerns within the UPS room. Until these issues have been rectified the decision
has been taken to increase the risk scoring.
3.5

Loss of Estate through Lack of Maintenance
Risk
STR1035
Infrastructure
& Assets

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3
High

3
High

9
Red

9
Red

Movement

Risk Owner: Strategic Head of Strategic – Fire and Police

In addition to the recognised condition and obsolescence of both Chesterfield and
Buxton custody suites, the recent HMIC inspection has bought attention to ligature
risks, cell hatches and flaking paintwork. The surge in reporting has meant some of
these issues have warranted temporary cell closure and subsequent (immediate)
remedial works. When a number of issues have arisen within the same timeframe
our cell availability has reduced significantly. The recent bank holiday period and
world cup fixtures challenged our operational capability to meet the increased
demand. However, this is a situation that could escalate without a short to medium
term investment strategy and mitigation plan.
3.6

No Deal Brexit

STR2022
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

4
Very
High

2
Medium

8
Amber

Previous
Score

Movement

NEW
RISK

Risk Owner: Assistant Chief Constable (Operational Support)

The UK is leaving the EU on 29 March 2019 of which a scenario in which the UK
leaves the EU without agreement (a ‘no-deal’ scenario) currently remains although
in reality this is unlikely given the mutual interests of the UK and the EU in securing
3
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a negotiated outcome. National work is being conducted on a 'no-deal' Brexit as it
affects the police service and is being led by NPCC. As tasks are identified and
allocated to individual forces; the scale and the nature of the planning work
required will become more evident. A regional lead has also been appointed
(Deputy Chief Constable, Northants) to coordinate work with forces in order to
understand what additional pressures we might face such as mutual
aid/assistance, eg public order, airports/ports, CT Intel (towns/cities), and the
implications for EMSOU in terms of intelligence, Europol, EU arrest warrants.
Locally, a ‘Gold Group’ has been established, however, there is still much to be
agreed at a national level so the inaugural meeting focussed on issues that might
affect the Force and how we organise and mitigate against them including the link
between the police and LRF. In addition, other areas to be considered are what
suppliers do we rely on as a force; are they based in Europe and would they cease
to provide the services/supplies we require after Brexit. It is anticipated that we
should know more about the government’s intentions in November 2018.
3.7

Adverse Incidents in Custody Suites due to Physical Condition

STR2018
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

4
Very
High

2
Medium

8
Amber

Previous
Score

Movement

NEW
RISK

Risk Owner: Head of Criminal Justice

The HMICFRS conducted force wide custody suite inspections from 9 April to 19
April 2018. The inspections identified Potential Ligature Points (PLPs) both in cells
including areas that were checked. The checks were based on Home Office
guidance. Where PLPs have been identified the inspectorate has advised caution
to manage and mitigate any risk posed. For example, in communal shower and
toilet areas (including disabled facilities) they have emphasised the need for
privacy which must be balanced against protecting a detainees’ safety. Changes
have now been made to the daily inspection routine leading to enhanced checking
and reporting of PLPs. An independent company has been contracted to conduct
annual inspections of all suites to identify PLP's and potential improvements. The
Gold group chaired by an Executive Officer who maintains oversight of this risk.
3.8

Funding Settlement Insufficient to meet Budgetary Requirements
Risk
STR1192
Finance

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

3
2
6
High
Medium
Amber
Risk Owner: Head of Strategic Finance

Previous
Score

Movement

6
Amber

The force is refocusing its spend on new areas of priority and risk. The £12 precept
increase next year, already factored into the budget will make this more
4
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sustainable. The force has committed itself to considerable investments in our
Estate and IT technologies. However, our financial resources are not finite and the
latest financial projections show that the budget is coming under increasing
pressure as it struggles to fund; ever emerging estates projects, unpredictable
costs of national IS schemes, the considerable investment in new and emerging
technology and the people to make this change work. So far the Constabulary has
been good at identifying areas where we want to invest, but improvement is still
needed in assessing benefits and reducing costs. Our budget is not in a position
where we can simply benefit from investment without identifying where the
efficiency is going to come to actually pay for it.
3.9

Loss of Airwave through Handset Shortage
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

3
High

2
Medium

6
Amber

STR2019
Operational

Previous
Score
-

Movement

NEW
RISK

Risk Owner: Deputy Head of Business Futures

The NPCC had asked forces how prepared they are to continue to operate TETRA
for several years longer than anticipated. This impact’s on both our overt and
covert capability as forces procure terminals on an individual basis using a
framework. There are different models of terminal and they range in age. Many
warranties have now expired. Some spares (including parts) are no longer
available, which also represents a financial risk to the force. A national ‘Task and
Finish’ working group has been created, which first met in February 2018. The
group has representatives from each police region, as well as the Home Office,
Fire, Ambulance including the Police ICT Company. Since the group met, a data
gathering exercise has taken place, with total Airwave terminal figures submitted
by each force. These figures tell us how many overt and covert terminals are in
circulation nationally. Forces have been asked to predict a Red, Amber, Green
(RAG) status in terms of their ability to continue to operate on TETRA on a year by
year basis (up until 2025), based on the number of terminals they currently have.
In determining this status, we were not asked to pay cognisance to any previously
published ESN transition dates as it is now known that these will change.
Currently, the force will make a decision in September 2018 as the Home Office
has been approached to ascertain if any additional funds can be found to assist
with this.
3.10

Joint Police and Fire Headquarters Project

STR1832
Infrastructure
& Assets

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3
High

2
Medium

6
Amber

6
Amber

Movement
RISK
CLOSED

Risk Owner: Strategic Head of Assets - Fire and Police
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The contract was physically completed on 12 July 2018 and the employer
DPFPLLP has issued the certificate of practical completion. The demolition of
phase 3 building and including the provision of additional car parking and
landscaping works has also been completed with B&K contractors having now
vacated the site. This risk can be closed subject to board approval. Closure was
accepted by the board.
3.11

Loss of Operational Communications Capability
Risk
STR1882
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

3
High

1
Low

3
Green

9
Red

Movement

Risk Owner: Deputy Head of Business Futures

Implementation of ESN has changed to 2020. Airwave handset availability is being
managed regionally to ensure all forces maintain capability. In addition, a national
programme is being researched to manage airwave handset availability. I have
requested that a financial profile on current Airwave spend be conducted and
reported to the Project Board as there are emerging concerns about the costs of
linking ICCS to the ESN, device costs and additional coverage costs due to
changes in the way in which the national contracts are being let. It is essential that
service renewals meet operational needs are cost effective and resilient. However,
given the change to ‘go-live’ date for ESN and plan in place re: Airwave handset
availability both regionally and nationally and the decision was taken to significantly
reduce the risk scoring.

3.12

New Firearms Range (Joint DFRS Project)

OPS1930
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

2
Medium

2
Medium

4
Green

4
Green

Movement
RISK
CLOSED

Risk Owner: Strategic Head of Assets – Fire And Police

The Firearms Range contract was physically completed in April 2018 and the
employer DPFPLLP has issued the certificate of practical completion. The facility is
fully operational and tests conducted by occupational hygienists on the air handling
plant and lead in air extraction have proven that lead particulates are being
adequately extracted thereby ensuring legislative compliance. This risk can be
closed subject to Board approval.
3.13

Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) Facilities

6
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Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

STR2012
Operational

1
1
Low
Low
Risk Owner: Head of Crime Support

Residual Previous
Score
Score
1
Green

Movement

4
Green

It is anticipated that services will be provided from the Alfreton site by Nov-Dec
2018. Currently, the service is being delivered without any operational compromise
and continues to be well managed. Having reviewed this risk I have also taken the
decision to further reduce the risk scoring based on our ability to provide the
service when required and assurances from our Assets department regarding the
facilities construction.
3.14

Call Handler Recruitment, Training and Retention
Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual Previous
Score
Score

STR1941
Operational

1
1
1
Low
Low
Green
Risk Owner: Head of Contact Management

2
Green

Movement

RISK
CLOSED

Our staffing levels are back to normal levels and in-conjunction HR we have now
returned to a normal recruitment process for the foreseeable future. The level of
leavers has stabilised and again returned to normal wastage levels. Therefore, I
now consider this risk to be acceptably managed. The risk was closed following
board approval.
3.15

Forensic Sample Compromise

STR2011
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

1
Low

1
Low

1
Green

1
Green

Movement
RISK
CLOSED

Risk Owner: Head of Crime Support

All compromised cases have now been fully assessed. 5 x relate to rape cases, 2 x
driving offences and 1 x manslaughter. None are these are ‘live cases’, and in
respect of the manslaughter case the evidence was immaterial to the case. In all of
the rape cases the samples could not be reworked due to the original samples
being destroyed. One of the driving offences matched the original result and the
other could not be reworked. I therefore consider the matter fully resolved. Given
the risks consistent low scoring the decision was taken to close the risk. The risk
was closed following board approval.
3.16

Resilience Weakness of Trained and PIP accredited SIO's
7
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CRIME1932
Operational

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual Previous
Score
Score

1
Low

1
Low

1
Green

1
Green

Movement
RISK
CLOSED

Risk Owner: Head of Crime Support

The force has now appointed a further 8 in-house accredited SIO's ranging from
Inspector to Superintendent rank with a further 3 officers currently undergoing
accreditation. This now places both the SIO Cadre who provide a 24/7 response to
serious and complex crime and our organisation in a healthy position considering
our regional collaborative position. Given the risks consistent low scoring the
decision was taken to close the risk. The risk was closed following board approval.
2.

4.

4.1

The Chief Constable continues to be provided with a monthly risk management
report for his one to one discussions with the Commissioner so the Board is
assured from a governance perspective that risks in these areas are being
captured, namely:•
•
•

OPERATIONAL AND REPUTATIONAL RISKS

Summary of Operational Risks (Crime Support) – emerging criminalities
and issues facing the Force.
Summary of Reputational Risks (Professional Standards) – adverse
judgements, specifically from the Coroner and opportunities for capturing
organisational learning.
Summary of Operational Risks (Operational Support/Contact
Management) – emerging criminalities and issues facing the Force.

4.2

The Risk Manager reports back to the Board on items for further consideration and
inclusion onto the force risk register. Due to operational sensitivity these risk
summaries will not feature in the JARAC report.

5.

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSURANCE SOLUTION

5.1

Both Derbyshire and Leicestershire forces are currently working with the new
software supplier to design and deliver a Risk Management and Assurance
Solution. Following user testing it is anticipated that the product will be rolled out in
December 2018 and will offer greater flexibility, increased reporting capacity, with
lower operating costs.

6.

INTERNAL AUDIT REVIEW - HEALTH AND SAFETY

6.1

In May, the forces appointed internal auditors (MAZARS) undertook a high level
review of the processes in place for the Force and OPCC to manage Health and
Safety. The report was circulated at the October Force Health and Safety
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Committee meeting. This is our first internal audit report in this area achieving an
overall rating of ‘Satisfactory Assurance’.
6.2

The specific areas that formed part of this review included governance, roles and
responsibilities, policies and procedures, monitoring and reporting, and training in
relation to health and safety across the Force and OPCC. The report (Appendix A)
details 20 recommendations within eight areas of health and safety management.

6.3

Significant progress has already been made in addressing the identified issues of
which an update report provided to the Force Health and Safety Committee can
be found at (Appendix B)
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Final Internal Audit Report
Health and Safety
June 2018
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Statement of Responsibility

If you should wish to discuss any aspect of this report, please contact Brian Welch, Senior Manager,
brian.welch@mazars.co.uk or David Hoose, Partner, david.hoose@mazars.co.uk

Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and
Derbyshire Police and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters raised in this Report are
only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information
provided in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information and documentation
provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of the Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and Derbyshire
Police and to the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports
to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification. Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in Appendix A2 of this report for further information about responsibilities, limitations and
confidentiality.

01 Introduction
As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire (OPCC) and Derbyshire Police, we have
undertaken an audit of the controls and processes in place in respect of
Health and Safety.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included governance, roles
and responsibilities, policies and procedures, monitoring and reporting, and
training in relation to health and safety across the Force and OPCC.
We engaged with a number of staff members across the Force and OPCC
during the review and are grateful for their assistance during the course of
the audit.

02 Background
The Health and Safety Team is a centralised team within the Force, line
managed by the Head of Corporate Risk. The team consists of two Health
and Safety Advisors who are registered members of the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) and are the central point for advice
and guidance, as well as facilitating the health and safety systems for the
Force and OPCC.
A governance structure is in place to oversee and promote the management
of health and safety. This includes a Force Health and Safety (H&S)
Committee which is chaired by the Head of Corporate Risk and whose
membership includes representatives from Unison, the OPCC, Assets,
Derbyshire Fire and Rescue, the Police Federation and the Head of Business
Futures. The Committee meet quarterly and exist to promote and oversee the
overall health and safety management system for Derbyshire Police.

The Force H&S Committee is supported by Divisional H&S Committees who
are responsible for managing the risks to health and safety to staff, officers,
specials and the general public within their departments. The Divisional
Committee also meet quarterly and are chaired by the Head of that division.
The Force has an approved policy in place, the Derbyshire Constabulary &
Police and Crime Commissioner Health and Safety Policy, which had been
signed off by the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable.
The purpose of this policy is to set a clear framework around which
Derbyshire Constabulary (the Force) and the Police and Crime
Commissioner can develop and maintain a successful and proactive health
and safety management system.
There is also a H&S Strategy 2016-18 in place. The purpose of this Strategy
is to ensure the continued integration of health and safety into the strategic
management and operational requirements of Derbyshire Constabulary. This
is overseen by the OPCC through reporting to the Strategic Governance
Board.
The Force have a procedure for the reporting of accidents and near misses
(incidents) and these reports are collated and reviewed by the Health and
Safety Team. They are responsible for ensuring that the Force reports any
incidents to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) under the Reporting of
Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR).
Each accident or incident should have an investigation to determine the root
causes and ensure that lessons are learnt. These are currently carried out by
the assigned investigating officer. Step-by-step guides are in place to assist
staff and investigating officers with recording injuries on duty and completing
an investigation.
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03 Key Findings

Priority

Assurance on adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls

Satisfactory Assurance

Number of recommendations

1 (Fundamental)

-

2 (Significant)

6

3 (Housekeeping)

2

TOTAL

8

Risk Management
Examples of areas where controls are operating reliably
•

There is a governance structure that supports the organisation’s health and
safety responsibilities; this includes Force Health and Safety Committee
supported by Divisional Committees that oversee the management of health
and safety;

•

A Policy and Strategy for health and safety has been documented, with a
signed Policy Statement by the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief
Constable Derbyshire Constabulary;

•

The Force have an intranet site dedicated to Health and Safety that allows the
communication of relevant documentation. Moreover, the H&S team have
utilised the Chiefs Orders for more focused communication with staff.

•

Roles and responsibilities are clearly documented and they also reference
relevant legislation and the legal responsibilities of the organisation;

•

Staff within the Health and Safety Team are adequately qualified to meet
legislative requirements.

While there is a basically sound system of internal control, there are weaknesses
which put some of the Organisation’s objectives at risk. There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance with some of the control processes may put some of the
Organisation’s objectives at risk.
The reporting of accidents and incidents (near misses) is a key part of the
management of health and safety and audit identified some weaknesses in the
system that resulted in an accident not being reported to the Health & Safety
Executive in line with the RIDDOR guidance. Moreover, the current procedures for
reporting were not in line with the actual process and the IT system was not
operating as intended, increasing the risk of non-compliance with Health and Safety
Executive mandatory reporting requirements, potentially resulting in regulator
inspections, penalties and risk to reputation.
There is a lack of clarity for the completion of workplace inspections, with no specific
guidance or training provided. Moreover, there is no central record to confirm correct
and consistent inspections are taking place. As a result, these inspections may not
identify and address health and safety risks to employees and the public.
The audit noted potential risks in respect of health and safety due to the tender
evaluation panel not including a representative from the Health and Safety Team,
the lack of clarity regarding liaison between the Assets team and the H&S team of
ongoing maintenance work on Force owned premises, and the on-going monitoring
of key health & safety documentation for existing contractors.
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A Health and Safety Strategy 2016-18 includes six objectives which, when fully
implemented, should actively promote integration of health and safety into normal
operational activities. Progress against the objectives should be reported to the
Force Health and Safety Committee quarterly and every six months to the OPCC
Strategic Governance Board. At present, these reporting requirements are not being
met, increasing the risk that these objectives are not achieved.
There is a lack of clarity regarding health and safety training provided to the Force
and if this meets both legislative and operational requirements. This includes the
provision of health and safety training during the induction of new staff, the provision
of mandatory training and the completion rates. The Force Health and Safety
Committee are not currently provided with information and data regarding health and
safety training provided throughout the Force.

Value for Money
Value for money (VfM) considerations can arise in various ways and our audit
process aims to include an overview of the efficiency of systems and processes in
place within the auditable area.
Under the RIDDOR regulations, the Force are required to report any accident or
incident that meets a certain criteria, such as type of injury and the amount of time
off work due to an accident, and failure to do so could result in financial penalties.
The Health and Safety team review each accident or incident when it is reported and
then decide if a report to the Health and Safety Executive (who oversee RIDDOR)
is required. Audit identified instances where this process required improvement to
ensure the Force do not fail to comply with the regulations.
Improvements could be made with regards coordinating health and safety training
across the Force between the East Midlands Collaborative HR Service and the
Health and Safety Team. A coordinated approach would help to ensure that the
provision of training is appropriate to meet the legislative and operational
requirements of the Force.
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04 Areas for Further Improvement and Action Plan
Definitions for the levels of assurance and recommendations used within our reports are included in Appendix A1.
We identified a number of areas where there is scope for improvement in the control environment. The matters arising have been discussed with management, to
whom we have made recommendations. The recommendations are detailed in the management action plan below.
Observation/Risk

4.1

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Policies, Procedures & Governance
Observation: The Health and Safety Policy sets out
that it should be reviewed on an annual basis. Upon
review audit found that the Policy was last reviewed
in June 2016. The H & S Advisor confirmed that the
Policy was not reviewed in 2017/18.
Audit reviewed the current Policy and found that
there was no reference to the governance structure
that oversees the management of health and safety
at the Force and OPCC. It was clear from the audit
fieldwork that a structure is in place although, for
clarity, it should be documented within the H&S
Policy.
Other documented guidance is available on the
H&S intranet page. The last modified date was, in
most cases, documented as 2013 (including the
Fire Safety Management Guide and Electrical
Equipment), with some in 2015. The H&S Advisor
confirmed that these documents would be updated
as and when changes occurred, however there is

The Policy should be
reviewed annually as stated
in the document to ensure it
remains current and up to
date.

3

Arrangements
shall
be Head
implemented to ensure that annual Corporate
review of the Policy is re-instated. Risk

of

30th
September
2018

The Health and safety Policy
should include a governance
section to clarify the
governance structure in place
for overseeing health and
safety.

As part of the next Policy review a
diagrammatic flowchart shall be
included
to
illustrate
the
governance structure currently in
place with regard overseeing
health and safety.

Manager
guidance
procedures
should
be
reviewed regularly. The date
of the reviews should be
recorded on the document in
evidence of this monitoring.

Whilst we accept that the Manager
guidance should be reviewed, it is
felt that annually is too onerous and
unnecessary a time period. This is
due to the fact that the majority of
Manager guides reflect legislation
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

no evidence that reviews of the documents have .
been completed.

Timescale/
responsibility

and internal practices and that the
changes to these (particularly
legislation) are very infrequent,
therefore a review on an annual
basis is not required or of any
benefit.

Risk: The Policy may contain out of date
information resulting in the inability to maintain a
successful and proactive health and safety
management system.

A suggestion would be that review
takes place every 2yrs, unless
there are any significant changes
between those scheduled reviews
which are identified by the Health
and Safety Team

Documented procedures are not up to date and
reflective of current practices.
The governance structure is not clearly defined and
cannot be verified as appropriate during the Policy
approval process.

4.2

Management response

Workplace Inspections
Observation: The Health and Safety Policy states
that “The Force will ensure that all Police owned
premises will be subject to at least one workplace
inspection carried out on an annual basis.
Inspections will be carried out by suitably identified
building staff, Unison / Federation representatives
and a Health and Safety Advisor if requested”. It
further states that this should be undertaken by the
BCU Commander / Heads of Departments.

The roles and responsibilities
for completion of workforce
inspections should be clearly
stated,
including
any
delegations.
A centralised record of
completed
workplace
inspections
should
be
established and maintained
to ensure inspections are
being completed consistently

2

As part of the next Policy review
specific roles and responsibilities
with regard workplace inspections
will be included within the Health
and Safety Advisors roles

Head
Corporate
Risk

of

30th
As part of the new inspection September
process a centralised record 2018
showing dates of previous
inspections shall be developed.
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

However, audit found that this responsibility is and in accordance with the
delegated to another officer and is not completed Policy.
by the BCU Commander or Head of Department.
The Health and Safety Team do review some of A workplace inspection
procedure or guidance
these inspections and provide advice, however
there is no central record that evidences these should be documented to
reviews. Moreover, there is no specific procedure, ensure a correct and
guidance or training provided to ensure there is a consistent approach to
consistent completion of workplace inspections inspections is followed. This
should be shared throughout
across the Force.
the Force.
It was noted that due to a recent incident at a police
premises, additional inspections are being carried The H&S Team should
out jointly by the Assets and H&S Teams.
consider running workplace
inspection training for the
Risk: Health and safety inspections are not relevant officers to ensure
consistently completed and, as a result, this that staff carrying out the
increases health and safety risks to both inspections
have
the
employees and the public.
necessary skills to do so.

4.3

As a direct result of this audit and
its findings and recommendations
in
relation
to
workplace
inspections, a decision has been
made that Health and Safety
Advisors will conduct workplace
inspections on an annual basis.
These will be spread out across the
year with findings fed back to
Divisional Committee meetings as
per Terms of Reference. This will
ensure that all premises are subject
to inspection on a rolling basis, that
they are consistently completed
and will negate the need to deliver
workplace training to relevant
officers and develop an inspection
guidance or procedure.

External Contractors
The external contractors onsite monitoring framework

Management response

2

Timescale/
responsibility

Head
Corporate
Risk

of

30th
September
2018

Head
Corporate
Health and Safety will continue to Risk
work with Assets to ensure

of
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Observations: The Health & Safety Policy includes should be completed and
a contractor sections which states:
include relevant reporting
“The Force will ensure that where contractors are requirements to provide
working on any Police owned premise, assurance over health and
safety.
arrangements will be in place to ensure their
competence to carry out the required work and that
they shall complete the work in such a manner as A H&S Team representative
not to adversely affect the health and safety of should be included on the
Police Officers and Police Staff working on the tender evaluation panel for all
premise.”
contracts that includes a
However, audit found that one of the Health and
Safety Strategy objectives for 2016-18, was for the
development of a framework for the on-site
monitoring of external contractors (building /
maintenance works), but this had not been
completed at the time of the audit.
The Assets section oversee external contractor
works and liaise with the H&S Team where
required, however there is a lack of clarity
regarding the process for sharing information
between the Assets Section and the H&S Team.
When the Procurement Team are reviewing
potential contractors, an evaluation panel reviews,
however a health and safety representative is not
included for new contractors where there are health
and safety aspects of service/work provision.
Audit identified, through discussion with

health and safety element.

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

information regarding contractor 30th
works is available to allow September
monitoring inspections to take 2018
place

Arrangements are to be made with With
Procurement to ensure that a immediate
Health and Safety representative is effect
included on tender evaluation
panels going forward.

The sharing of health and
safety information between
Assets and the H&S Team
should be formalised and
agreed to ensure that the
Health and Safety Section
has an appropriate amount of
insight
and
proactive
monitoring of ongoing works
being completed by external
contractors.
A process to ensure the
periodic refresh of contractor
due diligence documentation
should be established, along
with a contract monitoring

30th
Discussions to be had between
September
Health
and
Safety
and
2018
Procurement with regard suitable
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Procurement, that there is no ongoing review of checklist to ensure health
due diligence documentation for contractors, and safety requirements are
including specific health and safety evidence.
continued to be met.
Risk: Increased health and safety risks to
employees and members of the public resulting in
liability claims and potential reputational damage.
4.4

Management response

timescales
processes

and

Timescale/
responsibility

associated

Communication of Health and safety
Observation: The Health and Safety Policy states
“BCU and Departments consist of a number of
Local Policing Units (LPU) or Teams, therefore, it
must be ensured that health and safety issues are
communicated at all levels, e.g. inclusion of a
standing item on Senior Management Team or
Section meeting agenda’s”.
Attempts were made by the Health and Safety
Section to obtain clarification regarding the
inclusion of health and safety as a standing item on
Senior Management Team meeting agendas as
per the requirements of the Policy. Confirmation
was only provided from the South Division stating
that health and safety was not a standing item.

The Health & Safety Policy
requirements should be recommunicated across the
Force to ensure H&S issues
are standing agenda items at
SMT meetings.
The Divisional Health and
Safety Terms of Reference
should be updated to ensure
it is consistent with the policy
in respect of its responsibility
in
communicating
and
promoting awareness of
H&S.

3

Agreed

Head
Corporate
Risk

of

30th
September
2018

ToR to be amended to reflect this
responsibility and presented to (to coincide
next
Divisional Committees for approval with
round
of
and ratification
Committees)

Moreover, the H&S Policy states “The Local Health
and Safety Committee will form a central role,
feeding information to and from the Force Health
and Safety Committee”. It was noted in the review
of the Divisional H&S Committee terms of
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

reference (ToR) that an awareness / promotional
function has not been included.
Risk: Increased risk of employees being unaware
of important health and safety information resulting
in potential harm

4.5

Strategy Objectives
Progress towards each
objectives
should
be
monitored and reported at
both the Force H&S
Committee and the Strategic
Governance
Board
in
However, objective monitoring is not currently a accordance with the reporting
standing item on the Force H&S Committee requirements as set out in the
agenda. Audit reviewed the Committee meeting Strategy.
minutes (October 2017 and March 2018) and
confirmed the progress of objectives documented
in the Strategy had not been discussed.
Observations: The Health and Safety Strategy
2016-2018 includes six objectives that were agreed
in July 2016 to help focus the Force Health & Safety
Committee on actions to be completed and
achieved during the two year period.

2

Agendas and report templates to Head
be amended to ensure these Corporate
appear as standing Agenda items. Risk

of

(Current Strategy is due to expire 31st December
July 2018. Therefore 2018_2020 2018
Strategy updates will not
commence until approximately
December when new Strategy is
developed and approved)

The Strategy also states that progress on
objectives will be overseen by the Strategic
Governance Board. However, audit reviewed the
Strategic Governance Board Report to the Chief
Constable (September 2017 and March 2018) and
found it does not include detail of objectives
progress.
Risk: Failure to deliver the Health and Safety
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Strategy.
Committees are not focussed on the completion of
objectives and, as a result, the objectives are not
achieved.

4.6

Accident/Injury Reporting
Observations: The Gateway system is used
throughout the Force for accident / near miss
reporting. Individuals or their colleagues fill in the
initial report with key details and then this is
assigned to a line manager or most relevant
individual to investigate.

2
The H&S Team should
ensure
they
receive
notifications of reportable
incidents.

At both these stages an automated notification
should be sent to the H&S Team who review the
information and confirm if it is a reportable incident
under the RIDDOR guidance.
However, it was identified that these automated
notifications were not taking place as anticipated
and in some instances the notifications were not
been received by the H&S Team.
A sample of reported cases from the Gateway
system was tested to confirm that all reportable
instances had been reported to the HSE.
The H&S Team should
all
appropriate
Audit found in one incident (17337) this had not review
accident
reports
to confirm
been reported to the HSE as this incident occurred

In relation to the report identified as Head
of
part of the audit, this issue has Corporate
been raised with the software Risk
supplier
Awaiting
IT
supplier.
The current notification issue does
not affect the Health and Safety
Team becoming aware of
reportable incidents. There are two
notifications generated when an
incident is reported and it is the
second of these notifications
(which confirms an investigation
has been completed) which is
currently not being received. The
initial notification that an incident
has occurred is still received and it
is at the point of receipt of this
notification that it can be identified
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

prior to the accident reporting system upgrade and, there are no further ‘stuck’
as such, had been ‘stuck’ in the system and not cases in the system that
identified as reportable to HSE.
require reporting to the
Health and Safety Executive.
The H&S Advisor confirmed that this will now be
reported, although it will have been reported
outside of HSE reporting timescale (15 days).

Timescale/
responsibility

if the HSE needs informing.
In addition to this the Health and
Safety Team already produce a
quarterly report to identify any
accident reports which still require
completing. Identified Supervising
Officers / Line Managers are
contacted with details of the
outstanding report and requested
to complete an investigation as
soon as possible

Risk: Non-compliance with Health and Safety
Executive mandatory reporting requirements
potentially resulting in regulator inspections,
penalties and risk to reputation.

4.7

Management response

Accident/Injury Reporting Process
Observations: An Incident Reporting Procedure
and Accident & Incident Reporting Manager guide
is available on the intranet. A review of these
documents found that they were last updated in
March 2015 and June 2013 respectively. Both
documents reflect the previous reporting process in
place prior to the Gateway system upgrade and
therefore do not reflect the correct process to be
followed.

The Accident & Incident
reporting procedures should
be updated to ensure that key
information is captured that
allows the Force to ensure
compliance with the RIDDOR
guidance.

2

The Health and Safety Team shall
update the procedure to reflect the
system upgrade and ensure that
Managers are aware of key
information to be checked prior to
submission of an accident.

Head
Corporate
Risk

of

30th
September
2018

Audit testing identified seven investigated accident
reports where the accident severity had been
populated on the Gateway system as ‘Not Yet
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

Known'. This is a key identifier for the H&S Team
in understanding if the accident should be reported
to RIDDOR and therefore needs to be completed.
Although it was confirmed from the DMS system
that the accidents were not RIDDOR reportable,
the procedure and manager guide should ensure
this information is completed.
Risk: Procedures and guidance do not provide
accurate information resulting in incorrect working
practices being followed and failure to comply with
the RIDDOR guidance.
4.8

The Co-ordination of Health and Safety Training
Observation: The H&S Advisor confirmed that the
Force previously ran a core leadership course
which covered basic health and safety, however
this was phased out. Training in the regional has
been largely centralised, with the regional learning
and development unit providing most training
courses. The H&S team are not currently aware of
what elements of health and safety are covered as
part of an employee induction or if new sergeants
and managers are receiving any health and safety
related training.

The H&S team should review
all mandatory and optional
training courses that staff are
undertaking for health and
safety to ensure these
courses are appropriate.

The H&S Team should liaise
with the regional learning and
development unit to confirm
what elements of H&S are
included within training
Historically some training courses were mandatory, courses and provide the
such as Risk Assessment training, however this Force with assurance over
was stopped in 2015. The H&S Team oversee

2

The Health & Safety Team will work Head
with the regional learning and Corporate
development unit with regard these Risk
recommendations

of

30th December
2018
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Observation/Risk

Recommendation

Priority

Management response

Timescale/
responsibility

some elements of training, such as the completion levels of H&S training being
of Display Screen Equipment, but were unclear on received by the workforce.
all mandatory training that is relatable to health and
Information sharing regarding
safety.
the training courses provided
Risk: Training provided across the Force is and completion dates should
inconsistent and may result in employees not being be established to ensure that
able to competently undertaken health and safety this can be included in
reports provided to Divisional
responsibilities.
and Force Health and safety
Employees are at an increased risk of harm due to Committees.
the lack of provision of health and safety training.
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A1 Audit Information
Scope & Objectives
Audit Control Schedule
Client contacts:

Andrew Dale, Chief Finance Officer
Terry Neaves, Director of Finance
Mark Euerby, Head of Corporate Risk
Joanna Bingley, Health and Safety
Advisor

Internal Audit Team:

David Hoose, Partner
Brian Welch, Internal Audit Senior
Manager
Mark Lunn, Internal Audit Assistant
Manager
Laura Morehead, Senior Auditor

Finish on Site \ Exit Meeting:

14th May 2018

Draft report issued:

4th June 2018

Management responses received:

15th June 2018

Final report issued:

15th June 2018

Our audit considered the following area objectives:
Roles & Responsibilities
• The roles are responsibilities are clearly defined and the individuals concerned are fully
aware of these.
• Appointed officers have been assigned to support the organisation to meet its health
and safety responsibilities.
Polices & Procedures
• The Force has in place policies and procedures, which incorporate relevant legislative
requirements and provide clear guidance to staff.
• The policies and procedures in place are comprehensive, up-to-date and available to
all relevant members of staff.
• The existing policies and procedures are regularly reviewed to ensure they are up to
date.
• The Force have effective processes in place to support projects in respect of their
Health and Safety requirements.
Governance
• There is an appropriate and effective governance structure in place through which
Health and Safety issues are reviewed, scrutinised and managed.
• Health and Safety is promoted across the Force to ensure awareness from both police
staff and police officers.
Monitoring & Reporting
• Health and Safety information is accurately produced and regularly reported to allow for
effective monitoring, decision making and reporting in line with senior management
requirements.
• There is an effective system in place for recording, maintaining and reporting Health
and Safety data, including any incidents or near misses.
• Appropriate oversight and reporting arrangements are in place and are working
effectively.
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Training
• Staff are fully supported, with relevant training and guidance provided to allow
compliance with health and safety requirements and responsibilities.
• The Force has a robust process in place to monitor the level of health and safety training
undertaken by key staff including Chief Officer Team and those who have statutory
responsibilities.

Limited
Assurance:

Weaknesses in the system
of internal controls are such
as to put the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

The level of noncompliance puts the
Organisation’s objectives
at risk.

No Assurance:

Control processes are
generally weak leaving the
processes/systems open to
significant error or abuse.

Significant
noncompliance with basic
control processes leaves
the processes/systems
open to error or abuse.

The objectives of our audit were to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management of Health and Safety with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which
risks in this area are managed. In giving this assessment it should be noted that assurance
cannot be absolute. The most an Internal Audit Service can provide is reasonable assurance
that there are no major weaknesses in the framework of internal control.
We are only able to provide an overall assessment on those aspects of the Health and safety
System that we have tested or reviewed. Testing has been performed on a sample basis,
and as a result our work does not provide absolute assurance that material error, loss or
fraud does not exist.

Definitions of Assurance Levels
Assurance Level
Significant
Assurance:

Satisfactory
Assurance:

Adequacy of system
design

Effectiveness of
operating controls

There is a sound system of The control processes
internal control designed to tested
are
being
achieve the Organisation’s consistently applied.
objectives.
While there is a basically
sound system of internal
control,
there
are
weaknesses which put
some of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

There is evidence that the
level of non-compliance
with some of the control
processes may put some
of the Organisation’s
objectives at risk.

Definitions of Recommendations
Priority

Description

Priority 1
(Fundamental)

Recommendations represent fundamental control
weaknesses, which expose the organisation to a high
degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 2
(Significant)

Recommendations represent significant control
weaknesses which expose the organisation to a
moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Priority 3
(Housekeeping)

Recommendations show areas where we have
highlighted opportunities to implement a good or better
practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce exposure
to risk.
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A2 Statement of Responsibility
Status of our reports

We take responsibility to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire and the respective Police Force for this report which is prepared on the basis of
the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with
management, with internal audit providing a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be
relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of
internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist or all improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are
implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted
by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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APPENDIX B TO AGENDA ITEM 7A, JARAC, 14 NOVEMBER 2018

DERBYSHIRE CONSTABULARY

Form 33
(Revd. 1/98)
FROM

Joanna Bingley
Health and Safety Advisor

OUR REF

BAS/HQ/CS/JB

YOUR REF
TO

Force Health and Safety Committee

SUBJECT

1.

TEL NO
DATE

September 2018

MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

Purpose

To provide the Force Health and Safety Committee with an update regarding the progress of
recommendations detailed within the External Audit Report.
2.

Background

As part of the Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19 for the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire (OPCC) and Derbyshire Police, MAZARS carried out an audit
of the controls and processes in place in respect of Health and Safety.
The specific areas that formed part of this review included governance, roles and
responsibilities, policies and procedures, monitoring and reporting, and training in relation to
health and safety across the Force and OPCC.
This audit took place over 4 days between Tuesday 8th and Monday 14th May 2018.
The final report was issued on 15th June 2018 and has been circulated with the papers for
the October Force Health and Safety Committee meeting.
This is the first health and safety audit that the Force has been subject to and an overall
rating of Satisfactory Assurance was awarded.
3.

Recommendation Updates

The report detailed 20 recommendations within 8 areas of health and safety business. This
report will take each of the 8 areas and provide a brief overview of progress to date with
regard compliance against the stated recommendations.
3.1

Policies, Procedures & Governance

A revised Health and Safety Policy has been developed and is currently undergoing
consultation with relevant parties. This now includes a governance structure clearly showing
how health and safety is monitored at all levels across the organisation.
In addition to this, the roles and responsibilities section has been given particular attention to
ensure that they more accurately reflect who does what and where these may be delegated
responsibilities.
Furthermore, in addition to the Chief Constable and Police and Crime Commissioner
signatures, the Policy will be signed by all Divisional Commanders and equivalent Heads of
Department to demonstrate acknowledgement of their roles and responsibilities with regard
adherence to and implementation of arrangements detailed within the Policy.
The revised Policy will be subject to annual review with management of this being overseen
by the Policy and Strategic Planning section of Business Futures.
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3.2

MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

Workplace Inspections

To achieve the recommendations detailed within this section, in particular those in relation to
consistency and training of workplace inspectors, the decision has been taken that Health
and Safety Advisors will carry out annual inspections of all Force owned premises. These
inspections will be conducted over a 12-month period with findings being fed back into
Divisional Committees at their regular meetings.
To ensure a consistent approach is applied for these inspections and reports a template has
been developed which will be used for future inspections. The general professional
competency of the Advisors will ensure that consistent approach is applied with regard
identifying issues and providing advice and guidance to rectify as appropriate.
To enable demonstration that these inspections take place, a programme has been
developed which will be completed with inspection dates and any findings.
3.3

External Contractors

A significant amount of work has taken place in conjunction with Procurement in regard to
addressing the recommendations detailed within this element. A standard set of questions
have been developed and will be included in the contractor selection element of the tender
process. In addition to this, Health and Safety Advisors will assess the submissions of
contractors in relation to the answers provided to these questions which will form part of the
final decision and selection process.
To assist on-site monitoring to take place a template has been developed which will be
updated on a monthly basis with project information including start date and frequency of
inspections. Frequency of inspections will be determined upon the duration of the contract
and how they scored in the selection process.
To ensure the continued health and safety requirements of those longer term contracts are
maintained (i.e. 5yrs) a process of due diligence shall take place every 2yrs, whereby
contractors are requested to submit their most recent signed Health and Safety Policy as
well as confirmation of continued compliance with a recognised accreditation body (where
applicable)
3.4

Communication of Health & Safety

As previously mentioned the revised Health and Safety Policy will be signed by Divisional
Commanders et al which will demonstrate clear commitment with regard their
responsibilities.
Local Terms of Reference have been updated to reflect communicating and raising
awareness across their Division.
3.5

Strategy Objectives

The previous and current Health and Safety Strategies have been monitored and updates
provided to various forums on an annual basis, however this did not meet what the
document’s stated, i.e. provide updates on 6 monthly basis. Progress of objectives for the
2018 – 2020 Strategy will be a standing agenda item on Force Health and Safety
Committees and will be included in the SPAB reports provided to the OPCC.
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MAZARS External Audit – Progress Report

3.6 & 3.7

Accident / Incident Reporting / Incident Reporting Procedure

The 3 documents associated with accident reporting have been reviewed and merged into
one Legislative Guidance document which now reflects the upgraded reporting system. In
addition to this, to provide further guidance to Investigators, with regard completing the
report, the step-by-step guidance has been updated to provide information with regard
completing the section which details absence periods of the injured person.
A robust system is already in place with regard identifying incomplete reports which may
affect the ability of the Health and Safety section to make timely reports to the HSE. Due to
the improved functionality of the injury on duty reporting system, notifications are received by
the Health and Safety section when an incident is reported and the system is far more user
friendly which means that the number of incomplete reports has significantly reduced.
3.8

The Co-Ordination of Health and Safety Training

Information below details the training which is delivered in terms of induction for new starters
and management training available within Force. As can be seen there is very little, if any,
foundation level health and safety training provided to all employees within the Force.
Induction
No formal induction package for new starters (Police Staff) is currently in place which would
include health and safety training requirements such as Fire Safety, Display Screen
Equipment, Risk Assessment, Accident Reporting and Manual Handling etc. Currently,
student officers receive basic health and safety training via the NCALT portal during their
term of training. Force Operation Room new staff receive a classroom-based induction
session of basic health and safety delivered by the H&S section when upon request.
Management Training
Currently, the Force has several “Manager/Leadership” development programmes that are
delivered through EMCHRS Learning and Development. These programmes are aimed at
leadership for PC to Sergeant and Police Staff, and Leadership for Inspectors.
These programmes are split into five modules and form part of the National Police
Promotions Network that, in conjunction with awarding bodies, awards national
qualifications.
There are no areas within the modules that look at or deal with Health and Safety.
Mandatory Health and Safety Training
A regular programme of fire safety awareness and display screen equipment training and
risk assessment is completed by all Officers and Staff usually on a biennial basis.
Rates of completion for these two courses are fed into Divisional Health and Safety
Committee meetings.
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AGENDA ITEM

7B
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

UPDATE ON THE OPCC RISK REGISTER

REPORT BY ANDREW DALE
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The existing risks being managed by the OPCC have been reviewed by both the CFO
and CEO whilst also considered by the OPCC Management Team as a standing item
on meeting agendas.
Where appropriate, current risks have been adjusted for controls that have now been
implemented as well as any new controls identified during review meetings.
Finally, narrative regarding Brexit is included to help members understand how the
implications for policing are being worked through and where possible mitigated. The
narrative will set out why Brexit does not in itself feature on the OPCC Risk Register.
ATTACHMENTS
None
RECOMMENDATIONS
i.

To note the update on the OPCC Risk Register

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

AGENDA ITEM 7B
JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
14 NOVEMBER 2018

CURRENT OPCC RISKS
In descending order of risk ‘score’ (we use the same Red/Amber/Green scoring matrix
as the Force), the specific risks and some further narrative on each are as follows:
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1983
Diverse
community
3
2
6
6
High
Medium
representation policy
Amber
Amber
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to achieve a policing service that in diversity-terms is representative of the
communities that it serves within the next 7 years (aligned to the 2025 policing vision)
Existing Controls:
• Use of grants programme to support community engagement around this priority
• PCC Deputy national portfolio lead for EDHR (Equality, Diversity & Human Rights)
• Specific objective within the Police & Crime Plan
• 'Positive Action' work with the Force to improve representation
• OPCC Representation at Valuing People & Valuing Difference (VPVD) board
• VPVD Strategy & Plan underpinning work of the Board
• NEW – NPCC Strategy and updated toolkit around workforce representation issued
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
Risk

STR1986
3
2
6
6
PCC’s Media Strategy
High
Medium
Amber
Amber
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Current media strategy (very proactive approach) creating potential for reputational
issues
Existing Controls:
• Role of the Statutory Officers (CEO & CFO) in the OPCC regarding media issues
• Key role for members of the OPCC in use of social media / new media
• Scrutiny by the Police & Crime Panel on the role of the PCC and the conduct of the
current post holder
• Publically transparent decision-making by the PCC
• Contracted service for external media engagement & comms
• Review media training needs for the PCC and Deputy PCC regularly
• Facilitated Presentation training
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1977
Keeping communities
2
2
4
4
safe from crime and
Green
Green
Medium
Medium
harm
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to keep the most vulnerable in our communities safe from crime and harm and
supporting those who unfortunately find themselves a victim of crime
Existing Controls:
• Police & Crime Plan AND Police & Crime Delivery Plan published
• Police attendance at PCC Strategic Commissioning Group
• Regular reports to Strategic Priorities Assurance Board (SPA)
• Regular Chief Officer 'scorecards' reviewed at SPA
• Continual review of SPA forward plan in this area
• Consultation with local delivery partners to assess performance across policing and
crime activities
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
Risk

STR2020
Financial liability as
3
1
3
3
contract-holder
for
Green
Green
High
Low
Jointly Commissioned
services
Owner: CFO
Description:
• Financial liability of holding contracts for Jointly Commissioned services where financial
input is not solely from the PCC
Existing Controls:
• Strong partnership and relationship links underpin the joint arrangements
• Funding/Partnership agreement supported by Legal Services
• Reciprocal arrangements where PCC contributes but does NOT hold the contract
• Contracts are jointly managed with all participating organisations
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A

3
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR2010
PCC as appellant body
3
1
3
3
for complaints
Green
Green
High
Low
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to comply with new complaints legislation/responsibilities for PCCs
Existing Controls:
• Established appeals procedure
• National representation by Chief Exec on stakeholder groups including the Home
Officer and IPCC that will review implementation
• PCC has chosen to adopt ‘model 1’ (PCC acts as appellant body only) leaving
complainant contact and triage with the Force
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Head of Compliance building a review procedure to satisfy the requirements of the
2017 Policing and Crime Act and underpin the chosen model (draft statutory guidance
and regulation work-in-progress from IOPC and Home Office respectively) – to note that
implementation of this has been delayed nationally until at least Summer 2019 due to
calls on parliamentary time from Brexit.
Risk

STR1982
Failure to meaningfully
3
1
3
3
High
Low
engage with young
Green
Green
people
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to meaningfully engage and work with young people, including those who have
been either a victim of crime or offenders, to understand their needs and prevent them
from becoming involved in criminal activity
Existing Controls:
• OPCC Representation on Force's Young Peoples Engagement meeting
• Role of the OPCC's engagement function to obtain feedback from young people
• Key objective within the Police & Crime Plan 2016-2021
• Ongoing PCC involvement/funding of national Street Games initiative
• Thematic reports into SPA
• NEW - Strong working relationship established between new Engagement Co-Ordinator
and the County lead in this area
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Work to further develop the participation of young people in the governance
arrangements of the PCC (work is ongoing in this area)
• Comparison between current approach in Derbyshire and that of other OPCCs
nationally (work is ongoing in this area)
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Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1978
Failure to deliver single
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
CORE victim service
Green
Green
Owner: CFO
Description:
• Failure to bring contracted services together to deliver a single CORE (Cope and
Recover) victim service in accordance with specifications and compliance with the
Victims Code of Practice (VCOP)
Existing Controls:
• Facilitating joint publicity raising events, sharing of governance and reporting systems
• Joint Victims working group chaired by Superintendent attended by service providers
• Regular contract management meetings with all providers, with an enhanced rigour
and grip from the Commissioning Team
• Regular thematic reports considered at SPA
• Co-location of key victims services providers at FHQ
• Service delivery partners increasing inter-organisational communication
• Strategic Victims Pathway Board (SVPB) established
• Force-led "Think Victim" campaign
• User satisfaction surveys
• Implement CORDIS Bright Quality Assurance for CORE
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Understand referral levels and look to boost numbers (work is ongoing to implement a
new Victims Triage Unit)
• Develop marketing strategy to improve public awareness of victims services (ongoing –
this has been allocated to the newly appointed Head of Commissioning to progress)
Risk

STR1980
Impact of drugs and
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
alcohol on communities
Green
Green
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to demonstrate progress on reducing the effects of alcohol and drugs on
communities
Existing Controls:
• PCC National Portfolio raises profile of the issues and potential solutions
• Regular reports submitted to SPA
• Scrutiny by the Police & Crime Panel
• Ongoing Intoxicated campaign
• Existing funding of Drug Intervention programmes
• Safe Night Out campaign
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Additional/Planned Controls:
• Partnership working with Public Health and other partners within Derby City regarding
this area (implementation of a ‘test and learn’ model for this initiative is in progress
with an estimated go-live of December 2018)
Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1985
Impact/success of the
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
Police & Crime Plan
Green
Green
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to demonstrate impact or success against the seven Police & Crime Plan
objectives
Existing Controls:
• Increased robustness of Grants process in linking to Police & Crime Plan objectives
• Publication of PCC's Annual Report
• JARAC oversight
• Specific report to SPA on impact and value of the grants process
• Internal Audit review of grants process
• OPCC Business Plan used to monitor work of the office
• Police & Crime Panel scrutiny
• Police & Crime Delivery Plan published by the Force
• Regular reports to SPA on achievement against objectives
• OPCC staff restructure to align resources to PCC's objectives implemented
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
Risk

STR1981
Failure to support
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
those with mental
Green
Green
health issues
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to support those with mental health issues within the CJS whether victim or
offender
Existing Controls:
• Environment/Horizon scanning of emerging government policy
• Co-chair of Mental Health Crisis Care Concordat (CCC)
• Mental Health triage resource within CCMC
• Regular thematic reports into SPA
• Reports into Mental Health Steering Group
• Current Grants process allows PCC to support Mental Health initiatives
• Existing PCC's experience in the CJS arena
• Commissioner attends Criminal Justice Board
• Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB) structure revised in June 2015
• Internal OPCC Commissioning update meetings with the PCC
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•
•

Environment/horizon scanning of emerging government policy
Mental Health Blue-Light Hub (with Police, EMAS and CCG partners) implemented from
Oct 2018
Additional/Planned Controls:
• Emerging issues due to implementation of Taylor review recommendations (work is
ongoing)

Risk

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

Impact
Score

Likelihood
Score

Residual
Score

Previous
Score

Movement

STR1984
VFM re commissioned
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
services and grants
Green
Green
Owner: CFO
Description:
• Failure to achieve VFM and meaningful outcomes from commissioned services or grants
Existing Controls:
• Regular Internal Audit review of Commissioning/Grants
• Victim & User Satisfaction reviews embedded within contractual arrangements
• Experienced Head of Commissioning / current Consultant arrangements
• Existing Commissioning Principles
• Grants & Partnerships Officer managing grants process
• Potential opportunities around Social Value Act provisions
• Strategic Victims Pathway Steering Group
• Thematic reports into SPA
• Police & Crime Panel scrutiny
• Scrutiny of VFM arrangements by JARAC
• External Audit assessment of VFM
• Commissioning team skill-set and team capability reinforced via OPCC restructure
• Revised dashboard approach to managing contracts, grants and outcomes – at a glance
useful statistics to understand impact and effectiveness
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A
Risk

STR1979
Working to provide
2
1
2
2
Medium
Low
strong and effective
Green
Green
partnership working
Owner: CEO
Description:
• Failure to manage and develop key relationships with partners and demonstrate due
regard to their strategic plans
Existing Controls:
• OPCC participate in the Force’s Business Futures event
• Annual review of the Engagement Strategy
• Regular reports to SPA
• Scrutiny by Police & Crime Panel
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•
•

Ongoing review within OPCC of partners' agendas and strategic policy
OPCC Partnership & Stakeholder management a key part of the OPCC’s work at both
executive and senior management level
• PCC Engagement Programme & #D383
• Publication of Police & Crime Plan 2016-2021
• Partners attend Joint Threat and Risk seminar
• PCC represented on main partnership boards
• Internal Audit scrutiny into Partnership working (OPCC)
• Ongoing review of Police & Crime Plan during the term of office
• Policy & Partnerships Officer now in-post
• Police Officer review & mapping of partnerships – differentiating between formal and
informal (in response to IA recommendations)
Additional/Planned Controls:
• N/A

HOW THE OPCC WILL MANAGE RISKS AND REPORT BACK
1. Both the Chief Executive (CEO) and CFO have ownership of risks as set out
above. The CFO, in particular, leads on risk management for the PCC and
maintains an oversight of the OPCC’s risk register.

2. The Risk Register features as a standing item on the agendas for the key
meetings within the OPCC (Team meeting, Heads of Department, Senior
Management Team and Exec Team) to ensure that the opportunity to discuss
the risk register, including any emerging risks, is available.

3. Political, reputational and financial risks in particular are embedded in how the
Exec Team (PCC, Deputy PCC, Chief Executive and CFO) work. They meet
regularly and jointly consider strategic risk areas and agree suitable mitigations
or responses.

4. The CFO attends the Force’s Risk Management Board and will keep any
possible cross-over or duplication of risks under review. Where the Force is
already managing a given risk, the CFO will seek assurance from that process
rather than duplicate the work. In addition to this, the Chief Constable provides
an overview of operational risk areas to the PCC at their regular catch-up
meeting which is also attended by the OPCC’s Exec Team.
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5. A strong line of communication already exists with the Chair of JARAC. Where
the CFO identifies an area of concern or risk that the Chair needs to be urgently
made aware of, a briefing will be provided to the Chair (confidentially if
necessary) and consideration made to how the JARAC should be updated in due
course.
REPLACEMENT RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
1. Members will recall that the Force are currently implementing a new Risk
Management IT system. The work with the supplier is ongoing and it is hoped
that a go-live date will be confirmed over the next few weeks. Meanwhile, the
Force and the OPCC continue to use the existing system “Orchid” that is shared
with Leicestershire.
BREXIT
1.

As we get closer to March 29th 2019, the potential impact of the United
Kingdom’s exit from the European Union will take shape. As members will be
aware, there remains a great deal of uncertainty on what Brexit will look like and
how it will affect the way the UK operates and trades/works with other countries
both within the EU but also more widely.

2.

It will be noted that the OPCC does not at this point have a risk regarding Brexit
on its register. The reason for that is both simple and complex in equal
measure! Firstly, the impact of Brexit on the OPCC is unlikely to be radically
different to the Force. Financial and political implications in particular will have
an impact on the Force and how it operates both in the UK but also with partner
agencies more widely.

3.

The Force have formed a ‘Gold Group’ that will look at the issue of Brexit (in
conjunction with regional Forces) and, as more information becomes available,
assess the possible impact on Derbyshire and what an appropriate response will
need to be. The CFO is a member of that Gold Group and so will be able to both
take assurance from the work the Force does regarding Brexit preparations but
also feed in financial and political issues from the OPCC’s perspective.
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4.

It is therefore intended that Brexit in Derbyshire will be an issue we approach
together with the Force and not individually. Therefore we do not at this time
intend to report on risks associated with Brexit separately.
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JOINT AUDIT RISK ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE
REPORT
TITLE

HMICFRS – INSPECTION ACTIVITY

REPORT BY CHIEF CONSTABLE
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform JARAC members of the HMICFRS (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabularies, Fire and Rescue Services) activity within force over the past 12 months.
ATTACHMENTS
None

RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
Name:

C/Supt Steve Wilson

Tel:

0300 122 4140

Email

sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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1.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

1.1

The force has not been subjected to any HMICFRS PEEL inspections in the past
12 months but there are some updates to the 2017 report.

2.

PEEL Effectiveness 2017

2.1

In November 2017 we were visited over three days as part of the Police
Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy (PEEL) programme. This inspection
focused on Effectiveness. This inspection took a risk based approach based upon
our 2016 gradings and as such focussed only upon how we protect the Vulnerable,
as well as assessing our Specialist Capabilities.

2.2

The report was published in March of 2018 and Derbyshire Constabulary once
again received an overall grading of GOOD (possible gradings of inadequate,
requires improvement, good and outstanding). The overall question of the
inspection was:How effective is the force at protecting those who are vulnerable from harm and
supporting victims?

2.3

With only the area of Vulnerability being inspected, Derbyshire Constabulary
maintained the grading’s from 2016 in the other sub questions, resulting in the
force having the following overall grades:•
•
•
•

How effective is the force at preventing crime and ASB and
keeping people safe?

GOOD

How effective is the force at investigating crime and
reducing re-offending?

GOOD

How effective is the force at protecting who are vulnerable
from harm and supporting victims?

GOOD

How effective is the force at tackling serious and
organised crime?

OUTSTANDING

2.4

Although Derbyshire received no official recommendations or areas for
improvement (AFIs), work is underway to assess how we can continue to develop
and improve over the next 12 months.

3.

Integrated PEEL Assessment (IPA) 2018/19

3.1

The current programme of Inspections sees the former split of Effectiveness,
Efficiency and Legitimacy, merge together into one integrated inspection per year.
This will be a risk based approach based upon previous gradings and focus on
each forces particular risk areas. This approach sees all forces placed into three
tranches with inspections spread out throughout the year.

3.2

Derbyshire Constabulary form part of a tranche three and will be the very last force
inspected as part of this new approach. As such, our next PEEL based inspection
will take place week commencing 15 July 2019.
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3.3

Monitoring activities and insight visits will take place throughout the year in the
build up to the inspection and Derbyshire have already provided data and
documents relating to Stop Search, Use of Force and specific crime types.

3.4

Insight visits are arranged for December when Inspectors will attend our Organised
Crime Gang (OCG) tasking meeting and interview key members of the serious
organised crime teams.

3.5

A crime file review will take place week commencing 7 January 2019 and findings
will inform the final report later in the year.

4.

Force Management Statements (FMS)

4.1

June 2018 saw Derbyshire Constabulary, along with all 43 forces, complete and
submit our first edition of a Force Management Statement, as called upon by Sir
Tom Windsor. This document provides a strategic overview of all areas of demand
that the force faces. It assesses how we understand and manage both current and
predicted demand, across a range of business areas.

4.2

The FMS provides an overview of the complex issues and risks that the force
manages and considers every day. It highlights any risks and gaps that we
foresee, along with actions taken to mitigate them. It is intended that this document
will feed into the force annual risk seminar.

4.3

All forces have been subject to Freedom of Information (FOI) requests for copies of
the Force Management Statements. As such, redactions have taken place to
remove any details relating to tactical or operational practices which might pose a
risk to our policing capabilities if released into the public domain. This redacted
version is to be published on the force’s internet web site.

4.4

FMS1 is currently under review by HMICFRS awaiting feedback to all forces in
readiness for FMS2 that will be due for submission in May 2019.

5.

Recommendations Register

5.1

HMICFRS have now completed the development of a ‘Recommendations
Register’. This register spans back to 2013 and contains some historical
recommendations from past inspections, as well as any National recommendations
applicable to all forces across England and Wales. The register is designed to
enable forces to review and update any outstanding recommendations relevant to
their force area. It also allows forces to compare recommendations and updates,
providing the potential to learn and develop from each other.

5.2

HMICFRS are already working upon version two and have been seeking feedback
from workshops to help develop a more user friendly dashboard.

6.

Joint Inspection of Derbyshire Custody facilities

6.1

April 2018 saw an unannounced Joint Inspection of our Custody process and
procedures. This was led by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons, in partnership
with HMICFRS.
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6.2

This Inspection found a number of Causes of Concern that the force has had to
address as a matter of urgency. A custody gold meeting was immediately set up to
review the recommendations made and establish an action plan to address the
concerns identified, which include: potential ligature points within some cells; a lack
of comprehensive updates to custody records; and a need for better partnership
working to improve the speed in which identification of alternative accommodation
for young people can be found.

6.3

As these concerns were raised through a Joint Inspection, they do not sit within the
recommendations register. As such, a small dedicated team is in place to manage
and drive the action plan forward. A follow up Inspection will take place in Spring
2019 to re-visit the concerns raised and assess the forces response in addressing
them.

7.

Crime Data Integrity Inspection (CDI)

7.1

HMICFRS attended unannounced on the 1 October 2018 to set out their intention
to carry out an inspection of Derbyshire Constabulary’s Crime Data Integrity. This
is part of a national programme of inspections to review how accurately we identify
alleged criminal offences and subsequently record them accordingly and
appropriately.

7.2

The force has supplied details of over 2000 crimes and documents and continues
to prepare for the Inspection that will start on 12 November 2018, involving a team
of nine HMICFRS Inspectors.

8.

CT4 (Counter Terrorism)

8.1

Derbyshire Constabulary will be subject to an HMICFRS inspection around
Counter Terrorism that focusses upon the forces activities around the PREVENT
initiative.

8.2

Preparations are being made to accommodate this inspection that will take place
on 6 December 2018.
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TITLE

POLICE PENSIONS FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

REPORT BY CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER/FINANCE DIRECTOR
DATE

14 NOVEMBER 2018

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To receive a copy of a letter sent to all Derbyshire MPs (together with an open letter as
an appendix to the Chancellor from the APCC) which sets out the concerns and
financial implications of the expected changes to Police Pensions.

Under those changes, there is expected to be a significant increase in the employer’s
contribution rate. The letter sets out more detail regarding both the financial impact and
what it could mean in terms of police officer numbers if unfunded.

ATTACHMENTS
Letter to Derbyshire MP’s

RECOMMENDATIONS
To determine if the PCC can gain direct assurance that this area of business is being
managed efficiently and effectively

CONTACT FOR ENQUIRIES
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Name:

Andrew Dale

Tel:

0300 122 6000

Email

pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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The Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire
Butterley Hall, Ripley
Derbyshire DE5 3RS

Derbyshire MPS
Sent via E-mail

T: 0300 122 6000
F: 0300 122 7797
E: pccoffice@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

Wednesday 31 October 2018
Dear Colleagues,
I am writing to brief you on my concerns regarding the revaluation of the National Police
Pension Scheme and the impact that a significant increase in the cost of pensions could have in
Derbyshire. In light of this I am requesting your support in calling on the Government to protect
policing from a significant increase in costs.
You will recall that after many years of cuts to police budgets, 2018/19 saw the introduction of a
flat cash settlement with the flexibility to increase council tax precepts by up to £12 (or 6.6% in
Derbyshire-terms). This settlement, whilst transferring a greater share of the burden of paying
for policing from central government to the local council taxpayer, meant an additional £4.4m in
much needed resource and allowed us to halt the decline in Derbyshire (which had seen cuts
approaching £40m and approximately 800 police officers/staff since 2010/11). This year we are
investing in areas of threat and risk that we face locally, regionally and nationally. These areas
include: Child Abuse & Exploitation, Domestic Abuse, Sexual Violence, Modern Slavery, Human
Trafficking and Cyber-Crime. It has also allowed us to progress our plans to create a state of
the art Adult Sexual Referral Centre in the county, and build a much needed new police station
at Ascot Drive, Derby.
Indications from the Home Office have been that the same settlement (i.e. flat cash in the police
grant and an up-to-£12 precept increase) would be replicated provided the Police Service
complied with efficiency targets and transparency over the reserves that we hold to under-pin
and invest in our service model. Those requirements have been complied with and hence,
whilst I continue to be concerned about the impact this transfer of the tax burden will have on
local council taxpayers, I am planning on the basis of that funding settlement.
As part of that planning, I have sought and heard feedback from the public that confirms my
belief that visibility and community policing must be central to how we serve Derbyshire. It is a
view I have articulated to the Chief Constable since my election in 2016 and I have asked him to
bring forward proposals to achieve this if I were to agree to use the additional council tax raising
powers.
Those improvements are at risk from a potentially game-changing increase in pension costs for
the police service recently announced by the government. Following a revaluation of the
National Police Pension Scheme an annual national deficit of £417m has been identified. Whilst
I recognise that there may be a need to take measures to address this deficit, the governments
proposed solution is not the only option available and, were it to go ahead, its impact would be

quite devastating for policing in Derbyshire. For 2019/20, if the government’s proposals were
to be implemented, the national impact is expected to be an additional cost to the
policing budget of £165m (approximately £2.8m in Derbyshire), rising to £417m (£6m in
Derbyshire) in 2020/21 and each year thereafter. You will note that, at its worst, this
increase in pension costs would obliterate any additional income from a precept increase of
£12pa for a band D property, and local council tax payers would see all of that council tax
increase being used to meet the additional pension costs, whilst seeing a significant reduction in
police numbers as the Force made difficult decisions to reduce resources and service-levels.
Put simply, £6m equates to over 140 police officers that could be lost in Derbyshire as a
result of this cost-burden.
To assist you, I have attached a copy of an open letter sent by the Association of Police &
Crime Commissioners to the Chancellor of the Exchequer in which the national argument is set
out. You will see in that letter that the APCC explains why it is felt the increase in pension costs
is both contrary to the intent of the Hutton Report but also the cost-cap mechanisms that sought
to ensure stability in pension costs for employers.
This increase in costs has the potential to severely damage our ability to invest in the
communities we serve. It also puts at risk our reputation of Derbyshire Constabulary as a good
Force and Derbyshire as a safe county to live in. I need your support if I am to protect the
service that we provide to you and your constituents. I would ask you to join me in raising this
issue locally and nationally so that the people we represent do not have to contemplate further
cuts in policing.
I hope that the information provided both in this letter but also the copied correspondence from
the APCC helps your understanding of the issue, the impact on Derbyshire and makes clear
that I need your help. Please get in touch if I can provide further information.
Thank you for taking the time to read this correspondence and I look forward to your earliest
response.

Yours sincerely,

Hardyal Dhindsa
Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire

The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
The Rt Hon Philip Hammond MP
HM Treasury
1 Horse Guards Road
London
SW1A 2HQ
23rd October 2018
Dear Chancellor,
RE: The pensions and funding issues facing PCCs and Police Forces next year and beyond
We are writing to alert you to our significant concerns in relation to the recent pension’s evaluation
and its impact on the delivery of local policing priorities.
The 2018-19 / 2019/20 grant settlement for policing confirmed that police would receive a flat cash
settlement with the flexibility to raise council tax precepts, with the second-year dependent on
meeting efficiency and productivity targets. PCCs and Chief Constables have made good progress in
meeting these targets. We have delivered £322m of savings from procurement against the 2020
target of £350m, and £23m of the £40m for this year. In addition we are well on track to deliver the
three year £20m back office target.
Over the past months, PCCs have utilised the precept flexibility to cope with the increasing levels of
demand on police resources which we set out in our submission to Government last year. The latest
news relating to pensions has come as a significant and unwelcome shock to assumptions in funding
for 2019-20. Although we were aware that the 2016 Valuation indicated an increase in cost of circa
£165m, this was largely offset by the reduction in employers’ contribution of 2.9% which was never
actioned, worth around £125m. As such, PCCs and their forces have not been budgeting for an increase
of this magnitude.
The recent valuation of the National Police Pension Scheme has identified an actuarial deficit of £417m
annually. Of this, £165m is to be met from Police budgets from 2019-20 through an increase in the
employers’ contribution. Nationally this equates to 4000 fewer police officers.
The Treasury set the Directions for the valuation of all public sector pension schemes. In relation to
the unfunded pension schemes, the Direction which has the greatest impact on the valuation is the
Discount rate reduction. The impact of this direction falls solely on the employer, in this case the police
service.
Unlike the NHS (also an unfunded pension scheme) the police cannot by law
set an unbalanced budget and therefore cannot be in deficit, so will have to
meet the full cost of the change from their in-year cash budget.
We are sure you are aware that the Hutton Report sought to fix employer costs
within the context of a framework for public sector pension schemes going
forward. The consequence of the Treasury reducing the discount rate is clearly
at odds with the intent of the Hutton Report.

APCC
Lower Ground, 5-8 The Sanctuary,
Westminster, London, SW1P 3JS
T 020 7222 4296
E enquiries@apccs.police.uk
@AssocPCCs
www.apccs.police.uk
The APCC provides support to all
Police and Crime Commissioners
and policing governance bodies in
England and Wales

The valuation process has also highlighted a flaw in the Cost Cap mechanism that needs to be
addressed urgently. To have a mechanism that swings from a previous cut in employers’ contributions
of 2.9% (never actioned) to an increase of 9.7% provides no stability in the largest area of expenditure
for the service. Such volatility, based on assumptions such as forecasts for economic growth, is not the
basis for good financial decision making or management. In a funded scheme, such as the LGPS,
significant changes in employer contribution rate can be phased in which helps local budgeting and
financial management arrangements. We would urge you to consider a similar approach for the
unfunded police officer pension scheme.
The stability in police funding has now been put at significant risk, with plans for recovery and
recruitment in jeopardy. With approximately 80% of police budgets relating to employees costs it is
inevitable that police officer recruitment will, once again, be stopped alongside further reductions in
police officer and staff posts at a time when demand for services is increasing. Our medium-term
financial plans have aimed to use a combination of flat cash, precept flexibility and efficiency savings
together to cope with inflationary pressures and to invest to combat rising demand.
The burden of £165m in 2019/20 will mean we will struggle even to cover inflation, and nothing will
be left to invest in day to day policing. Indeed, some forces will need to cut services. If the precept
freedom is used to fund the pensions deficit, this will be very difficult for local tax payers to accept,
particularly as this financial year PCCs increased the precept with a clear commitment to bolster local
policing. There is a real risk that the public will perceive this as a local tax increase to fund the Treasury.
This actuarial move must not be allowed to compromise 2019/20 budgets. We would like you to do
the following:
•
•
•

mitigate the impact through additional Treasury funding;
allow an accounting treatment which smooths any residual effect into 2020/21 where we can
deal with the whole issue via the Spending Review; and
ensure the precept freedom allows us to follow through on our plans to increase policing
services to local communities, rather than shoulder a burden for the Treasury.

We trust you share our concerns and look forward back to hearing from you on this important issue.
Yours sincerely,

Mark Burns-Williamson OBE
Chair, Association of Police and Crime Commissioners

